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Everyone knows something you don’t.  Learn from them. 
-Phyllis M. Ledoux 

 
 

 
I wonder at this age 

If I can learn something new 
So I practice my language 

In hopes that I do… 
But I need some new words 
These ones are getting worn 
I’ve used them for so long 

They’re wrinkled, ripped and torn 
-Chickpeas, “Words I Love” 
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 This study explores the construction of regional identities through music 

performance and mediated forms of public culture in the urban Amazon of Peru, focusing 

on the city of Iquitos.  A fast-developing metropolis, Iquitos’s increasing industrial, 

ecological and economic importance on the national scale has driven a population explosion, 

drawing migrants from the surrounding jungle whose traditional communities are 

disintegrating.  Urban musicians respond to these changes by attempting to create an 

inclusive, Amazonian regional community through public culture.   A local folkloric genre 

called pandilla, which has morphed from a style associated mainly with native communities in 

another region of the Amazon to a distinctly mestizo music and dance from Iquitos, has been 

particularly central to this process.  Shaped through forms of public culture in urban 

Amazonia that articulate cosmopolitanism and globalization to the local milieu, it connects a 

folkloric past – molded by colonial dominance – to the present, which is steeped in 
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cosmopolitanism and regional pride.  This project traces the region’s history beginning with 

an influential folkloric ensemble, Los Solteritos, which emerged in the early 1960s and came 

to epitomize local mestizo music, shaping iquiteño esthetics and repertoire, and establishing 

pandilla as a pan-Amazonian folkloric genre.  It shows how this urban folkloric group claims 

deep ties to rural, indigenous Amazonia, even as it invests heavily in cosmopolitan esthetics 

and the mechanized reproduction of sound.  Finally, this study demonstrates how 

Explosión, a pop group that performs tecno-cumbia music became the representative pop 

ensemble of Iquitos by bringing local symbols of cosmopolitanism and folklore into their 

performances.  The ensemble re-packaged pandilla for consumption by various audiences 

locally and nationally, creating a unique music style at the juncture of community and 

cosmopolitanism, where industry and consumerism often shape musical trajectories.  

Overall, through the tecno-cumbiaization of pandilla, Iquitos is coming to terms with its 

position as an Amazonian city seeking admittance into the nation imaginary and radio, 

piracy, and public performance are the varied public cultural sites where regional identity is 

shaped as the Amazon grows in economic and political significance. 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

aguaje:    a palm fruit native to the upper Peruvian Amazon (Mauritia flexuosa) 

that is approximately three to four inches long and has small, hard 

scales that cover its thin layer of bright orange pulp highly 

concentrated in vitamin C. 

aguajera:     a woman who sells aguaje 

aguardiente:   unrefined sugar cane alcohol; moonshine 

animador:    literally, animator; functions as announcer and MC at tecno-cumbia 

performances and is considered part of the ensemble.  The animador 

generates enthusiasm among audience members. 

ayahuasca:    vine indigenous to the Amazon that has hallucinogenic properties 

when brewed with other ingredients 

bailarina:    literally, dancer.  In tecno-cumbia ensembles, the bailarinas dance 

choreographed (and also sensual) moves  

bombo:    a large, double-headed bass drum native to the Andean region of 

Peru 

buchisapa:    a colloquial phrase referring to someone with a distended belly likely 

due to too much food or alcohol consumption. 
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CETA:   Centro de Estudios Teológicos de la Amazonía (Center of Teological 

Studies of the Amazon) 

chacra:     cultivated land (large garden) 

chambira:    a palm tree native to the upper Amazon of Peru (Astrocaryum 

chambira); also a jute fiber that comes from the bark of the chambira 

palm tree used to weave hammocks, clothes, ropes, baskets, etc. 

charapa:    a freshwater turtle native to the Amazon (Podocnemis expansa); also a 

colloquial term used to refer to people who are from the Loreto 

department. 

chicha:    fermented corn beverage from Andean Peru.  Also a musical genre 

often called cumbia andina (Andean cumbia), chicha grew in popularity 

among Andean migrants in the 1960s and 1970s.  Musical 

characteristics include a blend of the Andean huayno with Colombian 

cumbia and North American rock music.  The genre typically centered 

on working-class issues found among migrants in Lima.  

chichódromo:   a large amphitheater that can host upwards of 20,000 people for 

chicha concerts. 

cholo:  often derogatory term referring to an indigenous individual with 

aspirations of an urban mestizo lifestyle 
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complejo:    a complex;  In Iquitos, “the” Complejo refers to a complex originally 

associated with a local secondary school and presently owned by Raúl 

Flores. 

criollo:  literally, “creole.”  Refers to culture with roots in Iberian Europe.  

Also may refer to people of Spanish heritage born in the New World. 

danza:   dance; in Iquitos, usually refers to religious dances 

departamento:   literally, department.  Refers to a province 

dicho:     a phrase or expression 

equipo:     a sound system or stereo 

grupo:     a pop ensemble that does not have wind instruments 

huasca:    Quechua for an inebriated individual.  Used colloquially in the 

Peruvian Amazon.  

huayno:  folkloric music genre from Andean Peru that commonly features 

pentatonic strophic songs in indigenous languages mixed with 

Spanish with parallel, heavily ornamented and syncopated melodies in 

duple meter. 

indigenismo:  political, intellectual and artistic movement from early twentieth 

century Andean regions that aimed at glorifying indigenous cultures 
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iquiteño/a:    may be used as a noun to describe someone from Iquitos or as an 

adjective to describe something from Iquitos 

Iquitos  city in the upper Amazon of Peru with a population of approximately 

400,000 people 

limeño/a:   person from Lima 

loretano:     a person from Loreto 

Loreto:    the largest department, geographically speaking, of Peru.  It makes up 

37% of the nation’s land mass but only constitutes 5% of the nation’s 

population. 

merengue:  Domincan genre characterized by its instrumentation (often including 

diatonic accordian, drum and scraper), emphasized downbeat and 

and duple meter 

mestizo:  literally, mixed.  Refers to people of mixed ethnicities.  Also often 

used to describe syncretic cultural forms 

minga:    community work day where everyone in a neighborhood or village 

works toward a common goal such as clearing a field, building a 

house, etc.  Can also be familial when friends and neighbors aid a 

family with a similar large-scale task 
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mototaxi:     small rickshaw motorcycle taxis that fit three people in the carriage. 

mototaxista:    one who drives a mototaxi 

orquesta:    literally, orchestra.  Can refer to a large scale symphony or a pop 

music band that uses wind instruments. 

pandilla:  folkloric genre from the Amazon of Peru.  Pandilla likely originated in 

the Selva Alta of the Amazon in San Martín.  Musical characteristics 

include Amazonian instrumentation, fast march beat and lyrical 

references to local culture. 

pañuelo:    handkerchief.  Ritual prop for patron saint celebrations.  Men and 

women dance with the handkerchief folded into a triangle and spin it 

around or hold each corner and move it up and down as they dance 

in front of a saint statue and offerings. 

parcialidad:  local units composed of extensive family groups linked by kinship 

bonds and headed by a given leader 

parillada:  a cook-out that involves grilled meat, usually chicken 

quena:    narrow, end-notched flute indigenous to the Andean region of Peru 

often made of bamboo or wood.  In the Amazon, the quena is 

thinner and narrower and normally constructed of PVC pipe.  
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redoblante:    small snare drum indigenous to Peruvian Amazon and commonly 

used in folkloric music there 

reducción:  literally, reduction.  In South America, reducciónes function similarly to 

a reservation in North America.  A reducción is a forceably relocated 

community of indigenous people governed by eccliastical or royal 

authorities in colonizing settings.  Colonialists attempted to convert 

and control their wards.  

reggaeton:  urban music originating in panama with West Indian influences (soca, 

reggae, dancehall) fusing with Latin American sounds (salsa, rock en 

español, merengue) and hip-hop. 

salsa:  Latin American music genre with origins in Cuba that is  

  closely related to the son montuno and characterized by clave-driven 

rhythm (1 2 3  1 2), Cuban son structure (melody and chorus featuring 

improvisations by musicians) and its instrumentation that includes 

timbales, bongo, horns, bass, piano, vocalists 

sol (Nuevo sol):   currency in Peru 

tacachera:     woman who makes tacacho 

tacacho:    small balls of roasted plantains and dried pork.  Commonly sold at 

roadside stands and also consumed in domestic environments 
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tecno-cumbia: musical genre indigenous to the urban Amazon of Peru from the late 

twentieth century that adapted chicha music to accommodate 

Amazonian culture.  Typically features more synthesizers than its 

predecessor and relies on more “tropical” themes in its lyrics and 

presentation.   

telenovela:    soap opera.  Telenovelas in Latin America tend to be short series (often 

six or eight weeks long) that regularly rerun 

tema:   song or theme 

trago:  strong, unrefined alcohol; also generic word that refers to a mixed 

drink 

UNAP:   Universidad Nacional de la Amazonía Peruana (National University 

of the Peruvian Amazon) 

UPI:    Universidad Particular de Iquitos (Private University of Iquitos) 
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CHAPTER I: 

INTRODUCTION:  THEORY AND METHOD 

 

 
“Aún hoy, la gran mayoría de los peruanos de las otras regiones viven y mueren sin conocer la 
Amazonía…aún más desconocida se encuentra su cultura y la rica sabiduría popular de las numerosas 
comunidades nativas y mestizas de esa extensa región peruana.”  
 
“Even today, the great majority of Peruvians from other regions live and die without visiting the 
Amazon...even less known is the culture and rich folkloric wisdom of the several native and mestizo 
communities of that great Peruvian region.”  

-Luís Salazar 1988: 315 
 

Introduction 

 The upper Amazon of Peru sprawls across the Loreto department, a region that 

covers one fourth of the entire country.  Loreto‟s capital city of nearly half a million people, 

Iquitos, is the largest inland port in the world and constitutes a central point of migration for 

many Amazonians – indigenous and non-indigenous – from throughout the region; it is 

uniquely diverse.  Of the more than 100 indigenous languages spoken in Peru, the majority 

are spoken in the Amazon; native communities number in the thousands and many residents 

of these communities have since migrated to the city to find employment.  Between rubber, 

petroleum and logging industries, jobs have opened up in the city, fueling the movement of 

people and goods (Chapter 2).  Native languages and communities are disappearing as 

indigenous peoples move to urban areas and attempt to assimilate while corporate interests 

exploit or destroy their lands and waters.  The present moment is vital in the Amazon as it is 
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pulled more and more into the national political and economic arena, requiring regional unity 

in the face of tremendous change. 

The changing economy of Iquitos has influenced its demographics and population 

substantially.  Migrants from nearby and distant indigenous and non-indigenous 

communities that rarely have electricity or running water are lured by the prospect of 

modern facilities, better educational opportunities, as well as the availability of manufactured 

goods and investment capital.  Industry executives, tourists and missionaries add to the 

diversity of the city.  Residents of Iquitos aspire to integrate politically, economically and 

culturally into the national imaginary while still maintaining Amazonian roots and traditions.  

Meanwhile, the city struggles to maintain economic stability and battles high levels of 

unemployment because of its exploding population (Sotil 2000).  The entire region has been 

characterized by chronic cycles of underdevelopment that undermine occasional and 

unsustainable economic booms (Chapter 2). 

 Cultural projects in Iquitos reflect its changing circumstances.  Folkloric and popular 

music groups carefully negotiate influences from the region‟s past and present.  Radio 

broadcasters, band managers and owners of live performance venues target new and old 

audiences in creative ways, alternately emphasizing Amazonianness, transnational sounds, or 

some combination of the two, enticing people from different backgrounds to consume their 

products.  Consumers respond by interpreting such mediated commercial initiatives, 

formulating cosmopolitan regional identities grounded in local sounds. 

Increased migration to Iquitos has diversified the city‟s music making, as one might 

expect.  And music making is one of the ways in which notions of regional identity are 
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negotiated and experienced.  Indigenous songs and European-based repertoire from Iberian 

and highland immigrants, prevalent among older residents, represent one strong influence.  

Such repertoire can be heard in upscale restaurants and at private parties; it is also 

incorporated into hybrid genres and blended with local mestizo practices.  Modern, electrified 

tecno-cumbia resonates with other listeners, as do salsa, merengue and other international 

genres.  Popular performers combine and “localize” these influences in a repertoire that 

contributes to a sense of Amazonian community.   

This dissertation reveals the precise ways in which music, economy, 

cosmopolitanism and public culture intertwine and overlap, creating particular identity 

formations in the urban Amazon of Peru, a region that has frequently been left out of the 

nation‟s historical narrative.  While a well known adage describes the nation‟s geography as 

fundamentally diverse (“somos sierra, selva, costa”, “we are highland, jungle, and coast”), it is 

only the highlands and the coast that have traditionally played any role in the Peruvian 

imaginary.  Despite this imbalance, Amazonia is gradually gaining recognition as it changes 

and expands. 

Central to my study are two different musical ensembles that demonstrate this 

tendency.  One is folkloric and the other popular; both consider themselves to epitomize 

Amazonianness although in very different ways.  The former plays repertoire on acoustic 

and indigenous instruments in smaller, more intimate settings, claiming to authentically 

reproduce regional styles.  The latter performs new interpretations of traditional songs on 

electric instruments in contemporary performance spaces, asserting their connection to 

traditional musics but in a way that younger generations understand and consume.  Fans 
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invest in the groups‟ distinct stylistic articulations of regional references by patronizing one 

or the other, or both, in different environments.   

These two groups reveal different ways of articulating community due to registers of 

reference.  Los Solteritos are rooted in an earlier moment in time when national initiatives 

attempted to legitimize folkloric traditions, implicitly tying them to regional identities and 

demanding particular musicianship.  Explosión on the other hand, operates in a different 

register, employing a framework built on distinct entrepreneurialism rooted in new 

technologies and practices.  These opposing positions are merely characteristic of 

chronologies. 

Both groups have responded in their own way to dramatic increases in the urban 

Amazonian population and de-stabilization of traditional Amazonian communities.  

Through its electrified versions of native songs and rhythms, Explosión, the popular group, 

has tried to create a sense of community by fusing international pop music and regional 

folkloric styles.  The ensemble performs on instruments including synthesizers, electric 

guitars and drum machines, and has a following of thousands of young and middle-aged 

fans.  Explosión exports its distinctly Amazonian product locally and nationally through 

radio broadcasts, the circulation of recordings, and regular performances and tours.   

By means of acoustic repertoire, the folkloric ensemble Los (Nuevos) Solteritos also 

attempts to build community by tethering fans‟ nostalgia for tradition.1  Los Solteritos has a 

much weaker national projection, however, rarely if ever touring, and distributing their CDs 

                                                           
1 Since the death of founding member Eliseo Reátegui, Los Solteritos have become Los Nuevos Solteritos.  For 

the purposes of this project, I consistently refer to the group as Los Solteritos. 
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only within Iquitos.  Los Solteritos has a much smaller fan base that consists mostly of older 

Amazonians.    

My research analyzes the ways that these mediated forms of public culture all stem 

from economic imperatives and create new senses of cosmopolitanism from which regional 

identities emerge.  I investigate how music culture responds to dynamic socio-political and 

economic processes that are changing representations of the Amazon on the national stage.  

I couch these trends in historical contexts below in order to underscore the dynamism of the 

region. 

 

Description of the research problem in historical context 

Iquitos became a bustling urban hub in the late 1800s, and since then, fundamental 

stylistic changes have taken place in the city‟s music that have influenced contemporary 

performance.  During the late nineteenth century, music culture consisted of mainly 

European-derived styles including polka, mazurkas and even chamber music.2  Locally 

famous singers played these genres regularly, touting them as authentic Amazonian musical 

expressions.  Popular among elites and poor alike, European-based musics retained their 

preeminence until the 1960s, when a critical period of cultural reorganization occurred on 

the national level and the government adapted earlier efforts to revalue indigenous cultural 

practices (Turino 2000).  Due to the efforts of individuals such as highland intellectual and 

novelist José María Arguedas, who promoted the value of Andean music and art culture, 

government officials elevated Andean music expression as well as criollo  and Afro-Peruvian 

                                                           
2 Kanatari, 1988 
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folklore to the status of national heritage.  However, Arguedas and others largely ignored the 

Amazon in their search for symbols of national heritage, and the Loreto Department 

continued to cling to its own regional idioms, often identifying more with the broader 

Amazon region (including Colombia and Brazil) than with the nation. 

Prompted by these nationalist initiatives that encouraged folkloric cultural 

expressions, musicians in Iquitos gradually began to more frequently perform regional styles 

such as pandilla, which employed Amazonian instruments, to accompany locally important 

celebrations.  Loyal listeners came to view this music as the epitome of Amazonian pride and 

found no inconsistency in their message of regional folkloric boosterism and their 

promotion of traditional instruments through elaborate technologies of amplification.  The 

introduction of commercial radio to the region in the late 1960s and early 1970s further 

promoted pandilla and other hybrid genres with rural roots (Vásquez Valcárcel 1995).  

Ensembles today regularly perform music native to Loreto in varied contexts, not just at 

traditional celebrations.  

 The explosion of the popular music forms chicha in the late 1970s and its offshoot 

tecno-cumbia in the late 1990s, took the nation by storm.  Chicha, which originated among 

Andean migrants in Lima, is largely considered a Peruvian music that draws from the 

Andean huayno, North American rock, and the Colombian cumbia (Chapter 4). In Iquitos 

performers simultaneously developed the genre with regional distinctions, including 

elements that referenced local indigenous culture lyrically, musically and in costume.  

Amazonian musicians in Loreto gradually adapted chicha, speeding it up and changing vocal 

and guitar timbres, creating tecno-cumbia.  Amazonian tecno-cumbia artists tried to distance their 
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musical style from chicha, attempting to disassociate themselves from Andean cumbia.  

Originating in the Amazon, this is the popular music that dominated the nation in the late 

1990s and is still popular in Iquitos today (Chapter 4).  

 In the early 2000s, traditional music such as popular pandilla carnival marches found 

their way into Amazonian tecno-cumbia ensembles‟ repertoire.  The marches‟ saltito (jumpy) 

style still constitutes the prototypical carnival music in Iquitos today, perhaps due to the 

communal aspect of the dancing – couples stand together in large circles – and rigorous 

radio promotion. Tecno-cumbia performers project Amazonianness through the incorporation 

of distinct styles of traditional music, through dance and through localized costuming. 

 Representations of Amazonianness in Iquitos, which differ markedly from cultural 

expression in Andean Peru, represent a leitmotif in recent iquiteño expression manifested in 

different ways for different audiences.  Grupo Explosión, for example, regarded by its 

younger fans as the embodiment of regional identity,3  plays tecno-cumbiaized hits of 

contemporary Latin genres such as reggaeton, salsa, chicha, and rock on synthesizers, 

demonstrating how cultural influences external to the Amazon constantly enter and are 

reinterpreted locally.  In some ways, this repertoire is similar to music performed by Los 

Solteritos who most often plays traditional Amazonian tunes but also reinterprets popular 

pan-Andean tunes, fusing them with local genres. 

Despite their emblematic positions in the public‟s imagination, palpable tensions 

between the two groups have developed.  In part this is because Los Solteritos‟ history is 

                                                           
3 Grupo Explosión‟s huge banners display a photo of the band with the phrase “El Orgullo Amazónico” 
blazoned across it.  While it is common throughout Latin American music culture to add ornamental sounds 
and words (“música chicha!”, “husssss!”, “mi morenita”), Grupo Explosión regularly inserts the same phrase mid-
performance. 
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decades long, and its members resent being overshadowed by a much more recently 

established group such as Explosión.  To an extent, members of Los Solteritos also resent 

Explosión for their clever marketing and their monopoly of local radio.  A more substantive 

concern, however, is that Explosión is distorting folkloric forms and distracting the public 

from local customs that are quickly disappearing.  Los Solteritos‟ resentment also stems from 

when they developed: their musical characters formed during a period of time when serious 

musicians should devote time and energy to traditional musics not only to shape folkloric 

identities but also as a politically effective strategy.   

Both ensembles are clearly mestizo, although both perform repertoire with some ties 

to indigenous traditions.  While Los Solteritos performs at religious saints‟ festivals and 

village anniversary celebrations, Grupo Explosión plays for political campaigns and in large, 

amphitheater-type venues.  Both bands adapt regional sensibilities to particular ends; both 

concern themselves with national popularity and financial gain as well as with the fate of 

Iquitos‟ folklore and community.  As the Amazon adjusts to its growing prominence, these 

two groups help solidify a distinct Amazonian culture that has become representative of the 

region.  Ongoing processes of cultural formation in Loreto province, as exemplified by Los 

Solteritos and Explosión, reflect larger struggles for socio-political currency on the national 

stage.   

Fans consume the music of both groups through media such as radio, pirated CDs 

and DVDs and public performance; of these, radio may be the most important.  A 

prominent fixture in nearly every Amazonian household or business, radio has proven 

decisive in shaping collective tastes and listening practices.  The medium appears where 
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electricity is scarce as in several areas in and around Iquitos, prohibiting television 

broadcasts.4  Moreover, radio supplants print media among many consumers because of high 

rates of illiteracy.5  Radio‟s portability and convenience facilitates listening across virtually all 

socio-economic groups and demographics.  As such, it regularly popularizes and promotes 

popular music ensembles such as Grupo Explosión, whereas those oriented toward acoustic 

folklore have been largely ignored for the last decade and a half.   

Many audience members also experience music in Iquitos by purchasing pirated 

music medi, as mentioned.  Pirated goods are easily accessible and affordable, and thus play a 

central role in publicizing songs by local artists.  The large quantities of pirated music 

consumed throughout the city illustrates public demand for particular genres, and sales of an 

individual group‟s recordings indicate their local popularity; these statistics often correspond 

with radio airplay.   

Large venues dot the city and create sites for pop music groups such as Explosión to 

play their repertoire.  These public performances provide spaces for Amazonians to 

negotiate and reinforce their identity through concerts that dialogue with fans‟ intimate 

knowledge of musical repertoire and of local heritage (Chapter 5).  Fans manifest their sense 

of identity as loretanos at tecno-cumbia shows by recreating meaningful festival celebrations out 

of context to the soundtrack of electrified folk music, reshaping the performance 

environment entirely, fusing a pop music concert with a traditional event.  

                                                           
4 Television is only available through cable because of dense foresting that prohibits extensive broadcast.  
There are only three local television news channels, all of which have developed within the past five years. 
5 While no accurate data exists on literacy in the Loreto department, it is estimated that literacy rates in rural 
areas in Peru are around 80%, 16% less than urban areas (Sotil 2000).  While primary and secondary school 
education is compulsory in the entire nation, it is not enforced, especially in rural areas.  Thus, many migrants 
in Iquitos read at a primary school level if at all.  To wit, political parties use recognizable graphics for 
constituents to recognize and circle on voting ballots (e.g. an ear of corn for the agricultural-based party). 
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In this dissertation, I explore the impact of migration to the city of Iquitos on the 

musical production of local folkloric and popular groups.  I am particularly concerned with 

how they have come to represent the Amazonian, constantly incorporating local references 

in a variety of ways.  In order to best understand and explain the implication of their 

regionalist discourse, I describe the different performance contexts of Los Solteritos and 

Grupo Explosión and examine performers‟ accounts of their music-making.  I analyze 

audience reception.  I pinpoint the specific elements that make these groups idiomatic to the 

Amazon and how these markers of the local relate to a broader cultural landscape.  I study 

the dissemination of this music on the radio and at public performances, considering how 

each ensemble resonates among consumers and fans. 

 

Issues and questions 

Public sphere 

Jürgen Habermas‟ idea of the public sphere provides a framework to theorize a zone 

of cultural debate through which scholars might analyze and understand public discourse.  

Habermas defines “public sphere” as a private group of people who assemble to confer on 

matters of public interest.  His egalitarian vision of a truly dynamic public sphere in which all 

social participants have equal voices has never materialized.6  Yet, the idea of a large group 

reaching general consensus about common interests and aspiring to address common 

                                                           
6 Participants in Habermas‟ model are invariably male, educated well-heeled and literate. 
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concerns through discourse and the media relates directly to the concerns of this 

dissertation.7   

In Iquitos, the public sphere is substantially shaped by the commercial interests of 

those who control local media, and the dynamics of discourse about iquiteño identity are 

considerably shaped by the circulation of popular music within the mediated spaces that they 

create.  The public sphere acts as a model in Iquitos where the dynamism of discourse is 

shaped by commercial interests surrounding popular music.  In particular, Iquitos provides a 

unique context within which to study the impact of globalization on public culture a due to 

its position as a peripheral center, geographically isolated and yet susceptible to globalizing 

forces. 

 

Public culture  

In 1988, Arjun Appadurai and Carol Breckenridge published the first issue of Public 

Culture, a scholarly journal that grew in popularity as its subject emerged at the forefront of 

anthropological urban studies.  Their introduction in the first issue of that journal enriched 

theoretical discourse in the field as regards cultural expression.  The authors chose the 

adjective public specifically in order to evade notions of high, low, mass or elite, allowing for 

“an approach which is open to the cultural nuances of cosmopolitanism and of the modern” 

(1988:6).    The methods by which cultural forms contest one another and form anew make 

                                                           
7 Habermas indicates that the beginning of mass-production during the Industrial Revolution essentially 
severed any possibility of print or other media being directly controlled by the public sphere, thereby removing 
the potential power from the hands of the people and putting into the hands of a small elite, which would wield 
power for profit and personal gain instead of using influence to promote productive dialogic responses to the 
government. 
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up part of public culture from this perspective, constituting localized versions of 

cosmopolitanism.   

 The lines between folk and popular, traditional and mass culture appear 

increasingly amorphous today.  Institutionalized folk competitions grow to extreme 

proportions. Popular culture infiltrates “authentic” and traditional communities, leading to 

new and creative fusions.  Appadurai and Breckenridge demand a rethinking of these 

boundaries, especially in the context of a world and communities “where traditional culture 

is often the result of conscious deliberation or elaboration” (1988: 8).  Their election of the 

model of public culture is meant to provide a more thorough space in which to address 

notions of space, time, and globalization as they shift and shape our worlds.  As sites where 

meanings are “generated, circulated, contested and reconstructed,” (Fraser 2007: 9), 

articulations of public culture create and recreate assorted, loaded meanings. 

As in the case of Habermas‟ public sphere, the circulation of public culture produces 

new ways of constructing community and of relating the members of community to one 

another (Fraser 1993; Tucker 2005; Shryock 2004; Spitulnik 1994).  Of particular note is the 

more democratic and widely circulated nature of mass-mediated culture, as opposed to the 

more elitist notion of the public sphere as initially formulated.  Joshua Tucker observes that 

despite the narrow, homogenous space that Habermas describes, one notes the presence of 

multiple groups within the public sphere that engage diverse ideas “of collectivity, remaining 

largely separate from one another, and coming to common visions via a variety of methods” 

(2005:25).  Tucker continues by proposing that, in contrast to Habermas, mass media may 

constitute a legitimate tool for public formation with “potential for the creation of effective 
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group sentiments via rational-critical discussion” (2005:26).  I suggest that loretanos, for 

example, are symbolically constructed through public cultures of radio to a much greater 

extent than through face-to-face verbal interaction.  

Theodor Adorno relegated mass culture to the lowest rung along a hierarchy of 

cultural forms, suggesting that merchants of public culture market their products so as to 

replicate hegemonic ideologies and to keep the masses entertained with mindless drivel.  He 

noted that individuals in positions of power within the culture industry frequently determine 

the products provided to consumers, allowing for little or no creativity on the part of the 

public.  According to Adorno, consumers in general have no agency except in deciding 

which products they will purchase, essentially serving as the peons of market capitalism.  He 

argued that “although the culture industry undeniably speculates on the conscious and 

unconscious state of the millions towards which it is directed, the masses are not primary, 

but secondary, they are an object of calculation; an appendage of the machinery” (Adorno 

1975: 12).  My study and other more recent musical analysis demonstrate, however, that 

consumers actively construct the meanings of popular culture, mapping their own 

experiences onto mass media (Abu-Lughod 1995, Mankekar 1999).  The Iquitos public re-

inscribes mass culture with new meanings by actively consuming allegedly empty, mindless 

products (popular, radio-friendly music on pirated discs, for instance) and reimagining them 

as locally relevant. 

 Radio, pirated musical recordings, and public performance all shape the iquiteño 

public sphere in important ways, contributing to eclectic cultural sensibilities within the 

framework of commercialism.  Several scholars have analyzed these different modalities 
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independently.  Ana María Ochoa, for instance, discusses musical piracy within communities 

on the peripheries of modern nation states in Latin America.  Ochoa focuses on the dual 

notions of piracy as illegitimate or illegal practice versus piracy as a legitimate means of 

accessing culture on the part of those largely deprived access to the mainstream market.  

Piracy, she asserts,  

“has to be understood in the context of a drastic change in modes of 

communication in music provided by new technology that will probably alter 

the structure of the music industry as we knew it in the twentieth century, 

but also in the context of a cultural economic order where legal and paralegal 

practices of the music industry are at play in an increasingly tense and critical 

way” (Ochoa 2002).   

Effectively, Ochoa defends the practice, considering it part of creative and necessary 

strategies on the part of communities whose “standard” interactions with capitalist structures 

are made impossible.  

Piracy constitutes an omnipresent part of global capitalism.  As Brian Larkin 

discusses in his ethnography, “media piracy is part of the „organizational architecture‟ of 

globalization, providing the infrastructure that allows media goods to circulate” (Larkin 

2004: 289).  Larkin describes piracy as a provisional system within the larger framework of 

capitalism that underscores the breakdown within it (Larkin 2004: 291).  In his view, “pirate 

infrastructure is a powerful mediating force that produces new modes of organizing sensory 

perception, time, space, and economic networks” (Larkin 2004: 291).  Chapter 5 explores 
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piracy‟s roles in Iquitos, mediating identity through its products, from song lists to jacket 

covers.   

This project complements current studies on mass media and radio (Llorens 1991; 

Berland 1990; Spitunik 1993; Mankekar 1999; Fernandes 2008).  It draws on work that views 

different forms of media as actively constructing individual consumers as national, gendered, 

racial, or ethnic – and in the present case, regional – subjects.  Purnima Mankekar‟s 

ethnography among audiences of nationalist  TV serials in New Dehli (1993), for instance, 

offers a unique perspective regarding the potential for television viewing to mount/incite 

discourse and critical thought, in this case notions of idealized patriotic and gendered 

identities.  In India, the state produces a prime-time National Programme designed to 

“construct a pan-Indian „national culture,‟” thus exerting control and influence over regional 

governments (1993: 546). Mankekar reveals, through careful observation, interviews, and 

interactions during typical home viewings, that audiences interpret these texts (the serial 

television programs) according to widely varied socio-historical frames.  Serials that purport 

to construct gendered and national identities are often at the mercy of these interpretations, 

demonstrating that “meaning is unstable and is frequently contested by viewers, historical 

subjects, living in particular discursive formations, rather than positioned by any single text” 

(1993: 543).   

Mankekar‟s ethnographic analysis is quite different from many approaches to media 

study that focus more on specific viewing conditions instead of interpreting human 

processes or reactions.  Sujatha Fernandes‟ study of rap music and film in Cuba employs a 

similar approach to Mankekar‟s, conducting interviews with people about their consumption 
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and perceptions of mediated products.  Fernandes introduces the “artistic public sphere,” 

defined as “sites of interaction and discussion among ordinary citizens generated through the 

media of art and popular culture” (2006: 3).  She focuses on how Cubans use films to 

negotiate identity and politics.  Alternatively, John Fiske researched the meanings that 

consumers place on common, everyday objects such as blue jeans, revealing the ways in 

which people actively or passively construct meaning from seemingly banal artifacts.  His 

study is especially important because of the certain amount of agency that he gives to the 

consumer, stating, “to be made into popular culture, a commodity must bear the interests of 

the people” (1989: 21).  

In using parts of these ethnographic models, I consider the interpretative reactions in 

the metadiscourse surrounding radio listening.  While radio is unquestionably different from 

television, there are similarities in the ethnographic approach to studying them (spending 

time with and interviewing listeners), and in how they support the construction of identity 

(how radio listeners draw their sense of self from particular radio sounds).  Naturally, the 

promotion of Amazonianness by radio operators and programmers is interpreted differently 

by various listeners who internalize alternately international or local musical references. 

Jody Berland‟s study presents a distinct viewpoint regarding local narratives in 

commercial radio and their relation to identity formation (1990).  Berland suggests that 

“radio offers listeners a sense of accessibility to and interaction within its own (broadcast) 

community” (1990:188).  Although local methods of formatting and programming radio may 

be based on national or international models (and “most ideas are borrowed, not originated” 

(1990:188), they are still uniquely regional.  Radio executives make creative decisions about 
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formatting and programming to capture the attention of the local audience; these decisions 

differ significantly from area to area and prove central to shaping the public sphere.  

Berland contends that “radio has unique capacities to map our symbolic and social 

environment” through its ethereal presence, surrounding and penetrating domestic and 

public life as a fundamental element of a particular soundscape (1990:191).  However, she 

neglects to flesh out exactly how, on the ground level, radio might productively chart a 

particular social space.  In contrast, my investigation offers an analysis of precisely why and 

how both commercial and local radio shape the Iquitos public sphere. 

 My study addresses key issues in the Amazon, one of which is the region‟s slow and 

partial incorporation into the national imagination.  In Barclay et.al. (1991), the authors 

explore relation of the Amazon to the Peruvian state through a socio-economic lens, 

examining factors that have prevented the region from full integration into the national 

collective.  They acknowledge sociological considerations in the creation of a distinct 

Amazonian identity, but neglect to mention the cultural realm (see for instance 1991:50).  My 

work complements this study and a few others relate to Amazon Peru.  I define recent 

musico-cultural trends that are particularly Amazonian demonstrating how cultural activism 

has responded to broader socio-economic trends. 

 

Cosmopolitanism and globalization 

Cosmopolitanism represents a foundational theory in this dissertation.  Literally 

meaning “of the world,” common usage often associates cosmopolitanism with urban 

environments.  According to Thomas Turino, cosmopolitanism encompasses “objects, ideas, 
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and cultural positions widely diffused throughout the world and yet [that] are specific only to 

certain portions of the populations within given countries…[cosmopolitanism] is a specific 

type of cultural formation and constitution of habitus that is translocal in purview” (Turino 

2001: 24).  In Iquitos, popular music exists as a type of culture that circulates globally, a 

tangible form of globalization.  To a greater extent than in developed countries such as the 

United States that tend to circulate and consume their own domestic cultural forms, in 

Iquitos musicians have adopted international forms of popular music and adapted them, 

creating distinctly local styles.  The resultant hybrid popular musics still have drums, bass, 

electric guitar, and synthesizers, as do the foreign pop genres that served as their inspiration, 

but they are refashioned in a way that resonates with Amazonians. 

Globalization is the process by which the world “shrinks” due to accessibility to and 

innovation of transportation and communication.  However, scholars often pit globalization 

against localization, when they actually exist in a dynamic dialect (Ho 2003).  Scholar Ho Min 

notes,  

Globalization is a process of local hybridization that determines a great 

number of processes that change and even transcend the regional and 

national characteristics of popular music.  Current debates about 

globalization in popular music show that local actors become increasingly 

involved in global flows of meanings, images, sounds, capital, people, etc.  

Through the technology of global networks, new affinity group formations 

emerge, centering on particular musical styles and ways of expression.  
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Economic globalization always has cultural effects on the localization of 

popular music (Ho 2003:146). 

Localized globalization, then, constitutes objects that have circulated the world and been 

adapted or localized in specific societies.   

 

Identity 

My work also dialogues with the growing literature on identity in Latin America (de 

la Cadena 2000; Romero 2001; Mendoza 2000).  Over the past decade many scholars have 

argued for a reformulation of notions of identity (Erlmann 1999, Brubaker and Cooper 

2000) because they feel the term has not been properly theorized or explored.  While a 

legitimate concern, others believe this position extreme.  It may be most useful to conceive 

of the concept of identity as a continuum, since some individuals relate more to aspects of a 

collective identity formation, others to more individualized formations (Turino 2008, 

Bighenho 2002, Hall 1996, Wallach 2008). 

Brubaker and Cooper have noted that the major challenge of identity studies is 

conceptualizing an effective framework with which to analyze “identity” because the term 

itself has been used in excess (2000:34).  They believe scholars risk flattening or 

oversimplifying cultural, historical, political, economic, and other trajectories in this manner 

by focusing on the collective identities of large groups or extended periods of times.  In 

contrast, my study focuses on a more bounded regional identity constructed within a musical 

and discursive frame, and one that has emerged only in the past few decades.  In Chapters 3 

and 4, I explore the tensions surrounding identity politics as they emerge from the 
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commercial circulation of music.  I underscore the dynamic processes that inform their 

creation and maintenance as they shift through time.  I thus tease out the processual aspects 

of identity and address the multi-dimensional contexts that structure it.  As Turino notes,  

the performing arts are frequently fulcrums of identity, allowing people to 

intimately feel themselves part of the community through the realization of 

shared cultural knowledge and style and through the very act of participating 

together in performance.  Music and dance are key to identity formation 

because they are often public presentations of the deepest feelings and 

qualities that make a group unique (Turino 2008:2). 

 

Hybridity 

The two main musical styles I discuss later in the dissertation are pandilla and tecno-

cumbia, both Amazonian in origin and both fundamentally hybrid genres.  Many theorizations 

on hybridity stem from postcolonial discourse in which scholars such as Homi Bhabha 

address the place where cultural differences often collide (Bhabha 1994, García Canclini 

1995).  Bhabha notes, “Hybridity is the margin where cultural differences come into contact 

and conflict…and unsettle all the stable identities that are constructed around oppositions 

such as past and present, inside and outside, or inclusion and exclusion” (1994: 20).  Bhaba 

celebrates the liminal spaces that hybrids create and occupy.  In the modern era, nearly all 

cultures are hybrid because radically changing forms of communication and transportation 

introduce new and different cultural forms that shape local styles, perceptions and 

production.  García Canclini sees hybrid cultures as symptoms of modernity, understanding 
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that “Modernization diminishes the role of the cultured and the popular…it relocates art and 

folklore, academic knowledge and industrialized culture, under relatively similar conditions” 

(1995:5).   

These notions are applicable in urban Amazonia, a region host to hybridized musics 

that incorporate elements from disparate sources that index distinct cultural meanings.  A 

recently re-imagined form, pandilla, draws from perceived indigenous rhythms and 

instrumentation, música criolla structure, and mestizo aesthetics (see Chapter 2 for definitions 

of these terms), providing an excellent case study in which to explore the ramifications of 

musical fusion.  In Chapter 3, I explore how pandilla  became a pan-Amazonian folkloric 

genre, representing the entire region sonically. 

 

Indigenismo 

The tension between mestizos, or individuals of mixed race, and indigenous people 

play out in different ways throughout Peru‟s history.  Apropos of this tension, the present 

project intersections, appropriations and contrasts between indigenous lifestyles, customs, 

and communities and mestizo practices, especially in urban contexts.  Sometimes mestizo 

urbanites describe indigeneity as valued cultural heritage; they may conflate Amazonian 

character with Indianness.  At other times, especially in light of a tense colonial history, 

mestizos express more ambivalence, deriding their native neighbors as illiterate, uneducated 

country bumpkins.  Indigenous cultural expressions occupy a particular place in the mestizo 

imagination; perceptions of “primitivism” in native song and dance frequently reinforce one 

another urban stereotypes. 
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Peru‟s politicians, officials and cultural authorities have long supported particular 

forms of national cultural expression at the expense of others.  A prime example is the 

Indigenismo  movement of the 1940s, discussed earlier.  These endeavors resulted in the 

romanticization of the Inca and other native groups without actively changing the plight of 

the present-day Indian.  In the 1960s, the federal government began requiring certain 

amounts of radio airtime devoted to native musics and other initiatives.  This program 

centered primarily on Andean cultures, largely ignoring Amazonian ones and resulting in a 

further marginalization of the region. 

  

Modernity 

While some argue that modernity no longer exists and that we are presently in a 

period of postmodernism (Jameson 1991), it appears that in Iquitos, modernity is an 

inconclusive project.  Néstor García Canclini views modernity as “a condition in which 

tensions create a situation of uncertainty, restructuring conflicts” (1995: 268).  Essentially, 

García Canclini refers to modernity as a never-ending, dynamic project that requires 

flexibility; people must “renew their traditions” and culture producers must “reconvert their 

codes in order to communicate with different audiences” (268).  In other words, cultural 

producers must constantly reinvent what they know in order to best fit their products into a 

global world.  I am most interested in modernity as a dynamic process of the renegotiation 
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of traditional, popular and often mediated spaces in which participants make decisions about 

how involved (or not) they want to be in the ongoing project.8 

Though many in Lima still associate the Amazon with rural, primitive conditions, 

Iquitos is actually a modern, urban society, awash in global as well as national influences.  I 

aim to unpack the reasons why and how Iquitos continues to be viewed as backward by 

examining its complex colonial history (see Chapter 2).  I then examine the ways that 

particular artists have manipulated the traditions of the region and combined them with 

external elements as a means of shaping the internal and external projections of the region. 

 

Methodology 

The methodology I employed in this project involved several different elements 

including a close involvement with performance, an analysis of audience reception to 

particular styles of music.  Using participant observation, I was able to observe performance 

in multiple venues, as well as engage formal and informal interviews of performers, audience 

members, and radio listeners. 

 

Participant Observation 

Methodologically, participant observation often involves the analysis of discourse as 

it occurs naturally in daily social interaction.  This is in opposition to the collection of 

information only from formal, directed interviews (the latter technique is not without its 

advantages and is also integral to my research).  By performing with loretano musicians, I was 

                                                           
8 Modernity is often conflated with cosmopolitanism, and the two terms are linked in certain respects.  The 
mass mediation of traditional forms is one way in which musical modernity manifests itself. 
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able to observe their social interactions and musical style choices from a first-hand 

perspective.  I studied the quena, a vertical, notched flute of Andean origin, with Carlos Piqua 

of Los Solteritos, which enabled me to talk freely and informally with him about musical 

styles and elements.   

 

Analysis of Performance  

I collected data on performance through observation of live events, and the analysis 

of recordings, and through involvement in performance myself.  Regarding the latter point, I 

practiced and performed frequently with the tecno-cumbia ensemble Explosión at one of their 

primary venues.  Interacting with the group during rehearsals and on stage elucidated 

performance dynamics and musicians‟ perceptions of their roles as ambassadors of 

Amazonian music culture. 

After obtaining permission from the performers, I recorded audio and video of 

performances, which I then used as a starting point for “reflection interviews” in which 

performers responded to and commented on their performances.  Topics ranged from how 

ensemble members chose their repertoire to issues of musical style and arrangement.  I was 

curious as to how the music performed represented Amazonianness, either through the 

inclusion of traditional repertoire or of its alteration/ manipulation.  I then attempted to 

determine what motivated such decisions and what they suggested about the particular 

values or beliefs each group held.   
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Reception 

Musical performances elicit reactions, interpretations and perceptions on the part of 

audience members and listeners that I collected in informal interviews.  I had many 

opportunities to interact with audience members at performances and in other contexts.  I 

recorded a several velada (patron saint celebration) performances by Los Solteritos, and there 

I was able to interact with the audience members.  The velada is the main regular gigging 

opportunity for Los Solteritos and as such, was central to my research of that ensemble.   

On the other hand, Explosión regularly performs at the Complejo (a large complex 

that has an amphitheatre, vending areas, and a soccer field), where upwards of 1,000 people 

attend their biweekly concerts.  Explosión also regularly performs in conjunction with 

political and advertising campaigns, as well as for university functions.  At these events, I had 

the occasion to not only video the group, but to interview the attending public.  I spoke with 

people from different social, economic, and cultural backgrounds, talking to them about why 

they attend.  I danced with different people at one of the most popular music venues, 

engaging them in conversation about how frequently they attended shows, why they chose 

that particular venue, what music styles they most enjoyed and why.  I approached audience 

members while they waited in lines at bars, in clubs, and at festivals, asking them about their 

perceptions of Amazonian music. 

I logged daily observations about listening habits and practices, recording 

interactions with and reception of radio in private homes and commercial spaces.  I also 

interviewed people from a variety of backgrounds in my neighborhood to determine their 

perceptions of radio and the role it plays in their daily life, asking questions such as:  Do you 
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listen to radio?  What are your favorite stations?  Why?  What music do you like to listen to 

on that radio station?  Do you ever make requests?  Do you go to shows that your preferred 

station promotes?   

 

Dissertation outline 

The following chapter (Chapter 2) provides context to the dissertation, both in terms 

of the political and economic development of the Loreto department and of perceptions of 

the Amazon and its indigenous cultures on the part of others.  I focus first on Iquitos‟ 

colonial history, detailing Jesuit exploration and conquest, the rubber trade and the 

emergence of subsequent petroleum industries, as well as current economic trends in the 

region.  I describe relationships between indigenous groups and European colonialists that 

have shaped subsequent cultural projects.  I analyze the ethnic make-up of the Iquitos and 

the complexities that inform ethnicity as it is perceived in the present-day. 

In Chapter 3, I describe Amazonian folkloric music and dance since the 1960s and 

how it invariably indexes imagined indigeneity and cosmopolitanism simultaneously.  I 

discuss the pandilla genre and its musical characteristics, paying close attention to the 

invariable hybrid elements of the style.  I introduce Los Solteritos, the folkloric band 

credited with discovering and diffusing the pan-Amazonian pandilla genre.  I note how the 

group used financial resources to spur a regional folkloric movement in the face of 

increasing national attention to Andean folklife.   

In Chapter 4, I describe the musical and historical context of tecno-cumbia in and 

around Iquitos and consider the fusion of such repertoire with the pandilla in more recent 
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years.  Specifically, I draw attention to one popular band, Explosión, and its renditions of 

electrified pandilla.  I include an ethnographic description of carnival in Iquitos and the ways 

in which the tecno-cumbiaized pandilla plays a central role in contemporary celebrations.  I then 

focus on Explosión‟s motivations for tecno-cumbiaizing its repertoire.  I explore their style of 

performance on the national stage, for outsiders, contrasting it with the ways the group 

performs within Iquitos.   

In Chapter 5, I investigate the effects of different forms of public culture on the 

construction of regional Identity in Iquitos.  Focusing on radio, pirated musical products and 

commercial performance venues, I describe the ways in which Iquiteños consume public 

culture and ultimately produce identity.  I identify the ways in which merchants of public 

culture intervene in this process, shaping the public sphere.   

I evaluate the broader significance of this project in Chapter 6, the conclusion, by 

describing the study‟s analytical outcomes.  I appraise the role of folkloric and popular music 

in Iquitos generally, drawing attention to the fast-paced globalizing projects that have so 

strongly affected musical practice.  I conclude by exploring potential issues and projects for 

future investigations of urban Amazonian culture. 
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CHAPTER II 

FROM FOREST TO METROPOLIS:   

MYTH, “DISCOVERY” AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE PERUVIAN AMAZON 

 

 

Se oye aún el ruido de los remos de los misioneros jesuitas; el ronquido ambicioso de los vapores a 

rueda de los caucheros; el dolor de agonía de familias enteras de nativos que fueron extinguidos. 

 

One can still hear the noise of the oars of the Jesuit missionaries; the ambitious chugging of the 

rubber barons’ steamboats; the agonizing pain of entire families of natives that were killed. 

-Angela Rodríguez Gómez (1995:20) 

 

 

Figure 1:  Map of Peru; Loreto Department is in 
red.  Courtesy of Guillermo Romero. 

Figure 2: Map of the Amazon region of South America with 
the Amazon River highlighted.  Courtesy of Kmusser. 
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Introduction 

Iquitos, Peru, located in the Loreto Department, is the largest city in the world that is 

unreachable by roadways.  It sits on the open waterways of the Amazon river system, but 

these routes lead east, away from the rest of Peru.  As dozens of tributaries of the Amazon 

River stretch westward, they narrow dramatically, prohibiting fluvial traffic; this and the 

Andes mountains isolate Loreto from the rest of the nation.  Loreto Department‟s 

geographic isolation is often accompanied by external perceptions of it as culturally isolated, 

despite its historical contact with outside influences.  This makes it a unique location in 

which to study the cultural and economic effects of invasion, colonization, and migration, 

processes that have shaped contemporary urban culture in the area.  

To appreciate the Amazon‟s position in the national imaginary, it is imperative to 

understand the factors that have forged the region‟s relation to the state over time. The 

historical subjugation of indigenous populations and authorities‟ depictions of locals as wild 

or savage have shaped race, class, and regional relations and in turn have informed local 

musical culture.  A history of the region also helps inform our understanding of local forms 

of artistic expression in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries.  

With these issues in mind, I begin this chapter by outlining the colonialist myths 

pertaining to the Amazon that informed ideologies of conquest.  I explore the extension of 

such colonial representations into the rubber boom era of the early twentieth century, a 

period that structured future (urban) development, migration, and cultural expression.  I 

describe how the establishment of Iquitos as a port city vital to Peru‟s economic success 

both promoted and hindered the city‟s integration into the nation.  I suggest that, in many 
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respects, Iquitos continues to be identified as wild and “Indian” despite the fact that it is a 

bustling urban hub that supports popular cultures with numerous transnational elements, as 

well as others recognized as Peruvian or Amazonian.  I conclude by exploring the tri-partite 

criollo, mestizo and indigenous ethnicities in the region and their relationships to Amazonian 

musics. 

Understanding Iquitos as a peripheral center helps to illuminate current folkloric and 

commercial culture projects developing there.  As mentioned, the city is geographically and 

socially peripheral to the rest of the nation, yet it represents a central hub for Peruvian 

Amazonia and is viewed by urban areas in the region as a model to aspire toward.  As a city 

that has grown from a small Jesuit mission into a thriving metropolis, Iquitos has been re-

constructed in the nation‟s imaginary several times over.  It is a city where social and cultural 

forces exerted from abroad have shaped a cosmopolitan culture, with residents creatively 

resignifying foreign elements to create a distinct local sense of identity.  Iquitos‟ histories 

have intertwined and been conflated to engineer a particular constructions of ethnicity, 

selfhood, and regional identity that are uniquely local, and yet remarkably cosmopolitan. 

 

Notions of indigeneity and early Amazonian colonial history 

 Conflicting views of indigenous peoples in Latin America proliferated during 

European projects of “discovery,” missionization, and urbanization.  Notions of the “noble 

savage” emerged after the discovery of the New World and persisted in European writings 

of the seventeenth and eighteenthcenturies, especially those of Jean-Jacques Rousseau.  

Credited with coining the term „noble savage,‟ Rousseau wrote that such a creature is a 
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“mythic personification of natural goodness” (Ellingson 2001:1).  From this perspective, he 

and others largely considered Indians “creatures of beauty and capable of great artistry from 

the dark despair of the forest.  They were [viewed as] creatures in the wild, not of it…they 

were wild, but unlike the forest, their wildness was ethereal” (Taussig 1987:80).  By contrast, 

outsiders frequently looked upon indigenous cultural products as primitive and noble as well, 

understanding the Indians to possess little talent and skill in art or music. 

Conceptions of Indians as violent, antagonistic peoples also frequently appear in 

travel diaries kept by European explorers throughout centuries.  Both representations – 

Indian as noble and as fundamentally evil – gained currency in the early colonization of 

Amazonian Peru and partially inform present-day perspectives of the region, internally and 

externally.  Colonialists conflicting depictions of native peoples led to equally divergent 

approaches to their treatment as colonial subjects. 

The Amazon has always been a formidable landscape; even the Incas barely 

penetrated it during their powerful reign (ca. 1400 – 1532).  An unforgiving environment, 

the jungle presents numerous challenges to the explorer, not least of which include extreme 

weather (heat and torrential rains), treacherous topography, difficult mountainous borders, 

dangerous animals, and rapid rivers.  Perceptions of the natural environment as hostile have 

informed past and present views of its inhabitants.   

Lands filled with gold and riches outlined in myths such as El Dorado (“The Golden 

One”), El País de la Canela (Cinnamon Country), and La Tierra sin Mal (Land Without Evil) 
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formed the primary motivation behind European exploration of the Amazon (Slater 2002).9  

Because previous explorers found gold and silver in large quantities in other Spanish 

territories such as Mexico and Cusco, greed inspired incursions into the Amazon beginning 

in the sixteenth century, followed by faith-inspired missions. 

European discovery of the Amazon basin first occurred in 1500 but explorers didn‟t 

reach the Nanay and Amazon Rivers (of the Loreto region) for decades.  In December 1541, 

Francisco Pizarro urged his younger brother, Governor Gonzalo Pizarro of Quito,10 to 

search for the city where El Dorado lived.  Pizarro agreed and charged commanding officer 

Francisco de Orellana with securing troops and indigenous slaves to accompany them on the 

long and harrowing journey across the Andes into the jungle.  During the trek more than 

half of the 220 troops died, as did over three-quarters of the natives (Rumrrill 1983).  

Orellana continued onward with fifty-seven troops and an undetermined number of 

indigenous guides.  He and his forces entered the Napo River in January of 1542, eventually 

following it to what is now known as the Amazon River, originally named the Río Grande 

and later Marañón by Orellana.”11  By this time, Pizarro had abandoned hope of a successful 

                                                           
9 Famous European and American writers immortalized El Dorado in their works (Voltaire‟s Candide, Poe‟s 
Eldorado, Conrad‟s Heart of Darkeness) as a city or a place, a common misconception.  The original myth 
described a king who bathed daily in gold dust and lived in a wealthy land filled with riches.  Perhaps because 
of the nomenclature of “the search for „the city of El Dorado‟” – that is to say, the city where El Dorado lived 
– many eventually accepted the idea that El Dorado was a place as opposed to an individual (Sotil 2000, Slater 
2008). 
10At the time, Quito constituted part of the viceroyalty of Peru. 
11 Navigator Vicente Yáñez Pinzón stumbled on what is today considered to be the Amazon River in 1500.  
Yáñez followed the river and, without realizing its width and length, eventually arrived at the Atlantic Ocean 
with no means to return to his point of origin (Rumrrill 1983:10).  “Years later, when the explorers returned to 
Spain, the stories they told of furious battles against Amazonian female warriors ignited the European 
imagination so much that the name of the river was changed from Marañon to Amazonas” (Segal 1999:22). 
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mission and had returned to Quito.  On August 25, Orellana reached the Atlantic Ocean.12  

Thus, several historians credit the explorer, perhaps mistakenly, with discovering the 

Amazon River. 

Orellana returned to Spain to recount his adventures and the crown granted him 

permission to return in search of the fabled El Dorado.  The legend of the golden king lived 

on in the imaginations of explorers such as Sir Walter Raleigh who embarked on similarly 

unsuccessful expeditions.13  The lure of untapped wealth lent an aura of mystery to the 

Amazon that persists to this day in rural and urban mythology.   

 

Missionization:  Of Jesuits and the crown 

Representing a confluence of secular and sacred ventures, the Catholic Church and 

the Spanish crown sent a convoy of Jesuit missionaries to the area in 1636.  Their main goal 

was to “civilize” and Christianize the native inhabitants.14  Historians have suggested that 

“the main tasks of occupying agents are to subjugate and exercise control over the local 

population in order to neutralize their resistance” (Santos Granero and Barclay 1998:26).  In 

accordance with these tasks, missionaries developed municipal structures called reducciones 

(reservations) in order to better control indigenous groups in an area they called the Maynas 

                                                           
12 Chronicler Gaspar de Carvajal noted details of visits and clashes with indigenous peoples throughout the 
journey.  Several other events transpired during the navigation period, which are described in multiple volumes 
(Carvajal 1942). 
13 The mythical land of El Dorado is considered by anthropologists and biologists to be located in the 
southernmost part of the Pacaya-Samiria National Reserve in the Loreto Department. 
14 The missionization of the Amazon region has been romanticized not only in chronicles of the day, but also 
in current popular culture.  The 1986 blockbuster, The Mission, starring Robert DeNiro and Jeremy Irons, 
popularized the cause of the Jesuits saving Brazilian natives from themselves and their animist beliefs.  See 
James Saeger‟s discussion and comparison of the screen mission and actual missions (1995). 
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region.15 Over a period of approximately 200 years, in a process of similar magnitude to the 

West African slave trade, Jesuits forced natives with distinct ethnic, linguistic, and 

geographic origins together in such areas.  The new social spaces contrasted sharply with 

pre-Hispanic social orders known as parcialidades, “local units composed of extensive family 

groups linked by kinship bonds and headed by a given leader.  [They] were local and 

extremely fluid social units: their composition varied over time” (ibid. 1998:26).  The 

missionaries taught Catholic traditions in their brutal encampments, forcing indigenous 

charges to labor in the construction of churches and homes, as well as hunting, fishing, 

farming.  Additionally, the forced missionization process introduced indigenous peoples to 

western church music traditions, suppressing native cultural trends (Rumrrill 1983).  Thus, 

the Viceroyalty and the Church subjugated Amazonian people from the earliest years of 

contact.  

Spanish missionaries began to divide the region into provinces, the largest of which 

was Maynas, first dominated by Jesuits and later by Franciscans.  The Church and the crown 

established the district as a central point from which to regulate missions spread out across 

hundreds of kilometers of forest and rivers.  Maynas province originally extended past 

present-day borders with Colombia and Brazil and included a large part of the upper 

Amazon, including lands surrounding the Itaya, Nanay, Amazon, Marañon, Momón, and 

                                                           
15 Reducciones are municipal structures that removed indigenous peoples from their natal communities and 
forced them into organized villages with the purpose of civilizing and catechizing; in reality, they functioned 
more or less as concentration camps.  See Ardito Vega 1993, San Román 1994, Sotil 2000.  The Maynas Region 
included the general location of Iquitos and its northern area, while the Ucayali Region was south of where 
missionaries later established Iquitos, including central and southern Amazon. 
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Napo Rivers.16  In the late nineteenth century, this area became the Loreto Department; the 

municipal government reduced Maynas to central Iquitos on the Itaya and Nanay rivers.  

Missionaries considered this zone important due to the ease of concentrating (often 

nomadic) indigenous peoples on the rivers‟ wide banks (San Román 1994).17 

The pattern of missionization in Maynas province resulted in part from the Spanish 

who needed to establish self-sustaining enclaves (with residents willing to adopt European 

norms of behavior) that showed promise as future urban areas.  As mentioned, friars 

established agricultural and farming methods; they imposed commercial and proto-capitalist 

models on indigenous communities to replace what had been largely communal styles of 

work.  Forced conversion, both to the cross and to the Crown‟s economic system 

demonstrated what Jesuits believed a Christian should be.  Historian Wilfredo Ardito Vega 

notes that the paradigm had at its center “a man who was a lover of work and culture, 

respectful of God and the Church, sober and simple…Anything that indicated a separation 

from the [Jesuit] model was considered negative” (Ardito Vega 1993:20).  Accordingly, “The 

missionary convinced himself that his first job in a reducción was to try to extract this brutish 

race from the forests and make from beasts, men and from men, Christians” (Figueroa 

1681:249).  In contrast to notions of the noble savage, missionaries regaled colleagues and 

family back in Spain with tales of native brutality that shaped future generations‟ 

perspectives of the Amazon, even as they imposed slavery in the name of the Church. 

                                                           
16 The Maynas were indigenous peoples located south of the Santiago River in the region known today as 
Amazonas Department (San Román 1994). 
17 Typically, Amerindians from this region lived near water sources but away from riversides to avoid threats 
from neighboring tribes, potentially dangerous animal life, and above all after the sixteenth century, Spanish 
explorers and traders.   
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Jesuits constructed the first village in Maynas in a style that mimicked a small Spanish 

pueblo.  A main plaza lined with small houses marked the center of the reducción, with a 

church prominently on its northern side.  Next to the church stood the parish house where 

missionaries lived (Ardito Vega 1993).  Each settlement of this sort housed small dwellings 

with large huertas (garden areas) behind each one.  Wary of permitting private or public 

gatherings of local inhabitants, the missionaries destroyed indigenous common houses that 

had acted as meeting places and multi-family housing.18  Instead, they built single-family 

units to function as homes, attempting to encourage monogamy and independent living. 

Though “native communities have gradually lost their collectivist tendencies and 

have largely adopted western individualism” (Sotil 2000:139), a belief persists that indigenous 

people have always lived in collective settings.  Peruvian indigenist scholars frequently assert 

this, believing that such collectivism is antithetical to capitalism (Sotil 2000, Arguedas 1938, 

1947).  While indigenous people frequently gather for collective rituals or share common 

cooking spaces, they still maintain individual households and have adopted many other 

individualist beliefs originating in Europe.19  These contrasting lifestyles bleed into 

contemporary – often romanticized – perceptions of indigenous communities. 

As mentioned, Jesuit brethren occupied themselves not only with evangelization but 

with economic development.  Their ideological domination “was not just a religious 

imposition, but also an economic and social one that was distant from village reality” (Sotil 

                                                           
18 Common houses or locales, as they are known today, proliferated throughout the region among indigenous 
communities.  They are still widespread. 
19 Indigenous collectivism has been stigmatized, especially by the Church, perhaps due to its association with 
communal rites such as healing ceremonies or other religious celebrations.     
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2000:139).20  Economic activity in the reducciones locked Amazonian Amerindians into 

unfamiliar practices.  In their eagerness to establish Western social norms, Jesuits obliged the 

patriarch of the family to care for the garden, thereby rupturing traditions dictating that the 

women take care of planting, and that men organize the hunting and fishing (Vega 1993).  

Additionally, the missionaries introduced domestic animals such as chickens, ducks, and 

pigs.  Their care proved difficult for most indigenous peoples (San Román 1994).  Unable to 

divest the natives of all remnants of traditional life, the brothers permitted hunting of 

charapas, large turtles whose eggs are especially rich in protein (San Román 1994).  Native 

hunters of charapas were legendary and sometime later, charapa became a colloquial term for 

an individual from the Loreto Department.  The term later inspired folkloric stories and 

songs that continue to circulate in present-day Amazonia. 

Several factors impeded missionary development (Sotil 2000).  Whenever and as 

often as they could, indigenous people abandoned the reducciones, escaping deep into the 

surrounding jungle.  Often, they did so less than peaceably, attacking their captors in the 

process.  Several dozen priests died at the hands of escapees in this way.  Diseases from 

Europe adversely affected local populations and slowed the growths of missions as well; the 

common cold, measles, chicken pox and smallpox wiped out numerous villages.  

Nevertheless, by 1700, the Jesuits had established seventy-four reducciones in the Maynas 

province with a combined population of 160,000 (Vega 1993), both proving Mayna‟s 

                                                           
20 Missionaries instituted a social hierarchy that enabled them to control residents of the reducciones.  They 
assigned a “captain” of each “tribe,” although tribes were often intermixed arbitrarily, leading to petty 
infighting.  Jesuit incomprehension of indigenous cultural practices such as infanticide (when a sick or 
deformed child was born), polygamy, and animism led them to strictly enforce church attendance.  The 
missionaries rigorously upheld Sabbath; inhabitants were prohibited from working on Sundays.  Natives 
forcibly participated in the holy sacrament of confession and in order to appease their captors, often invented 
sins or agreed with accusations against them (Rumrrill 1986, Sotil 2000, San Román 1999). 
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strategic importance to settlement and setting the stage for struggle between indigenous 

populations and colonizers in the future. 

Religious celebrations often provided opportunities for syncretic indigenous 

expression and threatened the Jesuits‟ goal of spreading orthodox Catholicism.  Local 

residents often consumed masaato and ayahuasca (fermented cassava beer and hallucinogenic 

tea, respectively) in conjunction with Easter or other Catholic holidays, often resulting in 

what the Jesuits considered general mayhem, demon possession and debauchery.  

Missionaries encouraged western melodic and harmonic musical practices in church, which 

resulted in gradual fusion of indigenous and Western esthetics (San Román 2004, Morey 

1998).  These blended esthetics manifested most prominently in hymns that natives slowly 

altered to accommodate higher pitched, monophonic singing styles.  Native communities 

even in present-day Amazonia maintain syncretic religious systems that blend Catholic and 

pre-conquest beliefs.21 

 These early church music practices continue to impact religious celebrations in native 

communities today, where a communal building often represents the interests of the 

Catholic Church despite the absence of a presiding priest or pastor.  Most indigenous 

villages have a communally-nominated “representative,” an upstanding citizen who is 

                                                           
21 In addition to the Jesuits, Franciscans also established missions in the area, though further south in the 
Ucayali region.  Instead of forcibly removing natives from their lands, Franciscans traveled to indigenous 
communities, founding villages that later became small cities and ports throughout the basin.  The Spaniards 
referred to the collective areas of communities as “La nación de los encabellados” (the country of hairy men), which 
brought together dozens of different tribes.  The Cofanes, Icaguates, Payaguas, Secoyas, Angoteros, and 
Cioníes most likely made up the encabellados of whom some may have had the “custom of taking up their long 
hair „in elaborate and braided coiffures‟ (Vickers 1981: 51)” (Zerner 2000).  Although often permitted to stay in 
their original locations (which may have been arbitrarily assigned by the Franciscans to nomadic tribes), the 
missionaries sometimes moved indigenous peoples at will depending on the geography of particular regions.  
Regular native rebellions, however, eventually drove the Franciscans back to their mission headquarters in San 
Pablo de Napeanos, site of the future city of Iquitos. 
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responsible for overseeing the spiritual wellbeing of the community.  This individual leads 

his congregation in worship that includes monophonic hymns followed in a hymnal that 

contains sheet music that no one can read.  The leader attempts to maintain a serious, sacred 

environment during mass but congregants typically come and go at will, joining in to sing 

loudly and enthusiastically, often wandering off between songs.  This chaotic environment is 

likely similar to the regulated church worship of initial missionization. 

  These early practices have impacted religious celebrations as they exist today.  

Missionaries introduced indigenous people in the area to several musical components of 

western church music that persist in worship today, finding their way into contemporary 

services.  Furthermore, Jesuits instilled performance practice that manifests in patron saint 

festivals and in other religious events during which devotees honor the saint in song and 

make offerings to its shrines (see Chapter 3).  These customs have since fused with 

indigenous ones, especially in the realm of dance (see this chapter, below). 

 

From mission to city 

The first recorded reducción in the Maynas region was San Pablo de los Napeanos, 

located on the banks of the Nanay River.  Historians credit Father Pablo Maroni with this 

initial settlement; such missionary work earned him accolades from the Church and enemies 

from competing missionaries who envied the location of his mission, and his control of large 

numbers of natives.  In 1739, Father José Bahamonde became the director of the San Pablo 

mission.  Despite the fact that the large reducción on the nearby Itaya River, Omaguas, had 

long been considered the center of Jesuit operations, Father Bahamonde decided that San 
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Pablo would be the new missionary nucleus of the entire Maynas region due to its location at 

the headwaters of three rivers, the Itaya, Amazon and Nanay.  In its early years, 

approximately 550 inhabitants lived in the San Pablo enclaves (Rumrrill 1983); Father 

Bahamonde made it his goal to double that number by “recruiting” additional indigenous 

peoples to his villages.  Bahamonde established Santa Barbara de los Iquitos on the Nanay 

River (near the headwaters of the Itaya) in 1741, later providing the name of what is now the 

city of Iquitos.    

Threatened by successful missionary organization, King Carlos III prohibited the 

Jesuits from interfering with colonial possessions in the Americas after 1767 (McAlister 

1984).  He expelled them from his colonies and demanded their immediate return to the 

motherland.  Franciscans attempted to maintain the Jesuit mission systems without success; 

no longer under strict control, many indigenous people dispersed to their respective rivers 

and communities. 

 In the meantime, Peru gained its independence from Spain on July 28, 1821.  The 

independence movement faced fierce resistance from the Creole aristocracy in Lima who, 

fearing indigenous uprisings, maintained loyalty to Ferdinand.22  A few weeks after 

independence, news reached the Gobernación de Maynas Virreinal, which celebrated 

freedom from the crown and wrote the first constitution of Iquitos under a temporary 

governor, officially establishing the city as a political center.  

                                                           
22 Rural indigenous peasants launched an uprising in 1811 but were violently opposed by urban Peruvians who 
mobilized their own counter revolt (Dobyns and Doughty 1976: 141). 
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On October 23, 1851, Peru and Brazil signed the Peruvian-Brazilian Agreement, 

which established free navigation of the Amazon River all the way to the Atlantic Ocean.23  

With this news, President Ramón Castilla decided to create the Military Political Department 

of Loreto in January of 1861 in order to take advantage of the fluvial ports in the region.  

The president ordered the construction of steamships and shipyards.  Because of its location 

at the headwaters of the three rivers (thereby providing more land for strategic ports), 

Iquitos became the new official port of Loreto, and the Peruvian Navy arrived there on 

January 5, 1864, establishing a formal connection to the nation. 

With the formation of ports for the transportation of people, goods, and services 

from the Atlantic to Peru and back again, Iquitos expanded rapidly in the village settled 

mainly by enterprising mestizos and criollos (to be discussed in the second part of this chapter).  

It grew as a strategic city with a diverse population that included these mestizos who migrated 

from other parts of Peru, especially from the highlands, and the minority elite population of 

Europeans or criollos that continued missionary work and dominated mercantile ventures for 

decades.24  The city also hosted a much larger number of indigenous people locked into 

debt-peonage, or systematic slavery endeavors, including shipyard work, logging, and rubber 

extraction.25  These demographics shifted over time as mestizos grew to dominate the 

economy, pushing the small criollo elite into an insular position of only nominal power. 

                                                           
23Both nations signed the agreement into an official treaty (Treaty of Friendship and Cooperation, No. 28006) 
on October 16, 1979 in Brasilia (United Nations 1991). 
24 Migrants from the highlands traveled to the Amazon in search of a modest income as mercury miners and in 
other small capital ventures, in addition to maritime work (Rumrill 1983). 
25 While debt-peonage is usually understood within the context of agricultural enterprises, Iquitos redefined the 
system by instituting the same principle in industrial settings.  Ingrid Fernandez notes, “The Indians were 
forced to sign employment contracts that they did not fully understand, but which forced them to work for 
long period of time until they had gathered enough money to pay for the few things they had [already] received. 
Sometimes the contracts were made for two years, in which the Indian was expected to work for the rubber 
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This period saw the imposition of more regular European holidays and celebrations 

that shaped the iquiteño calendar.  Carnival celebrations especially dominated, showcasing 

elaborate parades and public masses led by priests imported from Spain.  These parades 

occasionally featured indigenous workers in traditional garb, providing exotic entertainment 

for wealthy criollo party-goers (Salazar 1988).  Adjacent nations often participated, and 

because of increased fluvial traffic, Brazilians and Colombians sent representatives of their 

own cultural traditions, enthusiastically sharing the celebrations.  These neighbors later 

significantly influenced popular musico-cultural trends. 

The city‟s commerce led to a significant increase in river traffic, including merchant 

ships from Brazil and Colombia who freely navigated the rivers, trading and selling goods.  

Transactions with neighboring Amazonian nations increased the region‟s political and 

economic strength.  The municipal government of Iquitos re-drew political lines and 

established Maynas as a smaller province within the larger department of Loreto.  Iquitos‟s 

economy grew as it became an important port within Loreto, importing and exporting 

Amazonian goods, which would soon sustain the nation in a time of need. 

Between 1879 and 1884, Peru engaged in a war with Bolivia against Chile in a dispute 

over nitrate-rich land in Bolivian territory.  Initially, Peru acted as a mediator between its 

neighbors but soon launched a defensive military campaign when Chile moved thousands of 

troops on Peruvian land.  Chile‟s large-scale raids of Peruvian settlements proved more 

                                                                                                                                                                             
company and gives all that he collected to the employer. The Indian would be told of the terms of labor, and at 
the end of two years he was told how much he owed the employer. The Indians usually received a small fee; 
the rest of the money was kept to pay for the original debt. As a result, they were kept in a system of debt-
peonage, which forced them to work for the caucheros for the rest of their lives” (Fernandez, Ingrid. "The Upper 
Amazonian Rubber Boom and Indigenous Rights 1900-1925." Florida Conference of Historians. Florida 
International University, Feb. 1008. Web. 14 Mar. 2010. <http://fch.fiu.edu/proceedings.html>.) 
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detrimental than actual combat; Chilean troops “carried off agricultural machinery, rails, and 

port equipment.  They fired crops and buildings, cut down fruit trees and shot livestock” 

(Werlich 1978).  In Lima the offenders ferried off books from the National Library, art from 

the National Archives, and animals from the zoo; they even felled trees and smashed 

fountains in the downtown area.  Unable to sustain such loss, President Miguel de Iglesias 

surrendered, but only after coastal Peru had been ravaged by Chile‟s forces.  After the war, 

the devastated mining and oil industries on the west coast and in the highlands proved 

unable to support the flailing country.  Surprisingly, a natural resource from Loreto 

temporarily alleviated the nation‟s economic woes and led to further economic expansion in 

the Amazon. 

 

The rubber boom  

Rubber had been discovered in the Peruvian Amazon decades before the War of the 

Pacific, but a growing international bicycle fad and the advent of the automobile industry 

increased demand significantly in the 1880s and incited a Rubber Boom.26  A grateful 

Peruvian nation came to rely, albeit briefly, on a resource native to the Amazon.  Although 

Peruvians “have proved to be reluctant pioneers [in the Amazon] despite much rhetoric 

about the wealth of the rain forest” (Dobyns and Doughty 1976:22), they quickly learned to 

appreciate the tremendous capital that the Loreto Department earned them in a short period 

of time.  It brought Peruvian rubber to the attention of the world. 

                                                           
26 The rubber tree (Hevea brasiliensis) is native to the Amazon rainforest (AECI 2006). 
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Rubber was the first large-scale industry to develop there.  Charles Goodyear‟s 

discovery that vulcanized latex resulted in a firmer, more useful commercial product jump-

started local production.  Extraction in Loreto increased dramatically in the late nineteenth 

century, resulting in the exportation of enormous quantities of rubber – nearly 3,029 metric 

tons (Ediciones Piesa 2004) – between approximately 1885 to 1915.  As in Brazilian cities 

like Manaus, Belém, and Porto Velho, tremendous capital flowed into to Iquitos and 

transformed the relatively sleepy port into a thriving economic hub with a population in the 

tens of thousands.27 

Prior to this period, Iquitos had a population of only about 1,500, but now 

Europeans (English, Germans, Dutch, French, and Italians, among others), North 

Americans, and wealthy Andeans flooded the area.  They built elaborate mansions, pubs, and 

restaurants fashioned after European models and imported the finest cloths, liquors, and 

other comforts.  Acknowledging the city‟s rapid commercial progress, President Nicolás de 

Pierola named Iquitos the capital of the Loreto Department on November 1897. 

Iquitos took on decidedly European traits in its architecture, cuisine, and culture, 

including music.  Commissioned to design a building for the main square, Gustave Eiffel, 

designer and architect of Paris‟ Eiffel Tower, created the Iron House (Sotil 2000, Rumrrill 

1988, Varejo 1976).  The structure was built in 1900 from materials imported entirely from 

France and still stands today; the first floor holds a tourist agency and pharmacy and the 

second an upscale restaurant.  Public transportation developed with the construction of a 

train system.  Italian, American, and German restaurants, bars, and clothiers popped up 

                                                           
27 With the arrival of Brazilian steamboat Marajó in Iquitos on October 7, 1853 the era of new and more 
efficient transportation in the Amazon began (Rumrrill 1983).  
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throughout the city.  Classical musicians from Europe performed in a newly constructed 

theatre.  Residents listened to criollo music in the streets and in bars, and participated in 

ballroom dancing, activities unheard of when Iquitos was a small mission town (Morey 

1996).  Criollo and mestizo migrants from the Andean region of Peru introduced valses 

(waltzes) and huaynos, respectively, and other musics indigenous to the highlands, further 

diversifying local artistic expression.   

The Peruvian state tried to control Iquitos‟ profits, but the city maintained a strong 

sense of independence and closer ties to the Amazon region.  Iquitos felt more kinship with 

Brazil, for instance, due to physical and geographic connections to its neighbor.  Western 

Amazonian Brazil mirrored the particular river-way lifestyle of Loreto, and the trade 

agreements that mandated cooperation further linked the two regions.  Additionally, the 

region tended to answer only to those in local positions of power, rather than national 

officials.  As a result, upper-class residents enjoyed international cosmopolitanism and 

relative regional independence.  Although the number of impoverished iquiteños grew, rubber 

entrepreneurs‟ profits allayed any fears about the future. The rubber boom, however, 

generated social contradictions and inequalities that shape the city to this day. 

 

Of savages and slaves 

“It is more likely that the civilized man will become a savage on mixing with the Indians than the Indians 

are likely to civilize through the actions of the civilized” (Eberhardt 1921:194). 

 

During the rubber boom, indigenous peoples once again faced conditions of brutal 

forced labor, a situation that lasted until nearly the mid-twentieth century.  Though the new 
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industry brought significant wealth and prestige to Iquitos, it also created working conditions 

that relied upon and reinforced perceptions of Indians as wild, savage, expendable beasts.  

Similar to the Jesuits‟ some 200 years before, rubber barons often coerced indigenous 

peoples into servitude by promising (but never delivering) payment, kidnapping their 

children so that they would work to get them back or literally chaining them up at night.  

Few enterprises kept count of the number of their Indian laborers, but one corporation had 

upwards of 12,000 who were forced to tap rubber trees, haul raw rubber through the forest, 

and package it for export.  In order both to frighten the public and to justify their abuse of 

indigenous peoples, entrepreneurs often spread horrific stories about the ferocity of natives.  

Others paradoxically emphasized the Indians‟ docile nature, suggesting that it was in their 

nature to be conquered and forced into slavery.   

Violence against Indians during the rubber boom set the stage for the development 

of race relations between indigenous and mestizo groups during the ensuing decades.  In the 

early twentieth century, few authorities defended enslaved natives, and infamous Peruvian 

rubber baron Julio César Arana del Águila became emblematic of their treatment.   Arana 

deliberately ignored reports of Indian mistreatment during his decades-long dominance of 

rubber manufacture around Iquitos. 28  Rumors abounded of violent acts intended to subdue 

native communities.  One story circulated in which Arana‟s overseers wrapped an indigenous 

woman in a kerosene-soaked Peruvian flag (in order to reinforce national loyalties) and 

                                                           
28 The Treaty of Salomón-Lozano was signed in 1922.  Largely due to the cruelties committed against Amazonian 
Indians and in light of recent border disputes with Colombia, “President Augusto Leguia, during his second 
term of office, contrived a noble solution.  He ceded over 24 million acres of Putumayo territory, including all 
the land claimed by Arana, to Colombia.  There was no border bloodshed from that time on” (Collier 
1968:301).  Arana ferociously opposed the treaty because it meant losing a significant amount of land that he 
had claimed for himself. 
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burned her alive (Collier 1968; Hadenburg 1912).  Others recounted massacres of Indian 

children – meant to incentivize their working parents – whose remains were later fed to wild 

dogs (Taussig 1987:87).  According to several travel diaries and court documents, Arana‟s 

men trained Indian children to kill other disobedient Indian slaves (ibid.).  While it is difficult 

to separate fact from fiction, it is known that overseers commonly raped indigenous women 

and kept them in brothels, selling them as prostitutes (Collier 1968, Slater 2002, Flores Marin 

1987).  Additionally, thousands of indigenous people died while harvesting rubber, their 

bodies dumped into the rivers.  While these events happened long ago, their persistence as 

memory among older iquiteños speaks to the violence that indigenous people suffered, and 

that continues to shape indigenous perceptions of non-indigenous society.29  

Unfortunately, atrocities committed against indigenous people of the region 

remained largely unacknowledged in official reports due to the region‟s isolation until private 

investigations by concerned citizens brought them to light in the mid-twentieth century.  At 

that time, British and loretano authorities directly accused more than 225 individuals of crimes 

against indigenous groups, but convicted none due to corrupt local officials who failed to 

conduct an official investigation (Peisa 2004).  The British House of Commons brought 

charges of neglect, abuse, and murder against Julio Arana.  Nevertheless, he skillfully evaded 

prosecution with stories of how idyllic life had been for Indians working for his company, 

and even managed to resuscitate his public image, entering the political arena as a substitute 

Senator for the Loreto Department in the 1920s.  There he promoted economic progress in 

                                                           
29 I interviewed several older people in Iquitos and in smaller native communities far away from the city.  Dora 
Seretti (now deceased) described, “Those days were ugly.  The way they treated those poor people.  Such a 
shame” (p.c. March 2007).  Several elderly indigenous Iquito Indians from San Antonio de Pintuyacu claim to 
have been enslaved as small children in the 1920s.  Hermico stated, “They were horrible times and we were 
separated from our parents, we couldn‟t even eat rice, only cassava” (p.c. June 2003). 
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the Amazon with initiatives that protected indigenous properties, reduced taxes on 

petroleum extracted from the jungle, and created the Colegio Nacional de Iquitos (National 

School of Iquitos) in 1925 (Ediciones Piesa 2004).30   

Arana‟s involvement in relatively progressive politics later in life that aimed to 

developing Iquitos after the boom demonstrated his investment in Iquitos‟ economic 

success, suggesting that he may have eventually worked to improve relations between 

indigenous and mestizo communities.  Politicians regularly played different sides, occasionally 

rising to protect indigenous rights or alternately violating them with laws or regulations 

meant to benefit the economic well-being of corporations.  Ultimately, however, indigenous 

people continued to occupy the bottom stratus of the social hierarchy in Loreto.  Even 

today, many live in extreme poverty (Sotil 1997). 

The collapse of the price of rubber during the First World War adversely affected the 

region (Segal 1999).  British entrepreneurs stole rubber seeds and systematically cultivated 

them in Southeast Asia to compete in the market with Amazonian rubber.31  Costly fluvial 

transport was the only means by which rubber could be exported from Iquitos; it would 

often take an entire year to reach the manufacturer.  Many foreigners abruptly departed in 

the 1920s as a result, leaving the city in economic crisis. 

In the aftermath, real estate, service industries, commercial investments, and per-

capita incomes shrank to pre-boom levels.  A brief period of hope for economic 

recuperation surfaced during the Second World War when Japan occupied Malaysia from 

                                                           
30The CNI later sponsored the regional soccer team and built the Complejo, a large amphitheater discussed in 
Chapter 4. 
31 The English planted rubber trees in Asia because it could be both processed and manufactured affordably.  
Malayan rubber, especially, “triumphed over the Amazon” in time (Collier 1968:277). 
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1942 until 1945, controlling rubber plantations and refusing to negotiate with the Allies.  The 

United States‟ turned back to Amazonian rubber, bringing capital to the region once more, 

and Iquitos and neighboring cities saw their infrastructure improve dramatically, albeit 

briefly.  Once the war ended in the mid-1940s, the city once again fell into hard economic 

times.  Despite significant state investment of eliminating taxes in Amazonia, the economy 

has remained weak until relatively recently when cultural industries have aided the flailing 

region. 

 

Continued (under)development 

In recent years, the lack of industry has hindered the ability of the city to assimilate 

into the nation, pushing Iquitos once again into an insular position, a peripheral city in the 

heart of the Amazon.  Scholars Bradford Barham and Oliver Coomes discuss how and why 

the area has barely been able to sustain any economic growth since the rubber boom 

(Barham and Coomes 1996).  They state that profits amassed in earlier decades “were 

transferred out of the region and thus made unavailable for local development” (ibid., 105).  

Furthermore, they argue that foreign entrepreneurs and investors removed natural resources 

without adequately compensating workers in the region or reinvesting in local business.  The 

Amazon only served as a point of extraction for rubber and did not host manufacturers or 

processors, further contributing to underdevelopment.  The authors suggest that Amazonia 

has been caught in “perpetual cycles of natural resource extraction, environmental 

destruction, impoverishment, and underdevelopment” that continue today, effectively 
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prohibiting the region from becoming financially secure and independent (Bunker 44: 

1984).32   

In recent decades, Iquitos has boasted an enormous working-class unable to sustain 

itself or the city economically, while a small middle- and upper-class minority control the few 

industries, including the entertainment industry.  This large working-class, mostly made up 

of mestizos and indigenous peoples, has influenced the development of cultural projects in the 

area, especially in the mid- and late-twentieth century when a resurgence of interest in native 

customs not only grabbed the attention of folklore enthusiasts but even appeared in the 

production of commercial musics (see Chapters 3 and 4). 

  

Transportation, commerce and late twentieth century industry 

Transportation to and from the region proved difficult for many years, as mentioned.  

The rubber boom introduced steamboats, which allowed for the more rapid transportation 

of goods and workers.  They were expensive, however, and only allowed for travel between 

Iquitos and the eastern Amazon.  Air transit later established faster ties between Loreto and 

the rest of the nation.  The first aquaplane reached the region in the late 1920s, although 

commercial flights didn‟t begin until the 1970s.  While costly, traveling by air enabled 

industry executives better supervision and control over their investments.  Air transit also 

                                                           
32 Some analysts argue that monopolization of extraction and exchange by tappers and traders blocked “the 
penetration of capital and proletarianization of labor” (Barnham and Coomes 1996:108).  They claim that an 
innate characteristic of rubber extraction and the Amazon in general was decentralization; tappers and traders 
found that debt-peonage constituted an efficient (if inhumane) system in an isolated areas where rubber grows 
uncultivated in the forest.  The rubber boom “repeated the pattern of original colonization – the rapid 
enrichment of a small group of people followed by a sudden collapse and enduring poverty” (Bunker 
1984:1032). 
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enabled more frequent cultural exchange between Loreto and the nation, allowing for artists 

and musicians from Lima and beyond to perform with more regularity in the Amazon. 

In the late 1960s, geologists discovered an enormous oil field in Eastern Ecuador 

that extended into northeastern Peru, inspiring the construction of a pipeline to move the 

petroleum from the jungle over the Andes and to the coast (Werlich 1978:7).  As a result, 

petroleum businesses expanded in the 1970s, along with coca and logging industries.  

Furthermore, federal law eliminated taxes in Loreto in order to lighten economic burdens in 

the region and to encourage wealthy shoppers from Lima to visit.  Petroleum companies 

continue to pump and sell oil products in the region, keeping prices of gasoline relatively low 

in Iquitos but threatening the lifestyles of indigenous communities who have been injured or 

have been forced to re-locate in the wake of drilling.  The oil industry has functioned “as an 

accelerator for social processes already underway in the cities and [the] nearby country” (San 

Román 1994:231), further separating  upper-class executives from the growing working-class 

(and indigenous) sector, amplifying class tensions.33   

Today, the logging and tourist industries comprise a significant portion of Iquitos‟ 

economy as well.  Enormous barges navigate the Amazon and its tributaries with 

tremendous logs sometimes up to four meters in diameter.  Luxurious bungalows complete 

with wireless internet and heated swimming pools dot the perimeter of the Pacaya Samiria 

National Reserve where wealthy tourists participate in jungle treks.  While little current 

economic data is available, the growth of logging and tourism in recent years indicates 

potential, however limited, for Iquitos to become more economically self-sufficient, 

                                                           
33 Petroleum drilling in the jungle requires large amounts of manual labor to navigate the treacherous 
undergrowth of the forest and to operate the dangerous wells.  Continuing the trajectory established in early 
colonial periods, this sort of work is the only position available to most residents of Loreto province. 
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although executives ignore many laws and regulations geared to protect certain portions of 

natural, endangered habitats. 

Most iquiteños today depend mainly on small commerce and self-employment.  The 

bustling market of Belén contains hundreds if not thousands of independent merchants 

selling ponche (similar to egg nog),fish, caiman tails, agricultural produce, toothbrushes, 

clothes, shoes, and similar goods.  More importantly, vendors sell mass-mediated products 

alongside traditional goods.  Pirated recordings of local concerts and international superstars 

proliferate, and since the market is open seven days a week, 365 days a year all items are 

easily accessible.  Smaller but similar markets appear in each of Iquitos‟ five districts, and 

help support rural (often indigenous) vendors who cultivate their chacras (cultivated land) or 

fish in far-flung rivers in order to sell items not common to the ecology of the city.  Certain 

industries, including a new Honda motorcycle assembly plant (that opened in January 2008), 

internet cafés (now featuring wireless internet access) and commercial pop music groups, 

have gradually gained prominence as the city navigates changing economic times. 

 

Tri-partite ethnicity 

To this day, Iquitos maintains a diverse population where fluid categories of identity 

and race shift in meaning over time.  Those categories include criollo, mestizo, and indigenous, 

the latter of which has been the most influenced and influential in current representations of 

popular culture.  Because of the region‟s violent history of colonization and missionization, 

tenuous relationships exist between the indigenous populations and the rest of the region.  

Moreover, nearly every loretano has associations of some sort with native peoples whether by 
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blood, cultural influences, or business relationships.  As such, indigenous identity merits 

significant discussion as it plays such a dominant role in present-day imaginary of the 

Amazon region.  

Popularly, the term criollo refers to an individual with Iberian roots born in the New 

World.  In Iquitos, the term is used in this way, but additionally refers to individuals who 

appear fairer-skinned than other Peruvians.  Some criollos in Iquitos abuse their relative social 

privilege by declaring superiority over their darker-skinned and/or indigenous neighbors.  

Alternately, some criollos resent the category, associating it with social pressures that require 

them to secure moneyed positions corresponding to their status, and with elitism more 

generally.  The socio-cultural implications of being criollo are usually equivalent with wealth 

and prestige and often fair skin.  While few upper-class people wish to associate with those 

from lower classes for fear of being ostracized, many working-class iquiteños are also leery of 

being associated with their powerful (and few) criollo neighbors for fear of being taken 

advantage of.   

The term mestizo indicates a mixed racial background, including European and 

indigenous blood.  A broad spectrum of mestizo identity, heritage and culture is found in the 

Amazon, influenced by the extent to which indigenous culture (or blood) dominates.  

Generally, most iquiteños self-identify as mestizos and distance themselves from indigenous 

categorization in order to avoid racial discrimination.  In Iquitos, the category is relatively 

neutral, often implying lower-middle to middle-class associations but rarely antagonizing 

reactions or events in the same spirit as indigenous categorization. 
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Mestizo is a particularly fluid category because many self-identified mestizos think of 

themselves as part-indigenous, at least some of the time.  In everyday practice, mestizos in 

Iquitos constitute a broad, non-descript group that have quickly and easily assimilated into 

the globalizing processes of capitalism. In special circumstances, however, especially within 

the context of musical performances, festivals, and ritual events, mestizos tend to identify, 

albeit temporarily, with their (often imagined) indigenous roots.  Occasionally, however, 

mestizos may identify along European cultural lines, especially at elite functions involving 

diplomats or other powerful authorities.  In these occasions, western classical music or criollo 

music often accompanies the event, adding a European air. 

 Mestizo culture straddles traditional and modern, indigenous and non-indigenous.  It 

is distinguished from other forms by virtue of its hybridity, a constant fusion among various 

influences of European and native origin.  Mestizo culture has identifiable roots that 

independently appear incompatible but when combined become culturally understandable to 

a broad listening base.  

Technically, “indigenous” or “Indian” refers to individuals of native, pre-Colombian 

ancestry.  Due to the long colonial legacy in the Peruvian Amazon, indigenous identity is 

loaded with conflicting associations, as discussed.  To an extent, Amazonians value their 

unique status in a region that resisted Incan conquest.  They sometimes take pride in their 

ethnic diversity, celebrating native heritage in contexts of parades, carnivals, and tourism 

venues.  Generally speaking, however, mestizo iquiteños fear being associated with the dark-

skinned indigenous people from rural Amazoia because they are often illiterate and 

undereducated, and still maintain certain customs that others consider to be savage. 
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Blurring the lines of this category further, some indigenous communities identify as 

mestizos while some mestizo communities identify as nativos (natives).  Various factors 

contribute to such distinct cultural alignments.  For example, when I was conducting my 

master‟s research in a small village ninety-five miles west of Iquitos, the majority of members 

in a primarily mestizo community related more strongly at the time to their indigenous roots.  

Linguistic experts native to the community partially inspired the identity politics that 

contributed to a heightened sense of indigeneity performed in disparate ways (Metz 2005).  

These specialists were hired by visiting linguistic anthropologists and found it in their best 

interest to emphasize indigenous roots by speaking more often in their native tongue, 

teaching young children songs in that language and making indigenous handicrafts.  As such, 

when the anthropologists were there, other members of the community gave their native 

backgrounds more credence, but seemed to forget about them after a short time had passed, 

choosing instead to emphasize their mestizo characteristics. 

The boundaries of each of these categories blur as the population negotiates its 

identity from moment to moment and place to place.  This has been chronicled by Marisol 

de la Cadena who observed that mestizos in Cusco tend to “[redefine] essentialist notions of 

culture…by replacing beliefs in fixed identities with infinite degrees of fluid Indianness or 

mestizoness” (2000:6).  Fluid identities play out regularly in Iquitos: some celebrate indigenous 

culture without being indigenous, performing different degrees and kinds of indigeneity.  For 

instance, students often learn native dances in grade school, donning customary garb during 

prescribed moments at recitals or other scholastic performances.  And Indians often act 
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similarly by performing popular dances in western clothing but looking more indigenous 

during parades or at cultural venues such as at an indigenous handicraft market. 

Furthermore, outsiders often harbor distinct expectations of ethnic categories.  Due 

to colonial perceptions of Indians that have informed contemporary views of same, 

someone who normally considers herself mestiza or even criolla in Iquitos may be seen as 

indigenous in Lima simply because of her physique or her Amazonian origins.  The Amazon 

is still seen as untamed territory, which for many directly correlates to ethnicity because 

indigenousness is often equated with wild. 

Indigenous customs play a small, occasional part in Iquitos, adapted to urban life 

even as native peoples adopt new elements derived from urban non-Indian life.  For 

instance, during social gatherings that usually include musical performance, friends, families 

or neighbors often pass a bottle or two of beer around a circle with one cup or glass that the 

entire group shares. This custom mimics indigenous ones in which Amazonian native 

communities share one bowl among a large group while gathering to socialize and drink 

masaato (Informe del Peru 1977: 61).  The custom of the minga, or community work day, has 

also found an occasional niche in urban Amazonia when a neighborhood will gather to aid in 

the repair of a church or market (Morejo, 1992:43).34 

A reified notion of indigeneity dominates most cultural research in the Amazon.  

Local folklorists and anthropologists in Iquitos, as well as visiting researchers, often define 

                                                           
34 Throughout Peru and in neighboring areas, small communities (indigenous or not) often gather regularly for 
mingas, or community work days.  During a minga, everyone pitches in to help with tasks like cleaning the 
village, trimming the grass, or re-building a well.  Alternatively, an individual may hire his or her neighbors to 
assist in a private minga aimed at clearing a chacra (garden plot), building a home, or another large-scale chore 
that requires more human power.  Although they are not expected to pay for such services, the individual who 
asks for assistance must feed guest workers and provide plenty of masaato (fermented cassava beer) for their 
consumption, and recompense often includes sugarcane, yuca, plantains, or other fruits from the chacra. 
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indigenous society in terms of a hypostatized communalism.  They often attempt to study its 

perpetuation in urban settings where, despite occasional communalism, members normally 

live independent lives.35  This inclination essentializes native peoples.  If popular perceptions 

of Amazonian indigenous life usually center on backwoods savagery, intellectual pursuits 

often de-contextualize aspects of indigenous life, including musical culture, and make them 

stand for the whole (see Rumrill 1983, Zambrano Peña 1996).36   

 Today, indigenous people make up 25.8% of the nearly 900,000 people in the Loreto 

department alone (approximately 400,000 of that number live in Iquitos), and represent 

twenty-nine distinct ethno-linguistic groups, including Yagua, Momón, and Urarina (Sotil 

2000: 450).37  Once there may have been as many as 130 distinct indigenous communities 

peppered throughout Loreto; today there are an estimated sixty-three, among whom the 

most prominent, both in terms of sheer numbers and local prominence are the Bora, 

Shipibo, and Yagua (ibid.).  Because the Peruvian census has not accounted for ethnicities, it 

is unclear what percentage of the population of Iquitos is indigenous. 

As Iquitos has grown, it has become the region‟s central point of connection 

between its disparate populations, connecting urbanites and far-flung native communities.  

However, its residents understand the city more as a tropical metropolis with its back to the 

                                                           
35 Daily life in native communities often focuses on individual families as opposed to the entire community.  
When it comes to hunting, fishing, cooking, cleaning, or tending for children and the elderly, families generally 
tend to their own affairs.  Each has its own dwelling, chacra, and methods of caring for both.  This is not to say 
that communal events do not occur in villages, but they do not necessarily indicate a continually shared, 
communal lifestyle.   
36 Despite these tendencies, there are scholars who write about modern indigenous culture in progressive terms, 
including Luis Nilo Zambrano Peña (1996) and Carlos Dávila Herrera (2003). 
37 An ethno-linguistic group constitutes a number of people who share the same language, although several 
dialects often manifest within each group.  Ethno-linguistic groups do not necessarily constitute native 
communities; they are often spread out throughout the region in small populated pockets that contain between 
ten and 3000 people.  There exist approximately thirty-seven ethno-linguistic groups in the entire Peruvian 
Amazon (Sotil 2000). 
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jungle than a key node in Loreto‟s diverse social web; they often know little of indigenous 

life.  When I informed iquiteños about my master‟s research with a small native community of 

native Iquito people about ninety-five miles away, for instance, they were skeptical about the 

existence of a language and a people called Iquito.  Several suggested that I had confused a 

dialect with a distinct language.  Friends and acquaintances refused to believe that there are 

actually three communities of Iquito natives living a mere twenty-six hours upriver – a short 

trip in comparison with the three-day journey to Pucallpa, a common destination situated on 

the Amazon and connected to Lima by highway.   

Despite (or because of) the project of colonialism during the past hundred years, 

perceptions of the indigenous population in Iquitos have changed and with them, cultural 

expressions that have sunabashedly incorporated native elements, such as the 

commercialization of pandilla, discussed in Chapter 4.  Tensions between indigenous and 

non-indigenous people have increased of late as mestizos alternately valorize and disparage the 

former‟s indigenous cultural practices by romanticizing them in parade contexts and 

scholastic performances and yet often insult them in social contexts.  National policies and 

intellectual trends have simultaneously celebrated and marginalized indigenous culture 

(especially Andean culture), including native music and dance, by sponsoring indigenous 

participation in large-scale events and yet ignoring material needs of native populations on 

the ground.   
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Andean influence:  Indigenism and migration 

The musical culture in Iquitos includes significant influence from the Andes, 

including the mestizo huayno genre, which has dominated the popular national imaginary for 

decades.  The broad popularity of the huayno partially impeded the nationwide popularization 

of an Amazonian counterpart.  Huayno‟s position as the Peruvian genre par excellence is largely 

due to its embrace by advocates of indigenismo (indigenism).  This movement originated in the 

nineteenth century and gained momentum in the mid-twentieth century, situating Andean 

heritage as its primary representative.  An intellectual trend that swept much of Latin 

America, indigenismo in Peru exalted Quechua and Aymara cultures, valorizing them in the 

face of a lingering colonial bias.  Indigenistas sought “authentic” native forms, such as the 

huayno, and began to canonize specific pieces through folkloric competitions, recordings, 

performances, and radio shows.  A complex and at times contradictory movement, 

indigenismo managed to both include certain indigenous cultural expressions within the 

national imaginary and to exclude others. 

 Amazonians composed a fraction of the mostly Andean migratory wave that hit 

Lima beginning in the 1940s, and for that reason the city‟s residents didn‟t feel or 

acknowledge their indigenous cultural heritage to the extent that they did that of highland 

migrants.  Nearly all migrants in Lima faced marginalization and oppression, but the 

enormous population of Andean migrants managed to produce and celebrate their music in 

a new space (Turino 1985).  Those who had access to the capital understandably maintained 

higher profiles, whereas smaller populations of migrants from lesser-known areas remained 

on the margins.   
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Because Andeans made up the majority of the migrant population of Lima during 

the mid-twentieth century, they dominated the national folkloric imaginary.  They brought 

the huayno with them, and it spread from hovels on the periphery of the city into the bustling 

artery of the urban center.  Many highland migrants united to promote connections with 

pre-Colombian Incan culture, despite coming from different pockets of the Andes with 

distinct cultural roots. 

The national recognition of the Andean huayno (and later chicha, discussed in Chapter 

4) within Lima and on the nation‟s airwaves frustrated Amazonians, whose music, dance, 

and folklore remained largely unknown.  Moreover, Amazonian migrants did not unite 

culturally, rallying around particular genres, as Andean migrants had done.  Amazonian 

culture never entered national discourse due to its origins in an isolated, peripheral region. 

 

Traditional indigenous music 

Few scholars have investigated the culture of any native community in Loreto or 

even the broader Amazon basin in depth, and as a result the understanding of indigenous 

Amazonian musical practice is thin despite social nods to their influence on contemporary 

folkloric and popular expression (see Chapter 3).  Furthermore, forms of indigenous cultural 

expression most often appear in the City at isolated, unnatural times, such as at parades and 

crafts markets.  Existing research seems to indicate a strong link between music, singing, and 

ritual activity, though the precise nature of each varies.  Ethnographic and historical evidence 

illustrates this link, and illustrates how particular mestizo musical forms have emerged that 

have drawn upon select elements of indigenous music styles.   
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Shipibo and Bora peoples make up a significant portion of the indigenous population 

in and around Iquitos, and theirs are the tribes most popular in Iquitos‟s contemporary 

urban imaginary.  Furthermore, their influences are felt in events that marginally celebrate 

Indian culture; their chiefs (apus) lead the tribes when they march in parades such as during 

the San Juan festival (June 24) and their most talented artisans do something, presumable.  

Below I discuss the groups about whom local scholars have written and researched the most 

and who appear regularly in Iquitos, indicating both their larger population and their 

prominence in local imagination.  While at one time indigenous groups likely performed one 

style of music in their villages and another in the city for tourists, recent globalizing forces 

have blurred these boundaries considerably, and it has become difficult to distinguish among 

different manifestations of indigeneity.  Moreover, many native communities have adopted 

musical rites to accommodate tourism and preconceived notions of native culture in the 

Amazon. 
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Archeologist Donald Lathrap spent time studying Shipibo ceramics, and occasionally 

commented on the group‟s social rites.   He observed that dances most often took place in 

celebration of agricultural harvests (Lathrap 1970).  And anthropologist Theodore Lucas 

noted that within the Shipibo repertoire, “the great majority of songs are also solo or group 

songs, unaccompanied and monophonic” (Lucas 1971: 59).  Lucas‟ observations indicate a 

discrepancy between indigenous folkloric musics as performed today in Iquitos and in rural 

Shipibo performance. 

Similarly, the Bora Indians may have adapted traditions to accommodate public 

performance in Iquitos, as noted by Gabel Sotil.  He and other folklorists observed that in 

contemporary parade contexts they tend to dance linearly, roughly singing or chanting words 

as they move backwards and forwards, one hand on the shoulder of the person in front of 

them (Sotil 2000).  In their villages, however, Bora tend gather in smaller groups to dance in 

circles. 

Figure 3: Carnival parade in Iquitos Saturday, February 25, 2007 featuring Shipibo 

Indians.  All photos are by the author unless otherwise indicated. 
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Many folkloric ensembles in Iquitos claim to base their compositions in Indian 

traditions in order to project a certain authenticity despite the fact that formal conjuntos 

(music ensembles or bands) aren‟t common among indigenous communities.  Rural native 

groups generally favor large group dances in which everyone participates by singing and 

playing percussion.  Shipibo, Yagua, and Momón peoples, for examples, mainly sing while 

rhythmically striking sticks on the ground as they march in circles (Salazar 1988).  They do 

not tend to play instruments, such as the ocarina or quena, in groups, but rather as solo 

performances, and largely for the benefit of tourists. 

Exceptions to these tendencies exist, including the Bora who have cultivated 

specialized rural performance traditions.  Traditionally, they used the manguaré, a large, 

double-tongue slit drum, to communicate across wide spans of jungle (Sotil 2000).  Today, 

the Bora use manguaré performance to attract tourists.  The instrument has also found its way 

into Amazonian popular culture, and non-indigenous school groups in Iquitos and elsewhere 

regularly perform a popular children‟s choir song entitled “Mi manguaré” (“My Manguaré), 

written by Javier Isuiza, a mestizo composer who has spent limited time living with the tribe.  

While this is not the only song learned by children in urban Amazonia that has indigenous 

antecedents, it represents a global trend of classical compositions appropriating elements of 

native culture into streamlined, western versions. 

References to indigeneity appear in several formalized contexts around the city.  

Most school children in Iquitos – some of whom are indigenous but most of whom are 

mestizos – are required to take music and dance classes where they study regional folkloric 

performance.  Wealthy families often enroll their children in private folklore academies as 
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part of their extra-curricular activities and students study Amazonian, Andean and coastal 

song and dance, performing what they have learned in a recital often hosted near the city‟s 

downtown. 

The examples cited above demonstrate the diversity of cultural expression among 

indigenous groups throughout the Amazon and the dearth of a singular indigenous style.  

However, the scholarly work on native communities demonstrates the value that outsiders 

often place on their perceived authenticity and suggests they are invested more in 

preservation than in dynamic cultural relationships of the present or with hybridity (Whitten 

and Whitten 1976, 2008); there has been little to no research conducted on the dynamism of 

urban culture in the Amazon.   

Urban mestizos no less than foreign researchers, frequently exoticize indigenous 

people and accept notions of indigenous isolation, authenticity, and primitivism.  Urban 

Amazonians‟ attitudes toward indigenous culture can best be described as a complex mix of 

celebration and condemnation; Loreto‟s urban public elevates distinct elements of local, 

indigenous culture to symbols of regional identity while simultaneously maintaining a 

comfortable distance from the perceived taint of “backwards” indigenous identity per se.   

During San Juan parades, for example, students don indigenous garb and play indigenous 

repertoire on floats decorated to look like small jungle islands, with papier-mâché animals 

and thick vegetation.  Audience members seem to delight in the representation, but 

demonstrate less enthusiasm when actual indigenous performers chant as they parade by.   

As Peruvian novelist and anthropologist José María Arguedas noted in the Andes, 

individual identifications with an indigenous subject position remain limited to social spaces 
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and modes of performance that have been sanitized of their aura of marginality; the 

wholesale adoption of a traditionally stigmatized indigenous identity is rare (Arguedas 1964, 

Feldman 2006, de la Cadena 2000, Mendoza 2000).  Folkloric bands in urban contexts tend 

to “clean” indigenous sounds by subtly adapting them to Western modes of estheticism, 

erasing discrepancies in tuning or timbre in order to appeal to a broad urban/mestizo 

audience.  The techniques of stylization that musicians and others use to transform socially 

marginal indigenous expression into regional emblems testify to the ambivalent relations 

between indigenous and non-indigenous peoples, the simultaneous closeness and distance 

that loretanos wish to maintain with indigenous people.   

This ambivalence is replicated in local sites of authority and performance, places 

where iquiteños learn and mark their identification with the region‟s Indian past.  A natural 

history museum in Iquitos, for instance, showcases bronze sculptures of elegant chiefs and 

tribesmen, as well as dramatic paintings reminiscent of the romanticized nineteenth-century 

American west, depicting elegant junglescapes with bare-chested warriors wielding blow 

guns and spears. 38  Similarly, ornate headdresses decorate the heads of small children who 

mimic indigenous dance styles at school talent shows.  Friday evening festivities along the 

Boulevard – a long stretch of “boardwalk” along the Amazon River with bars, restaurants, 

and a theater-in-the-round – often include young “indigenous” women performing la danza 

de la boa.  The dance likely appeared as a tourist trap during the rubber boom, when many 

Indians would capitalize on foreign fascination with exotic native cultures (p.c. Sotil 2007).  

It features mestiza teenage girls who don Bora costumes and dance barefoot with medium-

                                                           
38 Several scholars have addressed the representation and romanticization of “primitivism” in sites of authority 
including Néstor García Canclini (1995) and his discussion of museums and modernity in Mexico, as well as 
Shelly Errington‟s (1998) provocative study of museums and private collections in the United States.   
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sized pythons to the amazement of passersby, often unaware that these young women are 

not indigenous.  Missionaries and tourists often linger to take pictures.  Moreover, the 

performances impress many iquiteños, who rarely leave the city and thus have distorted 

perceptions of indigenous culture. 

The city celebrates indigenous communities on Independence Day and during other 

parades in which representatives of various tribes march in their traditional garb, singing or 

chanting in native languages.  These traditions have existed on and off since the rubber era.  

Instituted by wealthy criollos, they were originally designed both to boost the morale and to 

flaunt the wealth of the small but important city while boasting of an exotic indigenous 

population that operated under control of the colonial powers.  A power divide exists 

between native communities that participate in parades and the mestizos who organize them, 

yet the Bora and Shipibo in Iquitos possess agency and often seek to participate for financial 

and cultural reasons.  They are literally paraded at circumscribed, symbolic moments in order 

to demonstrate – and sell – the diversity of the region to locals and outsiders.  

Anthropologists Norman and Dorothea Whitten take issue with such displays, claiming that 

they are “separating the urban citizenry into „Indian‟ and „non-Indian‟ in a modern 

replication of the colonial construction of the Republic of Indians and the Republic of the 

Spaniards” (Whitten and Whitten 2008:1).            

Despite a certain fascination with native peoples and cultures, racism is palpable in 

Iquitos.  Increased indigenous migration from outlying rural areas drives much of the city‟s 

growth, especially from communities that manufacture and sell hojas (thatch) to buyers in the 

city.  Unfortunately, urban contractors and vendors rarely compensate laborers fairly, 
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typically offering indigenous workers only jobs involving hard manual labor, thereby 

perpetuating centuries-old exploitation of native peoples.39 

Indigenous migration to the city began with the discovery of rubber in the region 

when native peoples were employed as slaves, as mentioned earlier.  Since that point, 

indigenous people have been flocking to the city in search of employment.  The indigenous 

tribes that defined the migration pattern were often both large communities with workers to 

spare, or extraordinarily small communities isolated and with limited access to goods and 

services.  The number of indigenous immigrants have only increased since the 1970s as 

many were evacuated from their villages and homes by petroleum interests.  More recently 

the population has grown because of a 2007 drought that left many communities without 

water.  Interestingly, as joblessness increases in Iquitos, there is a small trend of indigenous 

people “repatriating” to their jungle homes.  Despite this small change, it is estimated that 

Shipibo, Bora and Yagua people remain the largest populations of indigenous people in 

urban Amazonia (p.c. Joaquín García 2007). 

The tensions between urban mestizos and their indigenous neighbors are manifested 

in everyday speech.  Mestizos in Iquitos frequently refer to indigenous people with the epithet 

“cholos,” a derogatory term for Indians who seek mestizo status, attempting to integrate into 

urban environs.  People called cholos vary widely in terms of class and culture but the term 

clearly marks them as marginal.  Several scholars have studied cholo culture in Peru, dissecting 

the subtle intricacies and politics at work in its usage over time (see Mendoza 2000; de la 

                                                           
39 Tejiendo hojas (literally, weaving leaves) requires a large quantity of leaves called bijao (Heliconia bihai), which 
native communities have overharvested (IIAP 2006).  The labor-intensive project of weaving thatch reduces 
product/reward ratio because it requires harvesting leaves, creating enough thatch to merit a two to three day 
boat trip to the city that costs money, time, and gasoline as well as lodging upon arrival in Iquitos. 
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Cadena 2000; Weismantel 2001).  Marlene Dobkin de Rios noted that “the Cholo is in an 

ambiguous status:  he is not an Indian in the eyes of the Indian, nor a Mestizo in the eyes of a 

Mestizo.  In this dual refusal, the Cholo finds his identification” (1972: 54; capitalization in 

original).  Cholos in Amazonian Peru act indigenous in certain performative spaces:  their 

presentations on local stages – street fairs, parades, folklore festivals, or craft markets – 

emphasize authentic Bora-ness or Shipibo-ness in order to draw attention to their existence, 

boast their creativity and unique culture.  More importantly, city officials include the most 

“authentic” of indigenous groups in such patriotic manifestations in order to advertise a 

diverse city whose native populations are publically considered part of it.  

Iquiteños selectively extract parts of indigenous customs to incorporate into popular 

culture, often choosing traditions that coincide with tourists‟ interests.  As tourism to the 

region began en force during the rubber boom in the late nineteenth century as the 

“mysterious” Amazon became significantly more accessible to outsiders (Barnham and 

Coomes 1996:14), locals quickly realized the cultural capital that indigenous people 

possessed as subjects of fascination for visitors.  While tourists from the turn of the century 

numbered in the hundreds, today there are thousands of outsiders who visit the area for 

adventure trips, botanical expeditions, or missionary tourism (church members from the 

United States come to proselytize and to see the jungle).   Most of these tourists visit nearby 

indigenous villages and nearly all rainforest packages include a trip to a traditional Bora 

community where visitors take part in a traditional healing ceremony and don Bora grass 

skirts.  These activities indicate a regular reification of indigenous heritage, signifying the 

degree to which indigenous culture is associated with the Amazon region.  
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Musical categories:  Andean dominance 

Musical definitions of criollo, mestizo, and indigenous music have changed over time.  

The Amazon‟s criollo repertoire shares much in common with other Hispanic traditions 

throughout South America.  Criollo styles adopt European models of musical organization, 

such as sung coplas in parallel thirds and the use of Iberian-derived stringed instruments and 

European harmonic structures.  Genres that demonstrate such traits include the vals criollo 

(creole waltz), the vals (waltz) and the marcha (march), all of which became popular beginning 

in the mid-nineteenth century.  Each of these styles shares much in common with their Old 

World progenitors, although lyrics have changed as has instrumentation (pianos, for 

instance, are hard to import into the Amazon and are thus left out of much criollo repertoire).  

The marcha still maintains most elements of a traditional military-style march while the tempi 

of both waltzes are generally faster than their European counterparts and employ different 

instrumentation. 

With the influx of foreigners from Germany and Scandinavia, the polka and the 

foxtrot entered the local repertoire as well. Gabel Sotil notes that, “During the rubber boom, 

principally in the city of Iquitos, due to the large immigration from Europe, the Viennese 

waltz was heard on pianos and player pianos at private and public parties.  The banjo, 

accordion, and guitar began to emit unique music composed by residents in the city.  

Additionally there was a large influence of Portuguese and Brazilian music, such as the fadó, 

tango and samba” (Sotil 2000:473).  Restaurants or embassies often hired pairs of guitarists to 

entertain guests who specialized in criollo repertoire.  Although not as common today in and 

around Iquitos, some groups still perform marchas, valses, and marineras as well as Afro-
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Peruvian festejos and landós in select, high-end restaurants, and sometimes for the birthday 

parties of older residents.40 

 By contrast, mestizo genres are usually syncretic styles that combine elements of 

indigenous and criollo musics.  It is difficult to identify particular elements as indigenous or 

Spanish in such genres, where the integration and overlap of different styles, instruments, 

rhythms and melodies prohibit one element or another from dominating.  Some mestizo 

musical trends in Peru, for example, regularly include harmonies, structures or instruments 

derived from European practices but performed with indigenous vocal aesthetics, melodies 

and rhythms.  The Iquitos Pandilla, for instance (discussed in Chapter 3), employs Andean 

(quena or end-notched flute) and Amazonian (redoblante or snare drum) instrumentation in 

conjunction with mestizo song structure.  The genre‟s performers continually negotiate ethnic 

categories through musical practice, reflecting the dynamism of the city. 

 

Conclusion 

 “El Perú según la geografía física, se divide en tres regiones: la costa, la sierra y la 

montaña…La montaña, sociológica y económicamente, carece aún de significación.  Puede 

decirse que la montaña o mejor dicho la floresta, es un dominio colonial del Estado 

Peruano.”41 

 

“The physical geography of Peru divides into three regions: the coast, the highlands, and the 

jungle…The jungle, sociologically and economically, lacks meaning.  One can say that the 

jungle, or better said the forest, is a colonial domain of the Peruvian State.” 

     -José Carlos Mariátegui (1948:204) 

 

                                                           
40 Scholars and performers alike consider Afro-Peruvian genres criollo because they combine African and 
European styles (Feldman 2006). 
41In keeping with Peruvian vernacular, Mariátegui referred to the jungle as the montaña, also known as the monte 
colloquially in the Amazon region.   
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Loreto has always been distanced from Peru.  As Jesús San Román observes, “A 

problem that has always been a concern, ever since colonial times, was unity between the 

jungle and the rest of the country” (San Román 1994: 201).  The sheer difficulty reaching the 

Amazon physically contributes to this, as mentioned.  Additionally, the nation has associated 

the Amazon with a particular meaninglessness; outsiders view the jungle as a space empty of 

culture or a viable economy, a mess of trees, underbrush, rivers and wildlife. 

 Colonialist projects have perpetuated the perception of wildness and savagery of the 

tropical rainforest.  Explorers, missionaries, entrepreneurs, and tourists have actively 

produced the idea of the Amazon as a uniform mass, untouched, feral, and pristine.  The 

jungle from this perspective is a cultural construction based on fear and misunderstanding; 

its actual biodiversity varies tremendously from river to river, stream to stream and its 

inhabitants are not brutish half-humans.  In his study of the Amazon, Michael Taussig 

opines, “it is not the jungle, but the sentiments colonizing men project onto it that are 

decisive in filling their hearts with savagery…it must not be overlooked that the colonially 

constructed image of the wild indian was a powerfully ambiguous image, a seesawing, 

bifocalized and hazy composite of the animal and the human” (Taussig 1987: 82).  Taussig 

draws the reader‟s attention to the ambiguity rooted in myths and colonial misconceptions 

that ultimately shaped amorphous ecological and cultural boundaries, continually manifesting 

socially, culturally, and politically.  

 The presumption that the Amazon is meaningless ignores its indigenous mythology 

and folklore (based on creativity, diversity, and ingenuity) and potential (economic and 

cultural), as well as its actual significance.  The jungle is, in fact, charged with meaning, as 
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Taussig implies.  Its perceived meaninglessness infuses the region with possibility, allowing 

for conscious design and organization on the part of those who live there, especially when 

creating their own forms of cultural expressions as discussed in the following chapter.  
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CHAPTER III: 

 

PANDILLANDO AT CARNIVAL:  

FOLKLORIC MUSIC AND IQUITEÑO CULTURE 

 

  

 

Figure 4: Carnival parade in Iquitos on Saturday, February 25, 2007 featuring an 

actor dressed as the mythical chullachacui, a young high school student dressed as 

a Shipibo Indian and a folkloric ensemble playing pandillas on traditional 

instruments. 
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Introduction: Exotic natives 

 Iquitos observes the San Juan (St. John) festival – which coincides with Summer 

Solstice – on June 24 and the city‟s founding anniversary on January 5 (Salazar 1988).  Both 

celebrations begin approximately one week before their actual dates and include folkloric 

music and dance competitions, carnivals and parades.  Schools, arts associations, churches, 

corporations and the municipality all sponsor floats in the parades.  They also invite native 

communities from around the region to participate and perform indigenous dances and 

songs.  Stages throughout the city feature local folkloric troupes that mimic tribal dances and 

compete with invited regional ensembles.  School groups dress as local tropical fruit and 

other objects, invoking local references, and perform indigenous dances on parade floats.  

Small conjuntos (music ensembles) play folkloric music dressed as Shipibo or Bora Indians.  

Young girls dressed similarly perform the danza de la boa (boa constrictor dance), a popular 

tourist attraction for both locals and outsiders that is sometimes taught in extracurricular 

settings.  A short man with club foot paints himself green and acts out the local myth of the 

chullachacui (Quechua for unequal feet), a deformed jungle demon that takes the form of a 

loved one to lead his prey astray deep in the jungle (Figure 3.1).  The chullachacui receives 

delighted screams of terror as he lumbers by, snarling and growling as he plays his role with 

gusto. 

 The celebration of indigenous songs, dances, and myths isn‟t new in Iquitos, nor is it 

unique to the city.  Local residents regard their relation to indigenous music, within the city 

and beyond, simultaneously with contempt and grudging respect.  These attitudes are rooted 

in a complicated colonial history (see Chapter 2) coupled with intellectual and popular trends 
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throughout Latin America in which indigenous cultural expressions have long had great 

currency.  In Iquitos, travel journalists, historians, novelists and folklorists, Jesuit and other 

Christian missionaries, rubber boom entrepreneurs, and explorers have all expressed interest 

in the traditional activities of native Amazonian peoples, which has in turn partially 

influenced local perception and interpretation.   

The use of indigenous sounds and cultures by non-indigenous peoples often reveals 

ethnocentric attitudes that plague interethnic relations.  The process results in unique 

syncretisms, entirely new indigenous and mestizo traditions perpetuated by local residents, 

themselves criollo, mestizo, and indigenous.  A long trajectory of understanding and 

interpreting such processes in relation to national identity discourse already exists in Peru, 

although this debate is usually understood in relation to Andean life and culture.  Iquitos, 

however, demonstrates that Amazonian cities also constitute spaces where mestizo, criollo and 

indigenous styles converge and blend with foreign influences, producing unique articulations 

of local music.  Notwithstanding tense relationships between urban residents and nearby 

native communities, iquiteños maintain pride in their diverse region.  The creation of musical 

hybrids is one way in which they make sense of that diversity.   

 In this chapter, I begin with a few key issues employed in my analysis of Amazonian 

folkloric music.  Later, I explore the discourses surrounding pan-Amazonian music genres 

that have emerged recently in the context of the national imaginary.  I focus on one local 

folkloric genre called pandilla as it morphed from a style associated mainly with native 

communities in another region of the Amazon to a distinctly mestizo music and dance from 

Iquitos.  I investigate how early mestizo versions of pandilla provide a historical point of 
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reference for musicians who resist commercial appropriations of this repertoire.  I describe 

the musical, instrumental, and lyrical content of pandilla.  I then concentrate on an influential 

folkloric ensemble, Los Solteritos, that emerged in the early 1960s and came to epitomize 

local mestizo music, shaping esthetics and repertoire, and establishing pandilla as a pan-

Amazonian folkloric genre.  I establish how Los Solteritos‟ access to financial resources 

helped them to establish pandilla‟s popularity and become ambassadors of regional folklore.  

I survey the seeming incongruities of this urban folkloric group that claims deep ties to rural, 

indigenous Amazonia, even as it invests heavily in cosmopolitan esthetics and the 

mechanized reproduction of sound.  

 

Key terms 

Hybridity 

Pandilla in Iquitos tends to be aggressively hybridized, deriving from diverse roots.  

Hybridity implies the alteration or fusion of musical forms that combine to make a new 

style.  In nations such as Peru and the United States, the concept is often used by 

proponents of cultural mixing as a national ideology, as in the metaphor of the melting pot.  

Several scholars contest the concept of hybridity, suggesting that “pure” forms have never 

existed and that all cultural expressions are intrinsically hybrids (see Solis 2003, Kapchan and 

Strong 1999, Wade 2005).  However, hybridity in the case of pandilla serves as a means of 

exploring the multi-dimensionality of cultural expression as it has developed and changed, 

especially as key players attempt to legitimize their expressive projects in the eyes of the 
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nation.  They do this by adopting cultural forms perceived as “pure” and fusing them with 

regional, national, and international influences.   

 

Cosmopolitanism 

For the purposes of this study, I draw on Thomas Turino‟s understanding of 

cosmopolitanism.  As Turino suggests, the term “refers to objects, ideas, and cultural 

positions that are widely diffused throughout the world and yet are specific only to certain 

portions of the populations within given countries” (Turino 2000: 7).  Distinguishing 

cosmopolitanism from the term global, which connotes the worldwide spread of objects and 

practices and their uptake in local contexts, Turino describes cosmopolitanism as an 

internationalist sensibility according to which elements of local esthetic practice are selected 

for combination with hegemonic notions of sophistication arriving from outside.  Blending 

local referents into international frameworks, cosmopolitan forms necessarily look and 

sound unique in different local contexts.  In other words, cosmopolitan culture is 

geographically specific: that which signifies cosmopolitanism in Tokyo does not necessarily 

represent cosmopolitanism in Iquitos. The concept simultaneously emphasizes the 

transnational and the local by showing how local innovations come to be taken as domestic 

versions of more widely shared esthetic principles, marking their patrons‟ participation in a 

global order of legitimacy whose points of reference are defined elsewhere.    

Iquiteños perceive Amazonian folkloric music in different ways today.  Some see it as 

the last bastion of true Amazonian tradition; they tie its slow decline in popularity to 

pernicious processes of globalization that have influenced the preferences of Amazonian 
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youth who tend now to be more interested in music from abroad.  Others believe traditional 

folklore should be integrated into popular styles, perceiving the genres as malleable and open 

to fresh interpretation.   

In recent decades, advocates of cosmopolitanism have attempted to define a 

singular, Amazonian folkloric tradition.  The desire for particular representative genres 

reflects in part a response to globalization: people experiencing cultural change often select 

elements of local culture as markers of the traditional ground they feel giving way beneath 

them, even as they attempt to fit these elements into a global context.  The search for a 

regional musical marker of heritage also reflects the growing demographic and economic 

influence of the Amazon within Peru, and an attempt to represent that influence in symbolic 

terms.  In the context of the region‟s expansion, iquiteños have questioned why their 

Amazonian music couldn‟t capture the nation‟s imagination in the same way that other 

genres have.   

Peru as a nation, however, has already accepted the Andean folklore as a central part 

of its national imaginary and this is reinforced by the Andes‟ enormous migrant population 

in Lima.  Amazonian residents recognize this, but still wish that their cultural forms would 

gain more acceptance.  Most Peruvian indigenous scholars have extensively invested in 

Andean musics, writing about them in the highlands and in Lima.  Meanwhile, some iquiteño 

intellectuals have attempted to articulate their own cultural history, focusing on local 

indigenous and mestizo expressions. 
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Pandillando 

According to Iquitos musician Carlos Reátegui, pandilla‟s origins are unknown, but it 

began to be performed widely in the city of Madre de Dios in the early to mid twentieth 

century (p.c. March 2007).  Local scholar and folklorist Gabel Sotil explains that most music 

and dance practiced in river villages originated in the Selva Alta, an Amazonian area adjacent 

to the highlands (Sotil 2000: 472), and suggests that pandilla has its origins there as well.  

While other regions in Peru have a música típica, (a characteristic or traditional music such as 

the Andean huayno or the coastal marinera) until recently no such genre characterized 

Amazonia.  This lack of a cohesive regional style provided entrepreneurs in the emergent 

urban Amazon with a blank slate; they have been freed to mold their own vision of folklore 

and tradition.   

Few scholars have written about non-commercial or commercial pandillas.  Despite 

its widespread popularity throughout the region, pandilla has not been discussed at length in 

publications outside of local weeklies (Kanatari, IIAP Seminal), and surprisingly little is known 

of its origins.  Thin volumes by local folklorists such as Javier Isuiza42 and others constitute 

some of the only resources on urban culture in and around Iquitos and even Isuiza focuses 

mostly on pandilla dance, paying little attention to the music.  Isuiza observes, for instance, 

“[The pandilla is] a massive public dance.  Arms linked, couples form columns and they move 

in a kind of subtle jumps.  Sometimes they go back and forth, and return to the where they 

started, enjoying the dance”(Isuiza Trigoso 2006:21).  He and others assert that pandilla 

dancing recalls indigenous Amazon culture, reflecting an engagement with native values, 

                                                           
42 Others who have written in passing on the genre include Luis Alberto Salazar Orsí 1988, Gabel Sotil 1999, 
2000, Joaquín García 1992, Javier Isuiza Trigoso 2007 
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though he does not elaborate on the issue.  Izuiza also comments on the perceived innate joy 

of pandilla participants, stating, “They dance it with unusual happiness” (Isuiza Trigoso 2006: 

21).  These descriptions point to local intellectual trends that connect iquiteño culture to 

idealized indigenous practices. 

The word pandilla originally meant “gang” and it is still often associated with 

organized crime.  In relation to music, however, the term has more positive connotations, 

referring to a community gang in which people join together and dance.  Pandillar, the 

infinitive, means to party or dance together.  The commercialized pandilla rhythm as heard in 

folkloric recordings draws heavily from Colombian cumbia, with a march-like beat and a 

steady bass pattern alternating quarter and eighth notes played on the bombo bass drum 

(Figure 3.2).  The redoblante (snare) plays steady eighth notes in alternation with syncopated 

sixteenth notes, occasionally adding embellished rolls.  The repetitive instrumental melodies 

performed are also syncopated and most often feature the quena (a notched-end flute), 

although the violin sometimes takes the lead.  According to Carlos Reátegui, pandillas didn‟t 

originally have lyrics, but words have gradually infiltrated the form, mostly in the context of 

religious celebrations such as saints‟ days.  Like other genres throughout Latin America, 

nonsense syllables and spontaneously interjected phrases are interspersed throughout 

performances (e.g. Eso! Así!  Dále!  Whoop!).  Finally, sub-genres of the pandilla exist, such 

as the changanacuy and the huanchaquita, whose rhythms and tempi are distinct; the former has 
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a more syncopated rhythm with shorter strophes, and the latter is a slower march with 

heavier emphasis on one and four, although only older listeners can distinguish them.43     

Pandilla instrumentation as established by the folkloric ensemble Los Solteritos 

includes some indigenous antecedents, but its combination of European, indigenous and 

mestizo elements is considered emblematic of the syncretism that defines the genre.  As 

                                                           
43 Changanacuy is a heavily syncopated pandilla that features sesquialtera, a Latin American 6/8 rhythm that 
alternates between a two and three count (1 2 3  1 2 3 or 1 2  1 2  1 2). 

Quena 

 

Tambourine 

  

 

Redoblante 

 

 

Bombo 

 

Figure 5: Excerpt from musical transcription of folkloric pandilla “El shipibo enamorado” written by 

Eliseo Reátegui circa 1970.  The ornamented quena line is characteristic of a folkloric pandilla and the 

accompanying percussion lines, while often varied in concert settings, provide a basic feel for the 

pandilla rhythm.  This recording came from an old cassette tape and may have been commercially 

released in the mid 1960s although the original recording is currently unavailable.  “El shipibo 

enamorado” is regularly performed by folkloric ensembles today.  
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mentioned, contemporary folkloric pandillas are performed using bombo, violin, redoblante and 

quena.  While many consider the violin a criollo instrument, its performance style is uniquely 

Amazonian.  The bombo originated among Quechua speakers in the Andes, and it provides a 

basic bass line just as it does in the highlands.  Though the redoblante probably originated in 

Europe, it has been adopted by native communities where it is widely used to accompany 

dances and marches and is locally considered Amazonian.  The drum plays a key role in 

effective performance of pandilla, outlining the syncopated, march-like eighth and sixteenth 

notes that characterize the carnival sound.  The instrument is instantly recognizable; 

participants in carnival begin dancing the pandilla when they hear the redoblante, before the 

entry of other instruments. 

Finally, the quena is of particular interest partially because (like the bombo) it is closely 

associated with the Peruvian Andes.  Amazonian quenas probably derived from their highland 

prototype.  Performers gradually adapted the Andean style to accommodate Amazonian 

esthetics, which include lighter, faster and higher melodies.  Approximately one inch in 

diameter, the Amazonian quena is made of PsVC pipe instead of bamboo or wood, and is 

significantly narrower than the Andean instrument.  Its sound is thinner and higher pitched, 

and does not allow for the overblown partials heard in highland practices.  The plastic 

Amazonian quena is often piercing, audible far above the pattern of the bombo; it looks quite 

modern yet creates a markedly indigenous timbre.   
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El charapa buchisapa:  Amazonian idioms in pandilla lyrics 

Parsing the different elements of pandilla reveals the ways both it and the carnival 

celebrations in which it is heard are linked to a sense of Amazonian identity.  Unlike older 

folkloric pandillas that rarely feature words, the lyrics of more modern pieces often describe 

Amazonian culture in colorful terms, referencing local foods, vocabularies, and customs.  

This use of terms and vocabulary associated with the Loreto province is often referred to by 

the term charapear, meaning to speak like a charapa (a resident of the jungle region). 44  In 

contemporary pandillas, the lyrics frequently assert a superiority to other Peruvian and Latin 

American music genres.  This practice, according to Carlos Reátegui (p.c. 2007), may have 

emerged due to pressure from listeners and patrons, although it probably as a sales strategy 

on the part of the genre‟s promoters.  The following song is based loosely based on a Los 

Solteritos pandilla from the mid-1990s; the words originated as an improvised performance, 

and were later fine-tuned by a local songwriter.45 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
44 The charapa (Chelonia mydas) is a kind of freshwater turtle found in the Amazon Basin.  Colloquially, it is a 
term used by people outside of Loreto (primarily in the coastal city of Lima) to refer disparagingly to those who 
live in the Amazon.  Within the Loreto Department, however, individuals often affectionately refer to each 
other as charapas.  This is similar to cases in the United States when marginalized individuals employ derogative 
terms to others within the same group. 
45 Because of an institutionalized system of piracy in Peru (to be discussed in Chapter 5), there is no particular 
recording information for this song.  According to the pirated version purchased in 2006, its title is Mix Pandilla 
2007.   
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“Mix Pandilla 2007” 

En la costa, sierra y selva  

Ya se siente el sabor  

De esta música que encanta  

Y que todos quieren bailar (x2) 

 

No quieren reguetonear,  

Ya no quieren merenguear  

Solo quieren este ritmo pa‟ ponerse a bacilar  

Limeñita bailitera ahora ya  sabes danzar  

 

Porque gozas con mi ritmo y te gusta pandillar  

“Pandilla Mix 2007” 

On the coast, in the mountains and in the jungle 

You can feel the flavor 

Of this music that enchants 

And everyone wants to dance (x2) 

 

They don‟t want to dance reggaeton,  

They don‟t want to dance merengue 

They only want this rhythm to have a good time 

Cute little Lima dancer now you know how to 

dance 

Because you enjoy my rhythm and you like to 

pandillar.  (x2) 

 

In this piece, the lyrics assert the popularity of pandilla above foreign dance genres such as 

reggaeton and merengue, arguing that its singular rhythm is far more enjoyable.  In fact, the 

protagonist is teaching an urban girl from Lima how to really dance.  Because people from 

“tropical” areas such as the Caribbean or the Amazon are generally assumed to have 

exceptional (and sensual) dance skills, the narrator is effectively reinforcing particular 

stereotypes, primarily for local audiences, boldly positing the pre-eminence of provincial 

practice.  This attitude is only partly in jest: pandilla lyricists specifically seek to exalt 

Amazonian culture, counterposing them to Peruvian genres such as huayno and marinera that 

have dominated the national imaginary and media for so long, as well as the international 

genres that have a wide national listenership.   

Another strategy for glorifying Amazonian culture is to emphasize its vitality, and the 

many ways it differs from that of other parts of Peru.  In the following lyric excerpts, 

Amazonian colloquial phrases pepper nearly every line, and local knowledge is required in 

order to understand the song‟s content. 

Figure 6: Lyrics for “Mix Pandilla 2007.”  Reprinted with permission. 
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“Mix Pandilla 2007” 

Nuevamente te encontrado amarcando otro 

llullo 

Bien hechito eso te pasa porque eres shipshi 

rabo 

Ya no puedes tahuampear 

Siqui tienes que limpiar   

Sigue mesiendo tu hamaca aunque sea media 

noche  

Me ha contado la mashica que a cada rato 

preguntas por mi… 

Ta ha de contar que yo he sido quien te quiso 

juicio, juicio  

Siqui.siqui has de llorar yo no te he de buscar 

Y yo sigo mashaqueando tomando mi clavo 

huasca,  

Comiendo avispa juane con su sopita flefle 

Sigue con tu masha y pocho, arraga mashqui y 

pisarro ullo 

Ahora si que te has fregado cuchillacuo has de 

tragar  

Sigue con tu masha y pocho, arraga mashqui, 

pisarro ullo  

Ahora si que te has fregado buchisapa has de 

vivir… 

“Mix Pandilla 2007” 

Once again, I have found you creating another 

baby 

Well done, that happens to you because you are 

good-for-nothing 

Now you can‟t dance at this party 

You have to clean 

You keep folding your hammock even though it‟s 

midnight 

My sister-in-law told me that you ask about me 

every once in a while 

She should tell you that I have been the one who 

wanted justice 

You cried and I didn‟t look for you 

I keep lazing around, drinking my clavo 

huasca46, 

Eating meat juane47 with soup, slurp, slurp 

Keep going with your sister-in-law and screw 

you, up your ass  

Now you‟re screwed pig, you‟ve swallowed 

 

Keep going with your sister-in-law and screw 

you, up your ass 

Now you‟re screwed, beer belly, living it up… 

The story is a typical Amazonian tragedy of a man who has been unfaithful to his 

partner and has unwittingly impregnated another woman, noting that both will suffer for it.  

The narrator sarcastically encourages the adulterer to keep partying.  As mentioned, what 

grounds the narrative in local experience is the use of language only familiar to charapas.  

After living in Iquitos for several weeks, even I became accustomed to these expressions, 

                                                           
46 Huasca is a local word meaning drunk and clavo husaca is a particular kind of tree that a strong liquor is made 
from. 
47 Associated with San Juan festival, juanes are small banana leaf-wrapped bundles of rice, chicken, a hard-boiled 
egg, and olives.  Juane is considered the most traditional loretano food and is even featured on billboards 
advertising locally brewed beer by the airport in Iquitos.   

Figure 7:  Lyrics for “Mix Pandilla 2007.”  Reprinted with permission. 
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which are used by all generations; “buchisapa,” for example, is a playful term that refers to a 

person with a potbelly, often the result of too much beer.  It is used among drinking friends.  

The suffix –sapa is a Quechua participle indicating largeness or fatness.  As local languages 

continue to die, it becomes difficult to identify the source of such words and participles but 

it is clear that roots, prefixes and suffixes from countless Amazonian languages are found in 

local colloquialisms.   

A pandilla‟s success depends partly on the number of local references buried in its 

text in this way.  Most people are familiar with at least some Amazonian slang, and revelers 

get very excited at hearing local phrases in a song, several of which represent “castilianized” 

versions of Quechua words.  During a local performance of “Mix Pandilla 2007,” celebrants 

laughed hysterically at the “buchisapa” line, mocking the rotund singer who lifted up his shirt 

to reveal a large belly while clutching a beer bottle.  When the singer repeated “huasca” 

several times, many people pretended to dance drunkenly, stumbling around and eventually 

“passing out” on the concrete floor until their friends threatened to poor beer on them.   

In order to mark their Amazonianness, more and more pandillas feature obscure local 

references, and effectively function as a popular teaching tool.  The “orality” of loretano 

tradition is a point of pride, and this informs the appreciation of pandilla as well.  In the 

foreword of a compendium of Amazonian vocabulary, local folklorist Jaime Vázquez 

Valcárcel focused on this, stating  

…we should feel pride of our form of speaking…Our way of speaking is our 

existence.  We were born with that characteristic and sadly, we‟re losing it.  

This book is not meant to make us feel guilty or responsible for this loss.  
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The object is much greater and more noteworthy:  to preserve and spread 

our orality…We should always feel proud of our authentic expressions.  To 

speak like loretanos is a way of being authentic.  With this compendium, we 

will get to know the words that we have to express ourselves.  It now falls on 

you, readers, to use the necessary cadence and tone so that our speech 

remains expressive in its glory (Rodriguez n.d. 6).48   

The links between authenticity, cadence, and tone here are noteworthy.  Charapas 

have a very distinctive cadence to their daily speech, a sing-song style that features a unique 

contour with deep pitches and elongated vowels; loretanos identify Amazonian authenticity 

with language use and daily communication involving such inflection.  By referencing not 

only the vocabulary used but also the tone, Vázquez references another aspect of identity 

politics. 

During my time in Iquitos, people often quizzed me about the slang that I knew, and 

my host father, Mario Sr., a professor of forestry engineering and an amateur etymologist, 

regularly sat down with me to explain origins of particular iquiteño words.  Advocating the 

use of local idioms in Iquitos is a way in which residents can actively integrate a sense of 

Amazonian identity into daily life; the pandilla reinforces this by employing distinct phrases 

and words and referencing folktales, despite the actual distance between the genre and 

indigenous culture. 

 

 

                                                           
48 Rodriguez Linares, Agusto.  Charapeando:  Compendio de vocablos selváticos.  This volume is self-published and 
does not contain date or other pertinent information necessary to cite it appropriately.  It can be found at every 
bookstore in Iquitos for a very nominal price (approximately S/. 5, or USD$1.60). 
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Vehicle for Amazonianness: A new style 

The pandilla‟s link to a sense of Amazonian identity is not a logical outgrowth of 

performance.  There exist countless musics performed in the Loreto Department, derived 

from many indigenous communities, as well as the musical inheritance of immigrants from 

Spain, the Netherlands, and Germany.  Due to the region‟s proximity to Brazil and 

Colombia, sambas and cumbias also influence musical life.  Huaynos, marineras, and festejos, 

native to elsewhere in Peru, also find a niche.49  Regardless of its physical or perceived 

cultural isolation, the upper Amazon of Peru teems with musics from other places, as well as 

from nearby sources.  

Pandilla has become the dominant Amazonian musical form because people believe it 

is rooted in indigenous practice, even if they also recognize that commercial variants 

demonstrate other influences.  According to Javier Isuiza, pandilla is “the queen of 

Amazonian folklore,” and epitomizes Amazonian tradition (Isuiza 2006:21).  Musical 

entrepreneur CarlosReátegui concurs, declaring, “it is music from ages ago…there are 

indigenous rhythms and…they‟ve became more and more mestizo” (p.c. 2 February 2007).   

That pandilla became uniquely tied to Amazonian identity can be attributed to the 

efforts of Eliseo Reátegui, a musician and businessman who adopted and distributed the 

Amazonian style that resonated with iquiteños.  Because of his economic position, Reátegui 

                                                           
49 Several scholars have described Peruvian folkloric music genres, including Heidi Feldman, who dissects the 
festejo, an Afro-Peruvian style that is rooted in a reinvention of the African diaspora and requires cajónes (wooden 
box drums)(Feldman 2001).  Javier León‟s forthcoming volume continues Feldman‟s trajectory on Afro-
Peruvian music as it has developed commercially on the international music scene.  Raúl Romero‟s book paints 
a detailed picture of the huayno as it developed and changed in the Mantaro Valley of Peru (Romero 2001).  
Often considered the national dance music of Peru, the marinera is a couples dance that comes from the Trujillo 
province and is closely related to the Chilean cueca.  It has yet to receive significant attention among the 
academic community, but has been mentioned in passing by scholars such as Zoila Mendoza (1998), Jonathan 
Ritter (2002) and Dale Olsen (1986) as well as folklorists such as Nicomedes Santa Cruz (1992). 
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had the means to support this effort and he is credited with reinventing the pandilla, making 

it the pride of Iquitos and the entire Loreto Department.  Thanks to his efforts, the pandilla 

became a vehicle for Amazonianness, as expressed through lyrics, instrumentation, 

storylines, context, and dance styles.   

 

Eliseo Reátegui and the formation of a mestizo style 

As the Loreto region struggled economically in the post-boom era of the 1940s and 

1950s, efforts to defend musical traditions surged, inspired by a nation-wide movement to 

valorize folk music (See Ritter 2002, Rios 2008, Turino 2003, Arguedas 1965).  Local 

intellectuals desirous of “preserving” Amazonian culture supported groups that performed 

acoustic mestizo repertoire, publicly promoting such styles and encouraging a move away 

from criollo esthetics, toward genres with indigenous elements (Isuiza 2006).  Those who did 

so generally escaped the condemnation that might accompany association with indigeneity, 

due in part to their financial resources and in part to the ways in which they carefully fused 

indigenous elements with others of a cosmopolitan nature.  Eliseo Reátegui Vásquez took 

just such approach.  He is a founding member of Los Solteritos, a folkloric ensemble that 

has been performing and recording in Iquitos since approximately 1961.  His creativity and 

resourcefulness no doubt aided in elevating certain stylistic elements to popular appeal 

throughout the Loreto region.  His compelling story spans several decades, and he is often 

credited with single-handedly refashioning Iquitos‟ folkloric culture, although this assertion 

has been contested by former colleagues and folklorists (Isuiza 1999, p.c. de la Oriente 

2007).  
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Reátegui (d. 2001) was born to a middle-class family in Iquitos, and studied business 

at the state university there after high school.  In the late 1950s, he founded Shambo, a 

frozen treat franchise that achieved tremendous success.  Shambo initially specialized in 

aguaje-flavored chupetes, frozen treats and ice cream.  Reátegui chose on the aguaje, a bright 

orange palm fruit native to the upper Peruvian Amazon as the base ingredient in his 

products.  The aguaje is a cultural icon that indicates Amazonianness, appearing in prepared 

foods and in raw form in Iquitos and throughout the region.  Rich in vitamin C, the fruit is 

the subject of legends wherein heroes survive on the meat of the aguaje alone while lost in 

the wilderness.  In the Shambo logo, the frozen aguaje treat is personified and dressed in an 

indigenous feathered headband and a necklace made of huayruros (Ormosia coccinea), seeds 

native to South America region and regularly used in Amazonian costumes and handicrafts 

(see Figure 3.3).  The figure smiles widely, sporting sunglasses as it drips slightly, due to the 

hot, tropical sun.  By marketing his treat in conjunction with a locally significant food, 

Reátegui garnered brand recognition, even as he implicitly supported Amazonian heritage.   

Figure 8: Shambo advertisement.  Courtesy of 

Carlos Reátegui.   
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Reátegui claimed he formed Los Solteritos because of his love for folkloric music, 

although he was probably motivated by financial gain as well.  He used the band to promote 

his popsicles and vice versa, establishing a relationship between the two business enterprises 

(Valcárcel 2000:126).  Los Solteritos performed early on at Shambo stands to attract 

customers.  Likewise, illustrations of Shambo frozen pops drawn in the likeness of the band 

appeared on fliers plastered throughout the city.  More importantly, Reátegui studied with 

folklorists in the area, and allegedly spent time with indigenous musicians from deep in the 

jungle as well, seeking musical material for his band.  In the early years, his group played a 

mix of Andean folk tunes, criollo numbers, and some indigenous Bora and Shipibo melodies.  

As part of his investigations, Reátegui learned of the pandilla‟s history, a style of music that 

developed in the neighboring region of San Martín.  A fusion of criollo and indigenous 

Figures 9: Statue of Eliseo Reátegui 
on the main boulevard in Iquitos. 

Figures 10: Plaque found on statue of Eliseo Reátegui 
that was erected by Mayor Iván Vásquez in 2002.  It 
describes Reátegui as “Diffusor and cultivator of 
Amazonian folklore.” 
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elements with cumbia, the indigenous pandilla was most often performed at veladas (patron 

saint celebrations) or during carnival in the city Madre de Díos in that province.50   

Local folklorists believe that native communities danced pandilla regularly in large 

groups long before Los Solteritos refashioned it as a couples dance.  But in fact, Carlos 

Reátegui (Eliseo‟s son) noted that “it‟s a music that you can dance at whatever kind of 

festival” (p.c. 27 February 2007).  Following its dissemination in Iquitos from San Martín, 

Reátegui began to arrange pandillas for his folkloric ensemble, which included violin, quena, 

redoblante, bombo, and guitar.  He then trained dancers to “re-create” indigenous dance styles, 

suggesting that pandilla as he reinterpreted it had exclusively indigenous roots. 

Los Solteritos thus standardized a form that likely had less ornamented melodies and 

no violin as performed in San martín, according to violinist Victor del Aguila.  Reátegui‟s 

son, Carlos said of the genre‟s popularity in Iquitos, “It‟s been mestizized – not just danced by 

natives but here in the city” (p.c. 16 February 2007).  In the same breath, he described Los 

Solteritos‟ agenda, expressing the desire to “spread our rhythms,” presumably throughout 

the region and state (p.c. 16 February 2007). 

                                                           
50 Veladas appear throughout Amazonian folkloric literature and constitute a significant portion of my 2005 
master‟s report on folkloric music in Amazonian native communities.  Almost every village or community 
honors a particular patron saint whose festival or celebration usually coincides with the pueblo’s (invented) 
anniversary.  Their popularity among indigenous and mestizo communities throughout the Amazon likely began 
in the late eighteenth century with the influx of Catholic and Christian missionaries with the rubber boom, 
reigniting Jesuit traditions from several hundred years beforehand  (Sotil 2000, Rumrill 1983, Isuiza 2006, Metz 
2005).  
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Reátegui and his wife eventually founded a dance school with the assistance of local 

folkloric dancer Flor de la Oriente (her stage name meaning “flower of the tropics”), and 

offered classes in Amazonian and other folkloric styles.  They trained young students in the 

art of dancing pandilla (apparently based on actual indigenous practice) and other dances 

associated with veladas.  They educated students about numerous Amazonian rhythms as well 

(e.g. changanacui), teaching students how to distinguish subtle variations between them.  De la 

Oriente demonstrated what she knew about indigenous arts and crafts, encouraging students 

to create their own costumes of chambira (jute), decorated with huayruros and dyed paiche 

(enormous freshwater fish) scales. 51  Students performed the dances at festivals and in 

parades, accompanying Los Solteritos or other folkloric ensembles.  Today, student dancers 

                                                           
51 A common interpretation of indigenous costuming, the dancer‟s top and skirt are painted with Shipibo 
geometric pattern and decorated with strands of black and red as well as grey hauyruros, white paiche scales, and 
other seeds.  The skirt appears to mimic indigenous styles while the top is a modern adaptation of a bikini top. 

Figure 11: Young high school student 
dressed as a Shipibo Indian, dancing in a 
carnival parade.   
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rarely accompany Los Solteritos because the group doesn‟t perform as often and also 

because dancing academies and schools have opened up around the city, often with their 

own house band or student musicians. 

Reátegui was not the only individual who attempted to shape folklore and notions of 

indigeneity in Iquitos.  Flor de la Oriente, for example, disputes that Reátegui is the father of 

loretano folkloric music, claiming that she and her husband founded the first folk group and 

held the first community-sponsored folkloric dance and music events.  Flor still maintains a 

folklore center at their home where she trains young, would-be dancers in stylized 

indigenous and traditional forms.  The couple appears bitter about the fame attributed to 

Reátegui, even though both admit that they worked closely with him in the 1950s and 1960s.  

Flor de la Oriente and her husband have achieved modest economic success through 

teaching but they do not have the same renown as Reátegui and his ensemble. 

Reátegui and Flor both claim to have invented the stylized pandilla genre; regardless 

of who is correct, their efforts underscore the value ascribed to the indigenous roots of the 

genre.  These folklorists‟ efforts to promote particular hybridized versions of local 

expressions proved influential.  They asserted pandilla‟s significance by emphasizing its 

origins among native groups in the lower Amazon basin.52  Their desire for a representative 

Amazonian genre that could compete with other national styles indicates both business 

savvy and an emergent sense of regionalism. 

Reátegui effectively patented the pandilla by performing regularly with his dance 

troupe.  Eventually, the local success of his presentations led him to make recordings for 

                                                           
52 The geographic distance of Madre de Dios from Iquitos is so significant, in fact (approximately 800 miles 
over mountains and through jungle), that it would be difficult to determine the authenticity of such claims.  I 
myself have been unable to travel there to investigate the genre‟s roots further for that reason. 
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distribution in Iquitos and even in Lima.  On these records, Los Solteritos standardized the 

sound of their commercial pandilla instrumentation to include the instruments described 

above in Reátegui‟s ensemble, as well as maracas and occasionally charango.53  Their renditions 

quickly became the norm among smaller folkloric ensembles.    

 From the late 1950s until the early 1990s, the pandilla grew in popularity and the 

residents of Iquitos came to identify it as their representative urban folkloric music.  This 

period was difficult economically; the city had undergone several growth spurts, the first 

during the rubber boom at the turn of the twentieth century and the second – far less 

lucrative – due to a small petroleum boom in the 1970s.  Many residents moved to the area 

with the expectation of employment, only to see prospects dwindle.  The pandilla provided a 

vehicle for culturally uniting recent immigrants to the city, allowing them to identify with 

                                                           
53 The charango is an indigneous instrument native to the Andean region.  It is a small stringed instrument with 
six courses of two steel strings each.  The body was traditionally an armadillo shell and the timbre is distinct.  
(See Turino 1984.) 

Figure 12: Los Solteritos in 1984 performing indigenous dances.  Eliseo Reátegui is on 

the far right in the second row playing the bombo.  Photo courtesy of Carlos Reátegui. 
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Amazonian folklore while clinging to criollo sensibilities perceived as sophisticated.  This was 

achieved through an instrumentation that mediated local, national and cosmopolitan 

elements.  As Doña Fiorella, an elderly velada participant, noted, “the pandilla is from here, 

from our forest, and it is ancient, part of our folklore.  But we are civilized and we appreciate 

compositions that are [also] from [the city]” (p.c. 15 March 2007). 

With Amazonian heritage largely marginalized in the national media, the pandilla 

became one of the only national markers of iquiteño culture to circulate widely.  As 

mentioned, Los Solteritos began recording pandillas and pressing records independently in 

the 1960s to sell in Iquitos and beyond.  According to Carlos Reátegui, the group relied for 

external sales upon a network of homesick Amazonian migrants in Lima who would 

purchase their recordings for carnival celebrations.  Los Solteritos continued to record 

albums – and later cassette tapes and compact discs – to be sold at Shambo stands and 

during veladas.  In this way, pandilla consolidated its reputation as an Amazonian tradition. 

In the early 1970s, the new revolutionary Peruvian government led by General Juan 

Velasco Alvarado initiated nationalist cultural projects that mandated airplay of folkloric 

music on all radio stations and sponsored folkloric festivals around the nation, including in 

the Loreto Department. (Turino 2003, Feldman 2006)54  In this way, Velasco attempted to 

counter U.S. cultural imperialism.  Accordingly, young musicians in Iquitos created conjuntos 

and performed pandillas at newly institutionalized competitions presided over by Eliseo 

                                                           
54 “Contests and „folklore‟ festivals are a common part of cultural nationalist programs in many parts of the 
world (Mendoza 2000). By providing incentives such as monetary rewards and prizes, contests attract people 
who might not normally perform on stages, or in formal presentations, or as codified ensembles. Contests are 
thus a key device for bringing ad hoc participatory traditions into formal presentational contexts, often 
initiating the profound conceptual shift of „music-dance as play or ceremonial interaction‟ to „music-dance as 
art product‟” (Turino 2003: 185). 
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Reátegui and his musicians.  Judges were invited from other regions of the country and 

Reátegui helped promote the competitions.  He invited regional talent from elsewhere in 

Peru to gain more recognition for his events activities.  Radio stations broadcast pandilla and 

related genres as part of their programming; carnival participants either hired ensembles to 

perform or rented modest sound systems to play pandilla recordings.  Local historian 

Valcárcel documented that Lima National Radio (RNL) actually broadcast a program entitled 

La Voz de la Selva (The Voice of the Jungle) in the capital at this time in which “it shared the 

creations of musicians from Iquitos” (Valcárcel 2000:128).55  Such efforts continued 

throughout the decade, further popularizing stylized folkloric repertoire from Iquitos.  

Pandillas appeared outside of carnival, including during the San Juan festival mentioned 

previously, and around Christmastime.  Both governmental initiatives and regional efforts 

sustained the folkloric “boom” into the late 1980s.  Pandilla dominated the Amazonian 

imagination by this time, even if it never fully gained a strong foothold nationally. 

Carlos Reátegui indicated to me that he was disappointed with the way that the 

folkloric competitions had changed in recent years.  He complained to me that even the best 

imitators of his ensemble‟s style often butchered the music.  “They play the dances and the 

rhythms wrong.  They don‟t understand the pandilla, they don‟t understand its distinct 

rhythms” (p.c. 7 March 2007).  I pressed him, asking him if different performance 

approaches might indicate creative license on the part of others.  He consented that that 

could be the case, but that generally folkloric bands played out of tune and out of time, 

something he clearly didn‟t like.  Carlos‟ desire for “perfectly rendered” performances of 

                                                           
55 La Voz de la Selva has broadcast since 1955, transmitted by Radio Nacional de Lima and is still very popular 
in Iquitos today. 
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pandilla or velada tunes indicates a certain perfectionist streak, elitist and somewhat at odds 

with the esthetic of mass cultural expression.   

While few musicians in Iquitos have the means to record themselves, some 

performers of folklore have released independent recordings such as those that Carlos 

critiqued in the statements above.56  I own a few of those discs and I also recorded a few 

small groups composed of aspiring musicians who study folkloric music at the local 

conservatory.57  Listening to and comparing Los Solteritos‟ recordings to those of other 

groups was instructive.  Los Solteritos‟s tracks tended to have a very specific structure with 

an intro followed by a number of strophic sections, then an outro, functioning similarly to a 

fuga (an ornamented add-on at the end of an Andean huayno).  Lesser known groups, by 

contrast, often record in a freer form, extending the outro or adding an improvised chorus.  

Los Solteritos records at a consistent tempo while others speed up and slow down, 

emphasizing different rhythmic segments.  Los Solteritos‟ pieces are usually tightly arranged, 

with each melodic or rhythmic element entering independently, each voice complementing 

the one before it.  By contrast, other groups‟ arrangements tend to be looser, allowing more 

room for improvisation.  Perhaps most noticeably, others tend to produce discs of uneven 

quality, mostly due to limited studio access. 

Carlos and his father sought to control the dissemination of the pandilla for many 

years, effectively claiming ownership of what had become collective Amazonian heritage.  

                                                           
56 The few recording studios in Iquitos are located in performers‟ homes.  Artists must have either the 
resources to rent studio time locally or do so in Lima.   
57 The Escuela Superior Pública de Música Lorenzo Lujan Darjor is the local music conservatory in Iquitos.  It 
was initially founded in the 1960s in conjunction with state efforts to support regional folklore and has 
expanded since its inception to include some classical music studies.  Most students who attend, however, study 
folkloric music and dance.  I was not able to conduct conclusive research in the conservatory, but I attended a 
number of concerts there featuring student musicians or musicians from elsewhere in the country. 
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They set the rules and guidelines at folklore festivals, requiring competitors to perform 

repertoire they had popularized.  The Reáteguis selected many of the judges for the festivals, 

most of whom were musician-friends and folklorist colleagues.  They privately tutored 

students deemed to hold sufficient talent to perform.  The fact that Los Solteritos‟ repertoire 

continues to proliferate throughout the city and beyond indicates how well ensemble 

members shaped the genre for diffusion. 

There are several prominent musicians in the city who have circumvented this 

authority and interpret pandilla differently.  Angel Paz, director of the Coro Polifónico de 

Iquitos (the Polyphonic Choir of Iquitos), studied the classical recorder, the quena and choral 

conducting at the Escuela Pública de Música (Public School of Music), a state conservatory.  

Paz considers himself a folklorist, and founded his own folkloric group in the spirit of Los 

Solteritos.  His rehearsals are vigorous, and Paz demands perfection.  As in the case of Los 

Solteritos, his group fuses Amazonian and pan-Andean repertoire but foregrounds even 

more Andean elements.  An avid fan of the charango, Paz frequently combines ayacuchano 

(from Ayacucho in Andean Peru) themes with pandilla such that they sound like Andean-

Amazonian hybrids.  For instance, a skilled guitarist, Paz often adds ornaments and virtuosic 

runs common in ayacuchana music.  He often musically quotes criollo music from groups such 

as Trio Ayacuchano, famous for their renditions of “Adios, pueblo ayacuchano” (“Goodbye, 

Ayacuchano Village”) (Olsen 1986). 

Given that Carlos Reátegui opposes music that deviates from the standards 

established by his father‟s group, it is clear why he dislikes Paz‟s versions of folklore.  

Reátegui‟s vision embraces a distinctly Amazonian sound, even if it draws lightly from 
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Andean repertoires.  For instance, he has adapted melodies and lyrics from Los Kjarkas, a 

famous pan-Andean ensemble from Bolivia.  However, Reátegui invariably blends them with 

Amazonian rhythms and instrumentation so that the end product sounds unmistakably 

“local.”   

I asked Reátegui why he and his group collaborators compose tunes for veladas and 

carnival based on existing music of various kinds.  He said, “music in the broadest sense of 

the term is our inspiration, for example, a song that other groups do [may interest 

us]…Besides having our own compositional inspirations, we also modify other songs.  So, 

for example, we can take an Andean huayno and put it to a dance rhythm for a religious velada 

or a merengue.  We can give it a little jumpy style, and that‟s how we modify songs that are 

popular” (p.c. 3 March 2007).  His willingness to adapt popular songs to create 

“Amazonian” repertoire indicates his confidence as a self-proclaimed authority on local 

heritage.  Yet he maintains strict standards, and rejects what he deems as poorly rendered 

covers.  This makes sense given that he is a wealthy, upwardly mobile iquiteño whose legacy is 

linked to his father‟s.  Reátegui likely feels the burden of maintaining pandilla‟s popularity in 

an increasingly globalized context. 

Los Solteritos are often contracted to play at small, rural veladas whose participants 

value the locally famous musicians and often save for months to pay their performance fee.  

This provides the band with the opportunity to both earn income and also explore the far 

flung communities of the Loreto Department.  Approximately ninety-five miles west of 

Iquitos, for instance, lies San Antonio de Pintuyacu, a small village whose local musicians 

regularly perform their own versions of pandillas and other folklore 
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In 2004, residents in San Antonio de Pintuyacu pooled funds and hired Los 

Solteritos to perform for their velada.  The local band Los Canarios de Pintuyacu greeted Los 

Solteritos on the banks of the Pintuyacu River, animatedly playing tunes composed by Eliseo 

Reátegui.  I spoke with Carlos Reátegui before one of his performances in the village, and he 

explained that he was “impressed by the efforts of such authentic people” (p.c. 2004).  With 

this comment, Reátegui both complimented and patronized Los Canarios.  He implied that 

he was impressed not by their performance, but by their efforts.  His reference to their 

authenticity was a nod to the village‟s status as a native community, a fact proclaimed on a 

large billboard at the mouth of the Pintuyacu River.  By calling Los Canarios “authentic 

people,” Reátegui drew attention to their heritage in a broad sense, and the innate knowledge 

that comes with it.   

 

Carnival in Iquitos:  The fall and rise of pandilla  

Despite initial enthusiasm for the folkloric pandilla, its popularity had waned 

significantly by the late 1980s and early 1990s.  Iquiteños performed and listened to the genre 

only during carnival and San Juan, and even then other forms of popular music such as salsa 

and reggaeton eventually surpassed it in listenership.  Pandilla became associated with older 

audiences from previous generations and with veladas, themselves viewed as antiquated 

celebrations.  Moreover, in the context of globalized sounds that circulate through internet 

sites, radio, and other media, young people came to prefer the instrumentation of chicha or 

rock rather than acoustic instruments. 
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By the early 2000s, Carlos Reátegui and other folkloric musicians began to lose 

enthusiasm for their cause, exhausted from promoting and defending pandilla against a 

disinterested public and against other genres such as tecno-cumbia discussed in the following 

chapter.  To their surprise, however, local pop bands began revitalizing the pandilla using a 

new tactic: performing with electric instrumentation.  The “plugged-in” version once again 

proved a hit during carnival and helped young people view their cultural heritage in a more 

positive light.  Even Reátegui and other more traditional artists rode the wave of the genre‟s 

revitalization; they saw an increase in invitations to perform veladas and in private carnival 

events as revelers hired them more frequently to perform the Amazonian signature style. 

 

Conclusion 

Folkloric pandilla as performed and recorded today has diverse musical and cultural 

roots that helped establish it as a quintessential regional music.  Its instrumentation, lyrical 

content and dance tie it to a population composed of mestizo, criollo, and indigenous residents, 

all of whom lay claim to the genre as Amazonian.  Economic motivations on the part of 

local entrepreneurs, along with government mandates to promote national expression, 

combined to foreground Los Solteritos‟ particular re-creation of the pandilla.  Eliseo Reátegui 

packaged the genre in the 1960s with the sense of a shrewd businessman.  Borrowing heavily 

from music of the lower Amazon basin and attributing it to Iquitos, he hybridized the 

regional pandilla with national and international instrumentation, performing it in new 

contexts.  These included San Juan festivities and product promotions at his ice cream chain. 
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Reátegui thrust both the pandilla and Los Solteritos in the limelight in such a way that 

it would appeal to an urban consumer.  Band members became representatives of a unifying 

Amazonian folkloric music, which until then did not exist.  Essentially, Los Solteritos helped 

establish a pan-Amazonian identity through sound.  This process served to rhetorically 

include certain native groups and marginalize them at the same time.  By acknowledging 

pandilla‟s indigenous roots and yet laying claim to its commercial form, Los Solteritos 

usurped the agency of the Bora and Shipibo, indigenous communities where the genre had 

originally developed.  Los Solteritos included elements of regional music and dance into a 

pan-Amazonian style in which distinctly Bora or Shipibo elements are no longer 

distinguishable.  Through their promotion of the pandilla as Amazonian-mestizo, Los 

Solteritos and other folklorists seemed to have assumed that rural indigenous expression in 

its rural form would never gain widespread popularity.  Reátegui and others wished to 

support regional music, but proved unable to accept it in its existing form. 

Los Solteritos cleverly filled a need within the cultural market of Iquitos, catering to 

residents aspiring to a stronger sense of regional unity and pride.  The group performed 

constatntly for decades at veladas, funerals, and carnivals, establishing itself as the preeminent 

folkloric conjunto.  By the late 1990s, nevertheless, the majority of the group‟s fans had grown 

old, veladas occurred with less frequency and the audiences were much smaller than in earlier 

decades.  In 2001, Eliseo Reátegui passed away, leaving the ensemble in the hands of his son, 

Carlos, who quickly became disillusioned with future prospects for folkloric music and the 

pandilla.  He told me, “we don‟t even play small veladas anymore because nobody appreciates 
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us” (p.c., 3 March 2007).  Only the genre‟s transformation into a more urban popular music 

has helped revitalize interest in it among younger listeners. 

 The history of pandilla does not indicate that folkloric culture will be forever 

marginalized or relegated to the periphery in the Amazon.  Yet the economics of music 

making and the impoverished nature of many indigenous communities suggests that they 

may have difficulty expressing themselves prominently through popular song.  Instead, 

urban entrepreneurs with the resources to launch an ensemble, perform regularly, and record 

end up shaping indigenous esthetics, standards and repertoire.  Los Solteritos, established 

approximately fifty years ago, proved a powerful agent in defining musical indigeneity.  Its 

members distributed a pan-Amazonian genre that spoke to locals, inspiring pride in regional 

culture.  Chapter 4 discusses the more recent history of pandilla in which another commercial 

ensemble has (re)adapted the genre, creating a sound even farther removed from its folkloric 

roots. 
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CHAPTER IV: 

 

CUMBIA EXPLOSIÓN: TECNO-CUMBIA AND THE AMAZON 

 

 

Introduction 

The amphitheatre explodes with screams and applause as the crowd begins to hop from one foot to 

the other, dancing to the brisk march beat.  The singer launches into a litany of jokes that weave into lyrics 

while the drummer picks up the pace even more.  Hundreds of audience members throw baby powder on their 

friends, laughingly dusting heads and shoulders and smearing faces with the thick, white powder that sticks to 

sweat beaded on foreheads, dripping down everyone’s necks.  The crowd yells a response to the singer’s prompt, 

and collectively laughs at the repeated end phrase:  “Iremos muy rapidito.  Nos iremos en 

torpedo…PEDO!”58 Clusters of dancers weave rapidly in and out, linking arms, hooting, sticky with 

powder.  The musicians on stage transition to a faster march, and the rapid-fire lyrics shoot from the singer’s 

mouth, the sound surrounding each participant, goading higher hops and erratic conga-esque lines.  The 

pandilla emanates from the enormous speakers, and each lyric is savored by the participants. 

                                                           
58 In addition to colloquial phrases discussed in Chapter 3, there are a number of play–on words that appear in 
pandilla lyrics.  Literally, the line translates to “We‟ll go very fast.  We‟ll go in a torpedo…fart!”  In this case, the 
second part of the word “torpedo” (torpedo) includes the word “pedo,” which means fart.  A torpedo smokes 
when launched as does (colloquially) a fart.  Audience members often yell –pedo in unison with the lead singer, 
laughing at its vulgarity.   
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The amphitheatre, called the Complejo, is not the first space to see a performance of 

the pandilla by a tecno-cumbia band.  Since the invention of chicha music thirty-some years ago, 

Amazonian ensembles have been performing carnival music from the area in public spaces.  

It is only recently, however, that these songs have been actively marketed and inscribed as 

officially Amazonian, performed around the nation in a modern style that indexes 

cosmopolitanism, modernity, and folklore simultaneously.   

In this chapter, I examine a case study of the circulation of popular music marked as 

Amazonian.  Specifically, I discuss how Explosión, a tecno-cumbia band, became 

representative of Iquitos.  This resulted from the shrewd marketing strategies of an 

entrepreneur who capitalized on the desire among locals for a musical symbol of local 

cosmopolitanism.  I begin with a description of the development of the Amazonian pop 

styles chicha, toada, and tecno-cumbia.  I continue with an introduction to local pop ensemble 

Explosión and how it re-packaged the pandilla for various audiences.  I conclude with an 

analysis of the pandilla‟s reception nationally and its significance for Amazonian migrants in 

Lima and beyond.   

Throughout this ethnography, I explore the how commercialized folk-pop music in 

Iquitos creates a complex juncture of the local and transnational, in which industry and 

consumerism often dictate musical trajectories.  Through the tecno-cumbiaization of the 

pandilla, Iquitos is coming to terms with its position as an Amazonian city seeking admittance 

into the nation.  The pandilla serves as a key connection between a folkloric past – molded by 

colonial dominance – and the present, which is steeped in diverse influences. 
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From folklore to modern folklore 

Traditional musics around the world frequently “go commercial.”  From merengue to 

Cuban son, commercial versions of traditional repertoire point to thse increased urbanization 

of a given area as well as to referencing other issues.  They may play on a sense of nostalgia 

for the olden days of pure, “authentic” musics, heralding contemporary representations of 

“the time that was” as older generations simultaneously recollect folkloric pastimes and 

attempt to attract  younger generations with collective memories.  Alternately, 

commercialized folklore may radically alter musics of the past, referencing heritage while 

permitting aggressive forays into the modern.  The ways in which Explosión members 

electrify and re-create the traditional pandilla conform more to this latter case and indicate 

the extent to which artists actively reconstruct folkloric forms on international models. 

Discussions of commercialized folk genres appear throughout ethnomusicological 

literature, and many demonstrate additional processes of transformation.  Robin Moore, as 

one example, addresses the popularization of the son in pre-revolutionary Cuba where North 

American audiences exoticized the music of lower-class blacks, combining this and other 

“Latin” cultures with influences from popular repertoire in the United States and Western 

Europe (Moore 1997).  By contrast, Lorraine Leu addresses soca in Trinidad where popular 

musician Mighty Sparrow adapted traditionally unchanged music, forging it with popular 

sounds from elsewhere (Leu 2000). 

Tecno-cumbiaized pandilla experienced commercialization largely at the hand of 

Amazonian musicians themselves, similar to the example analyzed by Romero.  This re-

crafted form contests existing definitions of national genres; its participants seek to expand a 
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Peruvian imaginary that largely ignores Loreto province.  The emergence of a new national 

music from the Amazon implies a critique of nationalist discourse on the part of those who 

have seen their cultural manifestations ignored.  A description of styles that musicians in 

Iquitos effectively blended to create the pandilla follows in order to better explain this 

critique and cultural change.  I first discuss chicha and toada, earlier pop music forms that 

emerged in dialogue with Amazonian folklore, then focus on tecno-cumbia repertoire. 

 

Chicha and las tres fronteras: Toadas and cumbia 

In the late 1960s, the British Invasion took over airwaves around the world, exposing 

millions to the music of the Beatles, the Who, the Kinks, and other English bands that were 

influenced by American rock and roll.  Additionally, a Latin Caribbean music craze 

introduced genres such as the mambo, rumba, samba, son and cumbia.  Peruvian musicians 

initially imitated the British rock sound and experimented with different musico-

technological innovations including distortion and wa-wa pedals.  They fused these with 

their own national music, the Andean huayno, and with the ever-popular Colombian cumbia, 

and created a new blend, chicha (Romero 2002, Quispe 2004) (see glossary for definition of 

huayno).  In Peru, chicha refers to a corn beer that must ferment for a number of days until 

ready to consume.  Musically, chicha came to refer to a musical fusion that similarly 

“fermented” over time.  While chicha developed among urban Andean migrants in Lima, its 

popularity grew among the working class throughout the city, and by the early 1990s it had 

been adopted by radio stations in nearly the entire country. 
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Chicha‟s instrumentation commonly includes the resources of a rock band of the era 

(electric guitars, bass guitar, drum machine, and synthesizer) with variable Caribbean 

percussion (clave, timbales, congas, güiro (scraper), and bongo) added in.  The guitarists 

famously use distortion and the wa-wa pedal to create a thoroughly modern, ethereal sound.  

The bass guitar provides a steady walking pattern that complements a syncopated beat on 

the timbales and clave, which emphasizes the cumbia feel.   

Peruvian Amazonian popular musics inevitably draw influences from their neighbors 

as well.  As mentioned in Chapter 2, Iquitos and the Loreto Department often associate 

more closely with the Amazon as a broad, region that includes parts of Brazil and Colombia 

than they do with the Peruvian nation.  Just eight hours east of the city lie las tres fronteras (the 

three borders or frontiers) where Tabatinga, Brazil, Leticia, Colombia, and Santa Rosa, Peru 

meet along the Amazon River.  Cultural overlapping and interexchange inexorably occur and 

tie Iquitos more closely to these neighbors than to the Peruvian Andes or the western coastal 

regions.   

In the late 1990s the Brazilian Amazonian toada dominated chicha ensembles‟ 

performances in Iquitos and influenced the development of chicha along with the Colombian 

cumbia.59  Toadas are fast, commercial mixtures of samba with pop and rock music performed 

with traditional Brazilian percussion instruments (or synthesized versions of them) such as 

surdo (bass drum), cuica (friction drum), repinique (double headed drum), synthesized horns 

and strings, keyboards, drum machines, and cavaquinho (similar to a ukulele).  Sung in 

Portuguese, the lyrics deal almost exclusively with romantic themes.  According to Paco 

                                                           
59 Even though styles and repertoires have changed, today Amazonians often use the terms chicha and cumbia 
interchangeably. 
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Latino, a choreographer and dance historian from Lima, the toada developed in the Peruvian 

Amazon as a hybrid song form; it wasn‟t until chicha musicians popularized it together with 

the invented, accompanying dance that it became known more broadly throughout Iquitos.60   

Amazonian toada bands feature musicians, singers and dancers on stage together.  

Dancers – both male and female – dominate the stage because the audience must follow 

them closely in order to dance in unison with them.  Toada choreography enacts the alleged 

communal ideal of indigenous peoples with dances in parallel lines.  Performers handclap, 

spin, and include elaborate turns and side-to-side movements that mimic those of samba 

from Rio de Janeiro carnivals alongside forward/backward motions common to Amazonian 

native dances.  Another characteristic adopted from indigenous traditions are erotic moves, 

especially sexual pelvic thrusts (Parker 1991).  Some outside Iquitos consider the toada 

schlocky, commercial nonsense, appropriate only for lower-class, backwoods people of the 

jungle regions. 

Amazonian toada performances adapt a broad, imagined indigeneity in their stage 

presentation.  The often-barefoot dancers wear costumes not unlike those of Las Vegas 

showgirls, complete with elaborate feathered headdresses, decorated gauntlets, sequined and 

feathered bikinis; the men wear matching loincloths.  Most Amazonians recognize macaw 

feathers, native to the region, as well as Shipibo patterns that often decorate performers‟ 

bikinis.  Dancers of later genres such as tecno-cumbia adopted such costumes into their own 

elaborate performances.  The female dancers quickly became essential for the popularity of a 

tecno-cumbia group‟s performance as well.  Compatible and broadly popular within Loreto 

                                                           
60 Paco Latino.  18 April 2008.  Personal electronic communication. 
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province, toadas and tecno-cumbia both rely heavily on synthesizers, feature dancing on and off 

stage, and represent Amazonianness. 

Tecno-cumbia, a more recent Peruvian popular music genre, has roots in chicha music 

with a strong influence from the cumbia.  The “tecno” prefix does not refer to techno music as 

it developed in the United States.  Rather, it underscores the incorporation of electronic 

instruments and beats into the music in South America (Romero 2002).  At the time of tecno-

cumbia‟s genesis in the late 1990s (and to some extent even today), electronic music 

symbolized modernity; the use of synthesizers, effects boxes, and drum machines cemented 

an official (musical and commercial) entrance into cosmopolitanism for the Amazon.   

Tecno-cumbia first emerged in the late 1990s as a strictly Amazonian genre, but came 

to be even more nationally popular than chicha.  The two genres are similar, but tecno-cumbia is 

often faster, relying more heavily on cumbia rhythms and Caribbean instruments (congas, 

timbales, bongo).  More noticeably, tecno-cumbia borrows Brazilian melodies and substitutes 

synthesizers for electric guitars.  Amazonian tecno-cumbia groups also tend to play more 

Caribbean- and Brazilian-influenced repertoire, including salsa, toada, merengue, and vallenato.  

The electric guitar moves away from the wa-wa distortion into a thoroughly rock-influenced 

style.  Notably, vocal timbres mimic North American pop styles with a low, raspy melisma 

thick with vibrato that mimics superstars such Mexican-American pop sensation Selena.61  

Song lyrics usually celebrate party culture and rarely portray the more melancholy or political 

themes associated with huaynos and some chichas.  Effectively, tecno-cumbia musicians make 

substantial changes to chicha music, emphasizing Amazonian elements.   

                                                           
61 Peruvian star Rossy War is a prime example.  See Romero 2002. 
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Cumbia from Amazonian Peru is markedly different from the more widely known 

Andean and coastal cumbias from Lima.  Andean cumbia tends to be slower and incorporates 

sadder, more sentimental lyrical themes while Amazonian cumbia ensembles play at a faster 

tempo and sing of lighter, more upbeat themes.  Andean cumbia bands like Corazón Serrano 

often feature voices in a high register, and with a more nasal timbre, typical of the highland 

huayno.  They are also largely pentatonic and bimodal, like huayno music.  The voices of 

Amazonian singers, by contrast, more often sound full-bodied and conform more closely to 

international commercial styles.  Coastal cumbia groups usually incorporate brass instruments, 

play more Caribbean genres such as merengue and salsa, and often consist of all-male 

musicians.  (Examples include Grupo 5 and Armonia 10.)  Amazonian or tropical groups 

famously feature young, curvy female dancers who dominate the stage as in the case of toada 

or tecno-cumbia performance.62  Like tecno-cumbia bands, they often have more percussion, 

including timbales, congas, and bongos, whereas highland orchestras perform mostly on drum 

machines.   

As Raúl Romero discusses, tecno-cumbia created new commercial space for the music 

of previously marginalized peoples in Lima (Romero 2002), and audiences of all classes and 

races came to embrace tecno-cumbia.  With its rise to national popularity came an increased 

interest in Amazonian culture, at least for a time.  The genre‟s development paralleled the 

second election campaign of then-President Alberto Fujimori.  Because Fujimori‟s main 

platform stressed the rights of migrants – he himself was the son of Japanese immigrants – 

he adopted the new music genre as a political tool, attracted to its associations with the 

                                                           
62 In Peru, tropical refers to styles that originate in the Amazon and Caribbean regions.  Often oriente (Orient or 
east) references the Amazon region as well. 
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common man.  To emphasize his love for a diverse Peru, Fujimori donned traditional 

costumes from each region during the campaign and participated in local dances (Romero 

2002, Tucker 2011).  Interestingly, Fujimori‟s tecno-cumbia campaign song straddled different 

cumbia styles, attempting to attract the attention of varied constituencies.  Even stranger, 

Fujimori‟s camp claims the song was composed by his head of security services.  Fujimori 

aided in propelling tecno-cumbia toward national recognition through political means, partially 

galvanizing Amazonian identity and cementing the genre‟s cultural significance. 

 

Iquiteño soundscape 

Understanding the soundscape of Iquitos and the role that music volume plays in it 

reveals the ways that “locally grounded cultural meanings are influenced by a global 

sensorium of images, sounds, and movements” (Wallach 2008:59).  Motorcycles constitute 

the city‟s main form of transportation and military parades that feature brass bands regularly 

pass through the city‟s center.  Moreover, personal sound systems contribute to 

neighborhoods‟ sonic textures. On Saturdays and Sundays, lively parilladas (cook-outs 

offering marinated, grilled chicken) dot the city of Iquitos, equipped with huge speakers and 

reggaetón or tecno-cumbia CDs.  A spirited, loud atmosphere determines the success of a 

parillada.  Discotecas pump volume to floor-shaking levels that attract large crowds.  Birthday 

parties especially require extreme volume in order to maintain a festive vibe and keep the 

partiers drinking beer or trago (unrefined sugar-cane alcohol; aguardiente).  At the Complejo 

dance complex, for instance, the music pumps far beyond its white-washed walls.  These 

dampen the volume slightly, although not so significantly that it can‟t be heard for two 
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blocks in any direction.  The distorted, bass-heavy mix shapes part of the aesthetic of the 

tecno-cumbia.  “Without volume there‟s no party,” commented one Complejo attendee (p.c. 

2006). 

A conversation with Twinkie, Explosión‟s sound engineer, revealed other insights 

regarding the use of volume in the Amazon.  “It seems to me that …the public doesn‟t 

know much about audio and sound so they listen to a lot of noise and think it‟s great.  They 

enjoy high, high volumes. But it‟s annoying, it‟s uncomfortable.”  Twinkie is a professional, 

having worked with internationally acclaimed bands for decades, including Panamanian 

superstar Rubén Blades.  His perspective must be couched within a middle-class framework; 

he comes from an affluent neighborhood in Lima, has been highly educated and has eclectic 

musical tastes.  The high volume that shapes aesthetics in Iquitos seems related to that of 

escolas de samba in Rio de Janeiro (large-scale percussion ensembles), sound system parties in 

Colombia and dancehall in Jamaica, and similar working-class expression (see Perrone 1989, 

Wade 2000 and Stolzhoff 2000).   

Similarly, working-class hip-hop artists from inner-city New York who “work in the 

red” defy sound engineering rules.  They frequently pan all of the beats to a single speaker, 

“so you can‟t barely even hear it…it‟s like a noise in the side” (Rose 1991:75).  Even in 

Nigerian jújù music, musicians regularly “slash” their amplifiers in search of distorted sound 

that they prefer.  (Waterman 1991)  Each of these examples demonstrates musicians‟ 

creativity and agency in generating specific aesthetics that do not necessarily conform with 

those of trained professionals. 
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I asked a number of working-class and other patrons both at the Complejo and at 

parilladas about their thoughts on volume.  Mario Meder responded, “I guess it can get [too] 

loud, especially when you‟re just eating lunch, but it‟s great to dance to” (p.c. 2006).  

Yolanda, a young woman studying nursing at the UNAP, concurred.  “To dance!  When 

there‟s a lot of noise, it‟s great to drink and dance with your friends.  The problem is when 

you go to sleep, it kind of rings [in your ears] a little bit” (p.c. 2006).  Both Yolanda and 

Mario associate volume with dancing, and therefore with having a good time.  Dancing and 

volume are inextricable; together they signify a sense of modernity that manifests physically. 

Despite the broad appeal of high volumes, some associated it with degeneracy and 

annoyance.  In September 2007, the mayoral administration of Solomón Abensur, a religious 

Pentecostal passed the Carrot Law (La Ley Zanahoria) in Iquitos.63  This law, referencing 

carrots because of their inherent healthy goodness, stipulates that all bars and venues must 

discontinue the sale of alcohol after 12:00am Sunday through Thursday and after 3:00 am 

                                                           
63 http://pakobardales.blogspot.com/2007/08/plan-zanahoria-las-noches-diferentes.html 

Figure 13: Poster outside of the Complejo walls advertising the 
Carrot Law.  („Control doesn‟t hurt.  I love Iquitos and its 
plan…And you?”) 
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Friday and Saturday.  Concerned with a loss of profit, many city businesses fought what they 

perceived as an unjust imposition, while proponents declared their mission to curb drunk 

driving and lower the volume of late-night music. 

In a much-anticipated press conference just two days before tecno-cumbia band 

Explosión‟s January 2008 anniversary celebration, the group‟s owner, Raúl Flores, unveiled 

their new, state-of-the-art sound system, and thus underscored the importance of powerful 

electrified sound to the success of his group.  Technicians prominently displayed the two 

systems, new and old, against the back wall of the Complejo amphitheatre.  The old system 

was nearly twice as large, but, according to Explosión‟s Lima-based manager, had been 

constructed in Peru with materials of poor quality.  Furthermore, its sound emanated only 

straight outward, whereas the new speakers (from the Massachusetts-based company Eastern 

Acoustic Works) projected omnidirectionally.  The new speakers‟ status as “Made in the 

USA” afforded them a certain cache that Flores recognized.  He mentioned, perhaps 

disingenuously, that the new system would be better equipped to control volume with clearer 

sound quality, mostly because of its foreign design.   

Figure 15: New set of speakers Figure 14: Old set of speakers 
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A few concerned mumblings erupted among members of the press, and one 

gentleman asked if he would be constantly disturbed in his nearby home as much as he is 

currently with the extreme concert volumes.  Flores explained, “These sound systems are 

superior, they‟re of superior quality and they can concentrate the music in a smaller area 

while still making it a loud concert.  You don‟t need to worry about them because they were 

made in America, and they are professional equipment” (4 January 2008).  He continued, 

“they‟re better for the pandillas, better for listening to our music” (4 January 2008).  By 

mentioning the music that recently made Explosión famous, Flores positioned himself as a 

champion of local traditions and suggested, that his primary concern was to protect Loreto‟s 

patrimony. 

 

The emergence of Grupo Explosión 

Queríamos gritarle al país desde la Amazonía, podíamos ser una explosión de música y alegría. 

 

We wanted to shout it to the country from the Amazon that we could be an explosion of music and 

happiness. 

-Raúl Flores, El Comercio 29 July 2007 

 

Explosión was founded in 1998 by Raúl Flores, known respectfully by his employees 

and throughout Iquitos as “Don Raúl.”  Although musical ensembles in the region usually 

grow out of informal relationships among musicians, Flores established Explosión himself as 

a business venture.  After his university studies in Iquitos, he began a career in the petroleum 

industry, where he worked for eighteen years.  During that period he traveled frequently to 

the United States, Venezuela, Saudi Arabia, and throughout Peru.  Flores‟ business sense 
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strengthened as a result of regular interaction with foreigners.  Upon his return to Iquitos, 

interested in a new enterprise, he chose music. 

I opted for this music thing, but in order to do that, I had to conduct a 

market study, [finding a way] to compete with existing groups in a way 

that was different.  I concluded that I had to get a really good sound 

system and I had to include female dancers in the group.  And so we 

got going with a bang, breaking the mold with this formula because it 

was something new, something spectacular in this part of jungle Peru.  

There‟s a lot of attraction because of the girls, the ladies (p.c. 22 June 

2003).    

Flores recognized gaps in the local entertainment scene and exploited them.  He did 

what any seasoned businessman might do: he surrounded himself with a team of investors 

concerned with profit-making who carefully determined how to best market their product.  

And he took full advantage of a new, professional sound system and female dancers.  An 

efficient sound system guarantees a relatively loyal fan base because iquiteños prefer high 

volumes, as mentioned.  For their part, the “ladies” guarantee a higher audience turnout; 

young to middle-aged men (often accompanied by girlfriends or partners) crowd the front of 

the stage in unabashed “appreciation” of the dancers.  An analysis of the sonic and visual 

aesthetics follows, helping to explain the rise to prominence of Explosión as a successful 

pop group both regionally and nationally. 

Unlike many popular artists that outsource various aspects of management (signing 

with a record label, working with a management company, an independent producer, etc.), 
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Explosión‟s operation contains all managerial elements under one director: Flores.  He is the 

CEO and oversees the advisory staff, bookkeepers, technicians, distributors, publicists, 

sound engineers, and, of course, the musicians.  Flores attempts to keep all these activities 

local, and caters to local audiences as well.  He recently informed me that he had opened up 

a concert venue exclusively featuring Explosión where families may gather around a small 

swimming pool, eating ice cream and drinking beer while being entertained by their 

hometown tecno-cumbia ensemble.   

Norman Stolzhoff describes in his study of Jamaican dancehall that individuals with 

more resources (recordings and sound systems) often become key players in the 

development of their music scenes without having any particular musical skills (2000).  

Similarly, Matthew Stahl explores the conscious construction of boy bands on television in 

the 1960s (The Monkees) and in the 1990s (O-Town from Making the Band), in which an 

impresario took it upon himself to groom “his” performers into a polished act, complete 

with publicist, choreographer, vocal coach, and recording engineers (Stahl 2002).  In much 

the same way, Flores‟ financial resources and business knowledge made him well-equipped 

to develop a product and market it.  His musicians have mediated that product for the 

public.   

Intimating that other groups ran their projects inefficiently, Flores noted in our 

interviews that size of his ensemble and skill of the musicians made a difference in getting 

his band off the ground. 

The groups here [in Iquitos] were small and had bad sound, and they didn‟t 

have any kind of consistent repertoire, like recordings from this part of the 
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Amazon, so they weren‟t planning for the future and how they could become 

successful.  They were musicians who did lots of covers recorded by other 

people, they didn‟t have any kind of plan.  So we started off with a bang 

using our own songs, or rather, songs written by the musicians we had asked 

to join us (p.c. 22 June 2007). 

Here, Flores claims that Explosión began their long career with original songs, 

although according to his long-time musicians, the group began mostly playing 

covers of popular cumbia, rock, and toadas, only occasionally performing original 

pieces.  This points to the market in Iquitos at the time, and the styles of music to 

which fans and listeners responded.   

Flores‟s initial strategy included recruiting local musicians, offering them guaranteed 

salaries and better working conditions.  He traveled from bar to bar with his investor 

colleagues in tow, analyzing vocal and instrumental styles, noting who had the most talent 

and who maintained a lifestyle reasonably free of alcohol or drug abuse.64  Ofelia, one of the 

lead singers, had been singing in a small chicha group that performed in upscale restaurants.  

Eduardo, another lead vocalist from Lima, had been singing with the popular 1980s cumbia 

group Pax, and then with Ruth Karina of Euforia, another successful chicha band from 

Iquitos.  The conguero, César, had also performed with Euforia but was unceremoniously 

dropped from Karina‟s solo tour, leaving him without funds to return to his native Lima.  

He quickly assimilated into Explosión.  Waldaír, one of the keyboardists, comes from a 

musical family: his father played in Los Wemblars, a prominent psychedelic cumbia group 

                                                           
64 Alcoholism is rampant in Iquitos; Flores made it a point to recruit only the most moderate drinkers in order 
to avoid any public disgrace.   
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from the 1970‟s and his uncle with Los Mirlos, a chicha group (Matthews 1987).  Los Mirlos 

epitomized chicha music in their day; to hire one of the band members‟ children proved 

advantageous on Flores‟ part.  

Soon Flores had retained the services of several singers, two keyboardists, and three 

percussionists.  Members of other bands and restaurant managers who lost musicians to the 

powerful petrolero resented this, though few publically objected, possibly because – as several 

individuals revealed to me in confidence – Flores bribed them.  One club owner admitted, 

“they stole from us!  But at the same time, we all love Explosión, right?” (p.c. 2 June 2007). 

In addition to Explosión, his premiere group, Flores created a “second-tier” band, 

Dinamita! (Dynamite!), meant to fill in for Explosión locally whenever it is on tour or has a 

better paying gig.  He thus avoids gaps in performance.  He insists that Explosión is 

becoming the most popular band in Peru and will eventually be based in Lima instead of in 

Iquitos; in that case, Dinamita! is poised to fulfill Explosión‟s role in Iquitos.  Flores‟ hopes 

to dominate the market, saturating listeners with his successful tecno-cumbia sound. 

Flores values professionalism.  He concerns himself with everything from the 

appearance of his vehicle, to timely rehearsals, to perfectly matching costumes for musicians 

during weekly performances.  Flores is part of the local chamber of commerce and serves on 

committees around the city, including the Association of Art, Music and Musicians (AAMM) 

and Citizens Against Noise (CCB).65  The former organization provides support and 

information to artists and musicians looking to protect their art through copyright, although 

copyright in Peru stands on shaky legs at best due to rampant piracy and a dearth of 

                                                           
65 Ciudadanos Contra la Bulla; Asociación del Arte, Música, y Músicos 
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established record companies.  Nevertheless, Flores‟ membership in the AAMM shows his 

dedication to maintaining the official status of Explosión as an artistic enterprise.  His 

presence on the Citizens Against Noise committee represents a political move.  He presents 

himself as concerned with noise pollution but more importantly wishes to maintain close 

contact with those who might adversely affect his business. 

Despite his best efforts to run an efficient musical enterprise, Flores‟s group proves 

unwieldy at times.  As with any business, providing fair wages, benefits, and maintaining 

worker loyalty present a challenge.  Flores pays more than many employers, which helps 

stabilize his band membership, although he does not offer health insurance benefits, instead 

loaning or gifting money to employees in need.  Despite his business know-how, Flores‟ 

musicians sometimes resent his control, and wish that their careers could develop 

independently of his management, although they appreciate the local fame that Explosión 

affords them.  

Every three months the group nominates and votes for a new music director.  The 

director meets with Flores regularly to seek his approval of repertoire and to schedule 

rehearsals and gigs.  The music director keeps up to date with current popular song trends – 

regardless of style – and creates rehearsal CDs for the musicians so that they can learn cover 

songs for future performances (the band currently performs covers along with their own 

material).  Additionally, the music director leads rehearsals, arranges the instruments and 

assigns parts.  The director‟s job requires diplomacy and leadership: minor conflicts often 

arise from his or her decisions, such as choosing one singer over another as lead performer, 

or extending a rehearsal. 
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Explosión often performs outside of their regularly scheduled concerts.  Without 

favoring any particular political agenda, the band provides service for the highest bidder, 

often politicians or industry executives.  During election year in 2006, for instance, 

Explosión performed as part of a mayoral campaign for the district of Iquitos.  Politicians‟ 

pockets were deep and could easily afford their fee of more than $2,000 per appearance.  In 

October of that same year, Explosión traveled upriver to Tamisyacu, a small village on the 

border with the famous Tamisyacu Reserve.  The mayoral candidate there, Shaluco, provided 

them with his private boat for the four-hour journey.  Upon their arrival, the group checked 

into a small hostel and later performed as part of the evening‟s festivities, which included a 

small carnival.  The village is conservative, and prior to the concert its residents expressed 

ambivalence over the presence of loud music and a raucous stage show.  Among other 

pieces, the group performed a popular cumbia with lyrics that praised mayoral candidate 

Shaluco and his political platform.  Shaluco appeared behind the gyrating dancers waved to 

the crowd and then left. 

Explosión continued the celebration by increasing their volume and the energy of 

the dancing exponentially; the villagers stood mesmerized, mouths agape.  Little by little they 

began to dance at prompts from the musicians.  While the attendees did not exude the 

enthusiasm that fans in Iquitos did – likely due to their unfamiliarity with a tecno-cumbia 

ensemble – they eventually warmed up and responded positively by applauding, occasionally 

whooping and even demanding that the volume increase even more.  It appeared that 

Tamisyacu, a village without regular electricity, valued high sound volumes nearly as much as 

listeners in urban contexts. 
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Flores markets Explosión as a grupo, while most other successful ensembles 

throughout the country are known as orquestas (orchestras).  Even the popular group from 

Chiclayo (northern coastal Peru), Grupo 5, is actually known as an orquesta internacional 

(international orchestra).  An orquesta typically has wind instruments such as trumpets, 

trombones, and the occasional saxophone, whereas a grupo uses only synthesizers.  

I asked why a successful ensemble such as Explosión wouldn‟t go ahead and hire 

wind players since it has the financial resources.  I received several different answers.  Jairo, 

Explosión‟s marketing director for central and southern Peru, maintained that the aesthetic 

of the synthesizer is more appealing to the tropical audience.  He suggested that synthesizers 

represent hipness and modernity to many listeners.  Additionally, they are much louder than 

wind instruments, supporting the aesthetic of extreme volume discussed previously.   

Some musicians in the band disagree with this position, insisting that wind 

instrumentalists are not welcome because they would detract from existing members‟ pay.  

David, a lead singer who studied at the local music school,66 believes that because of his 

specialized skills he deserves a higher wage than he currently receives, and that even his 

present wage would be jeopardized by the presence of additional performers.  Eduardo, 

another lead singer and one of the longest-serving members of Explosión, describes what he 

considers to be a delicate balance struck by Flores in terms of personnel. 

Iquiteños don‟t need wind instruments.  Synthesizers are simply what [the 

public likes] and need in an ensemble.  Yes, of course the band would be 

                                                           
66 The local music conservatory in Iquitos (Iquitos Escuela Superior de Música “Lorenzo Luján Darjón”) is a 
state school with little funding, few instruments, and a poorly organized curriculum that is unable to 
consistently provide the city with proficient musicians.  There is no trombone professor, and the saxophone 
professor is regularly away in Lima.  The trumpet instructor is an excellent musician, although he rarely has 
students.  Lack of local musicians may also partially influence Don Raúl‟s decision to keep Explosión as a grupo. 
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tighter with some really good horns, but where‟s that money going to come 

from?  Are we going to charge more, dock our own pay, redistribute funds?  

Kaliente has horns but they‟re not as popular or successful as we are.  

Understand?  Flores knows what‟s best for this group, and he knows how to 

keep us relatively happy and hard-working.  So that he can be the one who 

supports us at the end of the day.  It‟s a balance, equilibrium (p.c. 3 June 

2007). 

Essentially, Eduardo suggests “don‟t bite the hand that feeds you.”  In this case, it seems 

that the decision not to include wind instruments is more economic than anything else.   

Sound engineer Twinkie maintains that  

They don‟t have horns because the musicians are used to the keyboard‟s 

sound.  Instead of a trumpet, a saxophone, a trombone, they prefer to do all 

that with just a keyboard.  They can control the sound, it‟s more comfortable, 

it‟s just one [instrument], one person programs it, and drives everything.  It 

seems to me just force of habit.  And anyway, there aren‟t many musicians 

here who play trumpet, saxophone, trombone.  I think it would be better, 

nicer, more natural [to have wind instruments] (p.c. 15 March 2007). 

After thinking for a moment, he adds that “the musicians probably don‟t want to be 

upstaged.” 

The Chiclayo-based67 orquesta Grupo 5 represents both competition and inspiration 

for Explosión.  The enormously successful band consists of only men, without a single 

                                                           
67 Chiclayo is a coastal city 478 miles north of Lima. 
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female dancer on stage.  Known primarily as a chicha or tecno-cumbia ensemble, Grupo 5 plays 

a repertoire dominated by salsa and merengue, likely in order to appeal to their coastal fan base.  

The group also makes no attempt to index Amazonianness.  Grupo 5 features skilled horn 

players in addition to keyboardists and a rhythm section, in contrast to Explosión.  Their 

full, polished sound does not rely nearly as heavily on synthesizers and yet still dominates the 

airwaves, as they lead the nation in popularity.  Explosión‟s members and fans often 

compare their sound to Grupo 5‟s, although the former creates a different product with their 

electrified pandilla and female dancers, promoting synthesized sounds as fans‟ favorites. 

Flores does not compensate his musicians for rehearsal time, but they do receive 

double salary for touring performances when they play in Lima, Chiclayo, or any other major 

city.  There exist few groups nationwide that pay their musicians so much for touring, likely 

due to the considerable expense of transporting instruments and personnel from Iquitos.  

Additionally, musicians receive extra salary for playing contracted parties.  It costs upwards 

of $2,000 to hire Explosión to perform – more than three times what other groups charge – 

and the price often depends on the organization hiring the ensemble: non-profits or schools 

generally receive discounts, whereas for-profits are gouged. 

Explosión‟s general secretary, Henry, serves as the penalty administrator.  He takes 

attendance and records each musician‟s time of arrival to rehearsals.  Tardiness is common 

in Iquitos‟ and most musicians habitually arrive late to practice.  Depending on their delay, 

Flores docks their pay a percentage per five minute increment.  When I asked Henry why the 

musicians don‟t come on time, he replied that although they receive a fine every day that 

they arrive late, Flores returns the docked pay to each musician at the end of the year, along 
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with holiday bonuses.  This system hardly seems efficient and reflects broader issues of 

inefficiency throughout the city.   

 

Indigeneity and promotion of the tecno-cumbia  

 As discussed in Chapter 2, the myth of the savage persists around the world, in 

South America as elsewhere (Ellingson 2001, Dickason 1984).  Flores challenges this 

concept and reinforces it in the same fell swoop in his ensemble through careful costuming 

and choreography.  His goal with Explosión is to promote music that resonates locally and 

globally.  He attempts to achieve this through the presentation of particular aspects of 

indigenous heritage, both through musical and choreographic representations on stage and 

in videos projected behind the group in live performance.  Flores has noted the following:   

 People elsewhere don‟t know this part of the Amazon.  They think there is nothing 

here but snakes in the jungle, just trees.  But now they‟re noticing that Iquitos isn‟t 

any old city, it‟s cosmopolitan.  Sure, those animals exist, and the trees, but they‟re 

outside of the city.  Explosión is gaining a national following because we‟re selling 

music, we‟re selling tourism through the landscapes that we show in our videos 

(p.c. 22 June 2007). 

 Explosión‟s videos, created primarily by a local production company called Niky 

Productions, usually showcase the band on sites such as the beach at Quisto Cocha (Christ‟s 

Lagoon).68  Quisto Cocha is a tourist locale outside Iquitos that boasts caged animals, beach 

volleyball, rafts in the lagoon, canoes to rent, and a small restaurant.  The videographers 

                                                           
68 Quisto means Christ in Quechua. 
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often focus on the young dancers in bikinis playfully kicking water at each other with tall, 

elegant palm trees towering behind them.  In projecting these particular images, Flores 

emphasizes the carefree side to living in a jungle port.  He sometimes directs Niky 

Productions to film parts of the city of Iquitos as well, highlighting key locations including 

the malecón (the boardwalk by the Amazon River), the Plaza de Armas (main square), or well-

known restaurants, all places of leisure, creating a relaxed and fun image of the city. 
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 Explosión videos of pandilla continue this trend, emphasizing the style‟s folkloric 

roots and presenting exoticized images of the Amazon.  The video of “Mix Pandilla 2007” 

opens with lead singer David Núñez walking in front of a thatched-roof hut carrying a 

bushel of bananas over his shoulder.69  Images of bright red macaws and a boa constrictor 

follow; people familiar with Iquitos know that they were filmed at Quisto Cocha as opposed 

to in the city.  Soon after, the camera zooms in on a man in a canoe catching a flapping fish, 

drifting by floating houses.  Following this, the camera finds the Explosión dancers on the 

beach of Quisto Cocha dancing the pandilla in a presentation similar to other of the group‟s 

videos.   

Scenes follow that illustrate the song‟s lyrics, creating a visual narrative not often 

found in other Explosión music videos.  When Núñez describes a philandering mother and 

her child, the camera shows a young iquiteña in her thatched hut pushing an infant in a 

hammock made of chambira (palm fiber).  The video continues with images of pineapples, 

                                                           
69 See http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eLAyl-Nsn3s  

Figure 16: Screen shot of “Mix Pandilla 2007” featuring Explosión lead singer David Nuñez 

carrying bananas.  Used with permission from Raúl Flores Chávez. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eLAyl-Nsn3s
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carachama sin costilla (pinecone sucker catfish), and Belén, a district of Iquitos also called 

Venice because when waters are high the entire area floats on the Amazon River.  Each of 

these video montages draws attention to unique elements that resonate with iquiteños but 

appear strange and exotic to outsiders, reinforcing external perceptions of it.  Inevitably, 

every one of Explosión‟s videos perpetuates stereotypical images of jungle culture. 

 

Tecnocumbiaization of the pandilla 

Explosión used the tagline Grupo Explosión! El Orgullo Amazónico! (Group Explosión! 

Amazonian Pride!) long before the ensemble began performing pandilla.  Yet the adoption of 

pandilla as its quintessential Amazonian anthem added meaning to this phrase for the group‟s 

Figure 17: Screen shot of the bailarinas at Quisto Cocha.  Used with permission from Raúl Flores Chávez. 
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fans.  A number of factors undoubtedly contributed to the pandilla’s resurgence in popularity 

among Explosión listeners, but a particular story about its origin has dominated local 

imagination.  It has been perpetuated by Flores and his marketing team, converting the 

pandilla even more directly into a representation of Iquitos: its music, its folklore, its popular 

culture.   

The story of the tecno-cumbiaized pandilla can be summarized as follows.  According to 

several members of Explosión, in the dawn hours of early January 2003, after a long night 

performing, one individual in the group mock-drummed the march rhythm of the pandilla.  

The keyboardists fiddled around and improvised a harmonic framework that supported a 

synthesized quena line.  Shortly a full-fledged jam unfolded, to which tired audience members 

geared up again and danced animatedly as if circling the húmisha, a maypole, at Carnival.  

Radio Loreto sponsored that evening‟s show and taped the impromptu music.  Later in the 

week, the station broadcast the recording, and the improvised pandilla turned into an instant 

success.  Listeners requested the pandilla more than any other song for months after carnival.   

Flores soon marketed it strategically as the representative Amazonian music genre.  

He compared its significance to the traditional coastal style, the marinera, or to the huayno of 

the highlands.  In fact, he marketed the electrified pandilla as a Peruvian música típica par 

excellance.  Its popularity skyrocketed, and much of Lima and a few other cities familiar with 

the group recognized Explosión as a representative Amazonian band, famous for its 

pandillas. 
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Flores notes:  

We hoped to be a kind of ambassador of our regional music.  So the 

idea of fusion [developed] because [we worked with] folkloric music 

from this part of the jungle: with the quena, the tambor [snare drum] 

and the bombo.  We changed the sounds, we created fusion through 

other electronic instruments without abandoning the original genre 

that we needed to support.  The new sound was just more…more 

sophisticated.  And it [became popular]; today it‟s not just us from 

the Amazon who like it, but it‟s spread to the national level.  This is 

great for us because it identifies us and all the while people like it 

more and more. Our fellow Peruvians, loretanos, jungle people, 

identify with it, whereas before they were afraid, they were 

embarrassed to say “I‟m from the jungle and this is my music.” But 

now, now they feel proud. 

Here, Flores references the fusion of the pandilla with tecno-cumbia.  He implies that the goal is 

national airplay and national fan base.  He indicates identification with the genre on the part 

of iquiteños.  Flores also notes the inherent contradiction that faces Amazonians today:  pride 

in a strong cultural practice vs. embarrassment at its current status within the nation.  Flores‟ 

desire to be an “ambassador of regional music” points to larger issues of desire for 

“authentic” Amazonian themes, underscored by a history of debilitating colonialism and yet 

a thirst for urban sophistication and broader recognition.  Turino‟s idea of “modernist 

reformism” proves useful here because the electrified pandilla results from “projects based 
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on the idea that a „new culture,‟ or new genres, styles, and practices, should be forged as a 

synthesis of the „best‟ or „most valuable‟ aspects of a local „traditional‟ culture and „the best‟ 

of foreign „modern‟ lifeways and technologies” (Turino 2000: 16).  Flores intentionally fused 

pandilla (tradition) with tecno-cumbia (new culture) to create a modern, Amazonian style.   

 Musically, Explosión translates the pandilla‟s traditional instrumentation to the 

synthesizer, through which the quena‟s melody has an airier sound akin to a panpipe instead 

of the sharp, thin timbre of the Amazonian quena.  The syncopated redoblante (snare drum) 

part appears on the drum machine, while the kick drum from the drum set outlines the 

bombo‟s bass rhythm.  The soaring violin melody finds its way to the electric guitar.  The 

ensemble adds Latin percussion (congas, timbales, bongo to their rendition of pandilla, driving 

the rhythm more aggressively than its folkloric counterpart.   The tecno-cumbia version 

extends the lyrics to include contemporary references to youth culture, such as in the 

opening vignette in this chapter. 

 The tecno-cumbiaized pandilla features several musical elements that exemplify its 

folkloric counterpart.  Rhythmically the drum machine continues the syncopated march 

idiomatic to pandilla.  The synthesizer alternates the airy, quena sound with a synthesized 

violin sound.  Interestingly, despite discursive allegiance to regional esthetics, the “Mix 

Pandilla 2007” showcases a few Andean musical characteristics including alternations 

between parallel major/minor modalities. 
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Figure 18 Transcription of “Mix Pandilla 2007.” Courtesy of Danny Kamins. 
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Tecno-cumbia originated in the Amazon region, as mentioned, and Explosión‟s 

“tecnocumbiaization” of the regional pandilla serves to index Amazonianness in new and 

different ways.  Explosión obviously emphasizes the local penchant for electrified music.  

Moreover, the ensemble recontextualizes pandilla by bringing music and activities normally 

associated with carnival or patron saint festivals to the chichódromo that holds an audience of 

thousands of people.    

Lead singer David Núñez explains that the ensemble in earlier periods had only 

performed pandillas occasionally during carnival or at the end of a long concert as their finale.  

His description of the evolution of the concert-style pandilla from an occasionally performed 

genre to a regular feature of the group‟s repertoire is revealing.  I include an extended 

interview excerpt here because Núñez comments on a number of broader processes of 

musical transformation that swept through Iquitos with the inception of the pandilla as 

regional folklore.   

KM:  This music that Explosión plays, is it Peruvian or is it from other 

countries? 

 

Núñez:  When we began the group, it was just a cover group and we only 

played cover tunes, so when we began to do our own themes that are our 

musics…regional musics were adapted to modern instruments. 

  

KM:  Like for example… 
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Núñez:  The pandilla.  It‟s our own music from our own area, songs that were 

originally played on quena and redoblante.  We adapted them to our group and 

they were well-liked by the people, the people loved what we did…they 

identified more with our music.  Before when you played a regional theme at 

a concert, people were annoyed… Iquitos was a city characterized by 

Brazilian music and Colombian music and a lot of rock, a lot of rock, people 

really identified with that…People from Iquitos wanted to be like people 

from Lima, they only wanted to hear [foreign] music.  I‟m talking about the 

1980s, around there, when at a concert they only played rock in English, 80s 

rock en español and mostly Colombian cumbias and Brazilian musics. 

 

KM:  So what changed their minds? 

 

Núñez:  At all the parties it was the audience, not the group, that practically 

forced [Explosión] to play local music.  Because before when you played 

regional music, a huayno or music from here, it meant that the party was over.  

We always played those songs, but at the end of concerts.  So as a group we 

changed that formula.  It first happened when we were playing during 

carnival season one time.  We didn‟t even practice it.  Around the end of 

2003 more or less, we were playing and at that time it was fashionable to play 

the song “Anaconda.”  In order to make the song last longer, I said to the 

other band members “keep going, keep going,” you know?  I said to Waldair 
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[pianist], “do you know this song?  Yes?”  Well, I sang it and we kept going 

song after song and finally we played a pandilla and we sang it right in the 

middle of the concert.  I was just messing around, just joking because 

everything was live and we knew that they [Radio Loreto] were taping us…it 

was a concert for Radio Loreto; We kept playing and were having so much 

fun on stage because it just came out spontaneously.  The next week we had 

no idea what we had done.  But since they recorded us on the radio, the next 

week we heard the songs on the radio and the people began to identify with 

it and they asked us to play it again. 

 

KM:  On the radio? 

 

Núñez:  On the radio, so we started to give it to them and from there was 

born the idea that we should do more traditional music, but our own version 

of traditional music.  That‟s when I wrote “La tacachera” and that song was 

practically the door that opened for Explosión.  We are as popular as we are 

now because of it; “La tacachera” is practically the hymn of Explosión. 

 

 Núñez indicates that foreign music styles dominated in the region in the past, and 

that locals identified with American rock due in part to its associations with cosmopolitan 

lifestyles.  This speaks to the difficulties any popular music group has in finding a niche 

sound with the broadest appeal, and suggests that in its early years, Explosión emphasized 
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foreign music in its repertoire.  Eventually, however, Explosión began to riff on traditional 

themes.  And in fact, Explosión‟s fans came to interpret their song, “La tacachera” as the 

pandilla “hymn” of the ensemble.70 

“La tacachera” 

 

Doña Nati mala falla es una linda guarapera 

(x2) 

En el día vende guarapo y en la noche 

tacachera (x2) 

Todo el mundo la conoce por su gracia sin 

igual (x2) 

cuando agarra bien el mazo no lo deja 

descansar (x2) 

Tacachera por aquí, tacachera por allá,  

Doña Nati mala falla ya no puede descansar 

 

Tacachera por allá, tacachera por aquí,  

Doña Nati mala falla ya no puede ni dormir 

 

Rescapani madurito cuando sale a chambear 

(x2) 

Si lo ve algún viejito, como se pone a 

temblar (x2) 

“The woman who makes tacacho” 

 

Miss Nati never makes a mistake, she‟s a 

lovely sugar cane juice maker (X2) 

During the day she sells guarapo71 and at night 

she‟s a tacachera (x2) 

Everyone knows her for her unmatched skill 

 

when she grabs the dough she doesn‟t let go 

(x2) 

Tacachera here, tacachera there 

Miss Nati never makes a mistake and can‟t 

rest 

Tacachera there, tacachera here 

Miss Nati never makes a mistake and can‟t 

even sleep 

Plantain, you must runaway when she goes 

to work (x2) 

If she sees a little old man, how she begins to 

tremble (x2) 

 

                                                           
70 See http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4AnN63m5ydQ.  
71 Guarapo is fermented sugar cane juice, also known as aguardiente. 

Figure 19: Lyrics from “La tacachera” reprinted with permission. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4AnN63m5ydQ
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A regional delicacy, tacacho [see Figure 20] is roasted plantain and dried pork that has 

been formed into a ball and is eaten with fingers.  A slew of double entendres pepper this 

pandilla. It describes a tacachera (woman who makes or sells tacacho) as having enviable skills 

forming the plantain dough into perfect balls.  The sexual metaphors entertain listeners and 

also serve to reinforce stereotypes about jungle women, all of whom presumably know how 

to make the popular snack and therefore are well acquainted with the other skills implied in 

the song. 

Because tecno-cumbia is the dominant musical style in and around Iquitos, the 

transformation of the pandilla into a tecno-cumbia-influenced version of the music that could 

be played at times other than carnival is hardly surprising.  As often happens, local musicians 

reinterpreted the pandilla, creating an electric version for mass consumption.  This 

hybridization earned the group a surprising amount of recognition throughout the region 

and beyond.  Also predictably, members of Explosión considered their electrified version as 

valid as any folkloric form.  I asked Eduardo de Aguila, another lead singer of the group, 

Figure 20: Tacacho 
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whether the tecno-cumbiaized pandilla still constituted folklore.  He responded, “Of course!  

But we‟ve fused it with electric guitars, keyboards, and synthesizers so it has a different 

flavor.  You can combine elements in that way, give the piece another sound, but it still 

maintains the essence.  What gives it flavor [and speaks to] the origins, the roots, is the 

percussion.  Against the percussion goes the electric guitar, the keyboards, the synthesizers 

and people like that a lot, it‟s what sells [best] for Explosión when we leave Iquitos” (p.c. 

June 07). 

 Understanding the tecnocumbiaization of the pandilla may help illustrate the ways in 

which local and transnational discourses influence the markers of identity.  The electrified 

pandilla emerged as Iquitos faced a national economy increasingly oriented toward 

neoliberalism and thus an influx of foreign goods and music into the region that began to 

supplant the city‟s local heritage.  As the pandilla gained more recognition, the media and the 

broader Peruvian public alike demonstrated an increased interest in the region itself.  In a 

brief exposé on the occasion of Explosión‟s tenth anniversary, ATV (Andina de Radiofusión 

TV) reporter Martín Arredondo noted the importance of the pandilla for Iquitos, and the role 

that Explosión played in articulating an Amazonian identity for its listeners.  “They put 

together an orchestra bit by bit and couldn‟t even imagine what they were going to later do 

for the self-esteem of Iquitos.” 72 

Several individuals have posted Explosión videos on YouTube.  The comments 

under the video for Explosión‟s rendition of “Mix Pandilla 2007” reveal from the popularity 

of the genre among native iquiteños and admiration of the music and the region. As an 

                                                           
72 “Explosión de Iquitos.”Writ. Manuel Arredondo. Día D. ATV. Feb. 2008. Web. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bmLqtkIfDPU and 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_55VY0RlMUM&feature=related  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bmLqtkIfDPU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_55VY0RlMUM&feature=related
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example of the latter view, one blogger notes, “I‟m not from Iquitos but I like it better than 

any other region.  In Iquitos you live well!” (accessed 5 February 2010).  Despite these 

accolades, interest in pandilla nationally may well be a passing fad rather than an enduring 

phenomenon. Tecno-cumbia‟s reception around the country remains unmatched, and while the 

pandilla is making strides, it remains to be seen whether it will truly capture the national 

imagination.   

Pandilla’s current popularity in Iquitos depends largely on carnival celebrations that 

have been revived along with the genre, growing significantly over the years and expanding 

to become city-wide events that include local activities and pranks.  A typical carnival 

celebration is a community-centered activity.  The weeks leading up to such festivities are 

filled with parades to celebrate local folklore, featuring (mostly) young people dressed as 

animals or plants native to the region or in indigenous garb standing on elaborate floats 

decorated with jungle themes.  Iquiteños prepare for the celebration by playing pranks on 

friends and neighbors, dusting them with flour or launching water balloons.  The latter 

activity takes the form of a battle between the sexes in which women drench men and vice 

versa.   In addition to water balloons, iquiteño carnival primarily revolves around music and 

dance now dominated by Explosión versions of the original folkloric pandilla.  

Typically, small groups of families, organizations, or friends pay into a community 

fund that is used to purchase neighborhood carnival supplies including food, decorations, 

gifts, alcohol, and also to rent a sound system.  The celebration centers around the húmisha, a 
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tall palm post, also purchased with community funds.73  The day before carnival, two palm 

trees are tied and nailed together in such a manner to yield one extremely tall post.  The 

húmisha is erected in a common area (normally in the middle of an unpaved street or in front 

of a church) and strung to surrounding buildings to avoid a fall.  Because it acts as a 

gathering place, the húmisha’s central placement is vital to carnival celebrations.  Participants 

tie gifts, including washbasins, sandals, clothes, household items, and toys, to its top 

branches before erecting it. 

When carnival day arrives, groups of friends and neighbors gather at their respective 

húmishas and, with the rented sound system booming out pandillas and chicha music, dance in a 

circle around them, linking arms and skipping, stomping, or marching to the beat.  They 

                                                           
73 The húmisha formed part of carnival tradition as well as velada traditions (patron saint celebrations) (Isuiza 
2006:21) 

Figure 21: Húmisha on a main street in Iquitos on 

Carnival 2007. 
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dance forward and backward, recalling Bora and Shipibo indigenous dances, although in this 

context, couples move forward and backward instead of in long single lines.  Aside from the 

water balloons and flour mentioned above, participants throw mud, paint, achiote (a plant 

whose seeds yield bright red ink), and other substances on each other, becoming quite filthy 

by the day‟s end.  At sunset, after hours of circling the húmisha, people take turns slashing at 

it with a machete, making pockmarks in the wood, loosening it for an eventual crash.  When 

it falls, people dash madly toward the gifts, ripping them free from the palm leaves, eagerly 

carrying them away. 

The practice of celebrating carnival with the húmisha has been documented by local 

folklorists, and it probably has roots that extend into the nineteenth century (Sotil 2000, 

Salazar 1988, Isuiza 1999).  While most experts agree húmisha is an indigenous word, its use 

in carnival celebration represents an adaptation of the European Maypole tradition, and it 

probably dates from the earliest period of the rubber boom.  Celebrations incorporating 

húmisha experienced a decline in the latter twentieth century, partially due to the economic 

decline in the region.  However, new recordings of electrified pandilla music (discussed 

further in the next chapter) repopularized the húmisha and its folkloric context in recent 

years.  Javier Isuiza notes, “in Iquitos alone, in the first year of the twenty-first century more 

than 1,000 húmishas were planted” (Isuiza 2006:21).  Whereas in previous years young people 

spent their carnival money mostly on alcohol, the folkloric aspects of the celebrations seem 

to be increasing in popularity.  I spent carnival of 2007 among a group of young university 

friends who – independently from their parents or professors – sought to re-create a 

folkloric event.  
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The celebration I attended took place on a narrow, unpaved residential street in the 

Punchana district with Mario Meder Seretti and most of his graduating class of the College 

of International Business at the Universidad Nacional de la Amazonia Peruana (UNAP).  

The narrow roadway was to our advantage, because it meant a safer carnival with less traffic 

passing by.  A number of us had gathered the previous day to build and decorate the húmisha 

with items collected from the UNAP‟s recreational dues.  We tied gifts to the limbs of the 

palm tree, while several others used a post-hole digger to create a hole deep enough to 

anchor the húmisha in the earth.  The effort extended by Mario and his peers demonstrates 

carnival‟s importance to university students, and their selection of pandillas to provide the 

soundtrack for the entire event testifies to the revival of local tradition.  Especially 

remarkable is that they raised a significant amount of money and spent on the items 

necessary for a successful carnival:  the húmisha and its decorations, a sound system, beer, 

food and materials for pranks. 

Even the day before the central day of carnival, festivities had begun in full force as 

participants good-naturedly soaked each other by flinging water balloons.  During the 

preparations, competing sound systems boomed electrified pandillas from the windows of 

different houses, and we occasionally danced an impromptu carnival jig, imitating the dances 

that would dominate the following day.  The anticipation of the next day‟s festivities was 

electrifying.   

On Sunday, I awoke to sounds of water splashing.  Pranksters tossed buckets of 

water and mud at passing pedestrians, motorcyclists and mototaxistas; I heard squeals and 

yelps as people attempted to dodge them.  I carefully made my way through the streets of 
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Morona Cocha to Punchana.  Along the way, húmishas dotted the landscape, towering nearly 

three stories tall with every street boasting three or more.  

Arriving at my friend‟s house, I was greeted with a shower of mud pies, diluted 

pijuayo juice, and paint.  Mario served beer, and the rest of us began to dance.  In the early 

afternoon the stereo played a mix of tecno-cumbia, other popular styles including reggaeton, salsa 

and merengue.  As the merriment continued, pandillas blared more often than other song styles, 

and dancing changed from individual pairs to the typical, side-by-side line dancing 

prominent during carnival.  Eventually, we began to circle the húmisha closer and closer, 

moving forwards and backwards in little hops and skips, linking arms and often switching 

pairs.  Women and men, women and women, and men and men alternated, no longer 

restricted to the mixed-gender dancing required for salsa or cumbia.  I asked my friends why 

this happened, and Raymundo responded that it was carnival – anything goes.  

The celebration continued into the twilight hours, and eventually we wielded 

machetes, dancing pandillas while circling closer and closer around the húmisha.  We took 

turns whacking at the trunk, singing along.  The húmisha began to topple, and everyone 

rushed to the branches, tackling each other as they fought over different trinkets and gifts.  

Pandillas accompanied the burst of revelry from the rented speakers, and we began dancing 

again after stashing prizes away.  The soundscape was vital to the event, setting the stage for 

a fully iquiteño experience.   
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Pandillando across the nation:  Explosión on tour 

Explosión began touring in 2003, when they went to Lima for the first time.  In 

order to achieve success beyond the Amazon, a cumbia group in Peru must attract large 

audiences both through radio play and in live performance.  Thanks to its well-funded 

national marketing team, Explosión continued to gain on much of its competition locally 

and nationally in both areas.74  

Preparing a tour requires significant effort due to the large number of instruments 

and equipment (and people: more than fifteen members and managers) needed, as well as 

transport.  Because of Iquitos‟ geographic isolation, boat tours to Pucallpa or Tarapoto 

prove the easiest form of touring.  To get to Lima, however, band members must either 

travel via boat to Pucallpa (a three-day journey) and then on bus from Pucallpa to Lima (a 

twenty-seven-hour trip) or fly.  Both options are expensive, and the ground route is 

dangerous; the Pucallpa-Lima road is long, winding, and peppered with highway robbers.   

I accompanied Explosión on their Lima-Trujillo-Lima tour during June and July of 

2007.  Lima is a large, metropolitan city of over eight million inhabitants of whom the 

majority are Andean migrants.  Recent trends, however, suggest an increase in Amazonian 

migrants in the city, primarily from Iquitos, Pucallpa, Tarapoto, Mollabamba, and Madre de 

Dios.  Thus, Explosión‟s Amazonian fan base in Lima is significant.  Icho, Explosión‟s 

general manager, estimates that 60% of their audience in Lima consists of Amazonians. 

While high, this percentage is lower than it was in the past, indicating more people from 

                                                           
74 Because a powerful piracy infrastructure exists in Peru (discussed in Chapter 5), it remains difficult to 
accurately chart Explosión‟s popularity vis-à-vis other groups by examining legitimate CD sales.  Explosión 
bases much of its success on how often their tunes appear on pirated “best of” discs sold at local stands.  
Internet downloads barely exist because of the ease of acquiring cheap discs on the street. 
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other parts of Peru are showing an interest in tropical music.  Trujillo, by contrast, is a 

moderate-sized city eight hours north of Lima with a population of approximately 750,000, 

though it also boasts a small Amazonian migrant community that listens to tecno-cumbia. 

Explosión played its first Lima concert during the tour at Isla del Paraíso, a relatively 

upscale spot in the La Marina area.  The cover charge appeared relatively expensive at S/. 25 

(approximately $8), which is much more expensive than the Complejo or COA in Iquitos.75  

I arrived with my friend Finita at around midnight to join a line of nearly one hundred 

people.  The line immediately impressed me, as I didn‟t expect such a large crowd.  

Explosión‟s Lima patrons also surprised me; they appeared older than Iquitos fans, in their 

late twenties or early thirties and impeccably dressed.  In Iquitos, the attire for women 

usually includes a slightly dressy tank top with capris (pants that fall below the knee but 

before the ankle) and sandals, but the limeñas brandished chic handbags and wore stylish, 

skinny jeans, pointy leather boots, make-up and dressy gold jewelry.  The men wore designer 

jeans, pressed shirts, and chic shoes, very unlike the t-shirts and generic jeans or shorts 

preferred by iquiteños.  These patrons clearly belonged to a different demographic.  

A scalper approached us as soon as we stepped from the taxi; he offered entradas 

(tickets) for S/.27 each in order to avoid the long line.  We declined and made our way to 

the end of the line.  Eventually, we purchased tickets and entered the amphitheatre-style 

venue through a short hallway lined with plants and flowers, suggesting refinement. 

Unlike Explosión‟s regular venues in Iquitos, cluttered with beer bottles and cigarette 

butts, La Isla was elegant and grandiose.  Billowing white and gold fabric hung from the 

                                                           
75 Based on average conversion rates from September 2007 until August 2008 of 3.14 soles to the dollar 
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ceiling.  Elevated tables littered with coats and purses lined the long and narrow club, 

accommodating mostly elderly patrons and larger parties. 

Due to the high and narrow stage, the members of Explosión performed in three 

rows (instead of spread out in one staggered line across the wide, long stage as they did in 

the Complejo).  Finita and I made our way toward the front of the space so that I could 

comfortably greet the members of the band and we could find a good place to dance. 

Once we staked out our spot, two men approached us and asked if we would dance.  

Both were from Iquitos, and both eager for news of their hometown.  One worked for 

Panamericana, a prominent national television broadcast network, and the other was a 

banker, somewhat different from Explosión fans in Iquitos who are rarely professionals.  I 

was struck by the number of middle-class Amazonians that comprised La Isla‟s audience, 

and how a nostalgia for home seemed to drive so many of them to the performance.   

I later accompanied Finita to the restroom, which also appeared surprisingly clean 

and elegant, complete with whitewashed benches, floor-to-ceiling mirrors, sinks, and toilet 

paper in every stall.  At the Complejo and COA, by contrast, water, mud and debris cover 

the floors of the restrooms, squares of toilet paper must be purchased, and a large trough 

filled with water serves as the “sink.”  In La Isla‟s ladies room, I chatted with a young 

woman who was half Peruvian (limeña), half Argentine.  She had never heard of Explosión 

until that evening; friends of hers from work (originally from Pucallpa) invited her to the 

show.  She gushed that her friends “were the happiest girls I have ever met in my life!,” 

attributing this to Amazonian people in general, a (somewhat patronizing) stereotype not 
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uncommon among urban elite in Peru.  She obviously had a disposable income, as she had 

bought expensive tickets to see an unfamiliar band. 

The Amazon‟s perceived savage sensuality (as manifest in videos, costumes, and 

through dance movements on stage) forces Explosión to occupy a particular niche in the 

national imaginary.  Flores is quite aware of the power of such sexuality.  His representations 

of the Amazon include the eroticization of the charapa dancer, similar to the Brazilian female 

body in carnival, and the African-American female body in hip-hop (Parker 1991, Rose 

2001). 

In fact, the dancers themselves recognize such stereotypes, and may have even 

internalized aspects of them; they do view themselves as distinct from Andean women in 

particular ways, though they recognize that stage shows may misrepresent them as well.  

“Jungle women like us don‟t like it when audience members don‟t understand our happiness 

[i.e. perceive our dancing as an expression of hyper-sexuality].  We‟re a very open, emotive 

people.  It surprises those who come from outside.  But later they understand us, they let go 

and they have fun without being confused [by what our moves might imply]” (Betyna in El 

Comercio 29 July 2007).  In this statement, Betyna acknowledges an innate felicidad (happiness, 

joy) that every woman in the jungle possesses, manifest in part through dance.  She is careful 

to associate happiness and fun with women of the jungle, a characterization she approves of.  As 

Lady, a young fan of Explosión affirms, “we kill sadness in the jungle by dancing happily, it‟s 

our idiosyncrasy” (Lady in El Comercio 29 July 2007). 

Lady‟s observations underpin local perceptions of the female charapa: outsiders‟ 

perceptions mirror similar stereotypes.  I spoke with a number of fans at Explosión‟s Lima 
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show, and most acknowledged their desire to see the group‟s legendary dancers.  Roberto, an 

accounting executive at a legal firm in Lima, confirmed his fascination with them.  “There‟s 

nothing more beautiful than a young female charapa dancing,” he told me.  “The way she 

moves…we don‟t really have that here in Lima.  It‟s because the people from [Iquitos] live a 

different kind of tropical life” (p.c. 28 June 2007).  Roberto didn‟t mention what a “tropical 

life” entails, but he noted the significance of its difference from the capital city.  His 

perception of the lifestyle of iquiteños almost revealed a certain envy of the “relaxed” life of 

the jungle.  His commentary must also be situated, however, in his class position; likely 

unfamiliar with the poverty of Iquitos, Roberto has never visited his northern neighbors.  

His understanding of the laid-back, tropical lifestyle in Iquitos does not necessarily reflect 

real-life social interactions.  Regardless of the nature of their representations, Explosión‟s 

dancers do symbolize the broader Amazon and sell the Amazonian image, making it 

attractive (literally) to Peru.   

In Lima, Explosión took advantage of Amazonian migrants‟ nostalgia, performing 

every imaginable variant of the pandilla (far more than they play at home in Iquitos) and 

relying on the genre‟s regional associations to sustain the show‟s energy.  At least two-thirds 

of those in attendance were upwardly mobile Amazonians transplanted to the big city within 

the past few years, and Explosión easily appealed to their desire for a taste of home.  The 

tactic constituted part of Flores‟s overall business strategy, choosing repertoire to 

accommodate different musical tastes on each leg of the tour.     

The Uba Tuba venue in Trujillo boasted a narrow entrance flanked by flowers and 

shrubs, giving the illusion of an elegant amphitheater.  Surprisingly, a female police officer 
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searched me as soon as I crossed the threshold.  She confiscated my pen and a small nail file 

from my friend, considered dangerous.  A cardboard box teemed with such items including 

paper clips, clothes pins, pencils, and safety pins.  The contrasts between the elegant 

entrance and the harsh realities of potential danger reveals an atmosphere distinct from 

comparable venues in Lima and Iquitos, possibly setting the stage for a distinct audience as 

well.  

There were far less people in attendance in Trujillo than at the Lima performance, 

and certainly less than at a show in Iquitos.  As in Lima, the crowd was markedly older than 

Explosion‟s normal audience, and they struck me as generally less enthusiastic.  In Trujillo, 

Explosión played far more salsa and merengue tunes; trujillos are said to prefer such repertoire 

over chicha music, as do residents of other northern coastal cities (Chiclayo, Piura).  Audience 

interest noticeably spiked when Explosión performed Marc Anthony and Jerry Rivera songs 

and waned during tecno-cumbia numbers.  At one point during the concert, Ofelia (one of 

Explosión‟s singers) even declared loudly, “Somebody told us that everyone in Trujillo loves 

a little merengue, so here‟s one from Marc Anthony!”  Contrastingly, Amazonian migrants 

were visibly thrilled by the pandillas that Explosion presented, and they danced 

enthusiastically, pretending as if they were circling húmishas in the venue.  In catering to her 

audience, Ofelia demonstrated the versatility of Explosión that had the musicianship 

necessary to engage the tastes of disparate audiences. 
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Conclusion:  Pandillando  

While tecno-cumbia as an established genre preceded both Explosión and the 

introduction of the electrified pandilla, it has provided a platform for Amazonian folklore to 

gain an entry into the national stage.  Even more importantly for Iquitos, the tecno-cumbiaized 

pandilla represents a way for the city to explore cosmopolitan articulations of folkloric culture 

while still maintaining local traditions. 

One might suggest that Raúl Flores and Explosión re-created the pandilla in the same 

spirit that motivated Eliseo Reátegui‟s efforts with Los Solteritos.  Reátegui helped define a 

pan-Amazonian folkloric tradition, marketing it largely within the Amazon region.  By 

contrast, Flores (re)packaged an already manufactured folkloric product for national 

distribution.  Flores discursively downplayed the financial gain associated with his enterprise, 

instead emphasizing his regionalist efforts to “brindar nuestra cultura,” disseminate jungle 

culture more broadly.   

Fans elsewhere in the country consume Amazonianness for different reasons.  Much 

of this involves fascination with an “other,” the relatively unknown Amazonian region.  

Some fans are Amazonian migrants who associate the pandilla with home, yet others attend 

Explosión concerts simply to view the female dancers, or to listen to a variety of dynamic 

genres associated with the Caribbean and with Brazil. 

Flores has capitalized on indigeneity, consciously aware of its meanings for local and 

national listeners.  He introduced the pandilla at a crucial moment in Iquitos‟ history, during 

which the area began to question their totalizing acceptance of music from elsewhere, even 

as they continued to find cosmopolitan expression attractive.  Explosión effectively 
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showcased a local genre in a new setting, promoting it by building on the already-established 

popularity of the tecno-cumbia. The pandilla proved to be a uniting force locally; loretanos rallied 

behind it in attempts to become a recognized part of the Peruvian whole.  

Amazonians had never before developed a representative genre from their region 

that embodied their cultural uniqueness.  Their initial attempts to do so are best 

characterized as stereotypical; it remains unclear whether genres such as the pandilla will 

achieve lasting popularity within Peru as a whole.  Nevertheless, examining the processes of 

musical creation provides insights into the ways in which Iquitos musicians carefully 

negotiate the realm of the national imaginary, attempting to prove that Peru truly does 

consist of “sierra, costa, y selva.”  
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CHAPTER V: 

 

PUBLIC CULTURE IN URBAN AMAZONIA:  LOCALLY COSMOPOLITAN 

  

Introduction 

Public culture as an analytical tool: Iquitos 

 Because communities around the world are rarely contained or stable, public culture 

(discussed below) provides a unique framework to study social dynamics, especially in 

urbanizing areas.  With the increase of immigration, movement, and integration into a 

dominating world system, the societies understood as bounded in anthropology‟s past have 

changed dramatically (Abu-Lughod 2982, Appadurai 1988, 1996, Sassen 2002).  Many 

scholars do not believe that a globalizing world is a homogenizing one (Appadurai and 

Breckenridge 1988).  Instead, they envision a world made up of distinct forms of public 

culture through which cultural processes develop and change according to interactions with 

dynamic modes of transportation and communication.   

In Iquitos, a city still structurally rooted in small commerce, local senses of space, 

time, and cosmopolitanism change as new technologies supplant old ones.  Space is marked 

currently by pirated media, radio broadcasts, and sound system technology.  Each of these 

forms of public culture – piracy, radio, and live (amplified) musical performance – is part of 

a mass culture and a changing economy that in turn have helped form emerging identities in 

the urban Peruvian Amazon.  Public culture helps shape the public sphere (Habermas 1989), 

the space where public opinion and collective identity are negotiated.   
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 In this chapter, I discuss what constitutes public culture in urban Amazonia and how 

it contributes to different articulations of cosmopolitanism and globalization.  I discuss the 

terms public culture and public sphere and follow with an analysis of the role that radio plays 

in Iquitos.  I then discuss the elements of public performance that inform Amazonian 

identity and create new communities through contemporary recreations of local folkloric 

customs.  I conclude with an examination of piracy as a subcultural capitalist system that also 

aids in the formation of Amazonianness.  Ultimately, the economic organization of each of 

these spaces affects the nature of regional identity. 

 

As Próspero Street in Iquitos approaches Belén market, it increasingly narrows as more and more 

stalls encroach on the road, forcing buses, motorcycles, and mototaxis (motorcycle rickshaws) to jockey 

around while avoiding pedestrians, cyclists, and vendors.  Toward this southern end of the long and bustling 

commercial district, booths with pirated CDs, VCDs76, and DVDs crowd the perimeter, blasting music at 

maximum volume, attempting to lure shoppers to their alcoves.  Discount clothing stores promote trends and 

styles with deafening radio soundtracks of the latest salsa, tecno-cumbia, and reggaeton tracks.  Potential 

customers mill the congested sidewalks, threading their way in and out of itinerant vendors and stalls.  

Merchants entice shoppers by offering discounts and promotions.  From one store, a radio announcer yells 

about an upcoming show featuring Grupo Explosión.  The newest Explosión tune battles with a Marc 

Anthony merengue that spills from a nearby CD cart. 

 This brief vignette demonstrates the chaotic scene of a marketplace in Iquitos, in 

which vendors vie for attention, relying on locally-meaningful sound culture.  Radio, pirated 

                                                           
76 VCDs are video compact discs, different from DVDs in that there is raw data on them with no menu or 
options.  Instead of holding song tracks as a compact disc does, they hold video tracks.  They are prevalent 
throughout Latin America and enjoyed a brief period of commercial success in the United States. 
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media and recorded or live sound performance are all found within this space.  Each 

constitutes a form of public culture, drawing listeners and consumers closer to each other in 

marked ways.  Public culture as understood by Arjun Appadurai and Carol Breckenridge 

refers to forms of material culture as they manifest in progressively more global societies. 

Specifically, public culture “allows us to hypothesize not a type of cultural phenomenon but 

a zone of cultural debate” (1988:6; my emphasis).  The authors suggest that this zone creates a 

space where different forms of culture “are encountering, interrogating and contesting each 

other in new and unexpected ways” (ibid., 6).  In other words, mass and folkloric cultural 

forms intersect, overlap, and re-constitute one another constantly.  As urban Amazonia 

rapidly changes, Appadurai‟s and Breckenridge‟s approach to understanding structures of 

society and culture prove useful to understanding how these distinct elements are linked.  In 

Iquitos, public culture informs and shapes a cosmopolitan esthetic and the communication 

of a modern identity within the public sphere. 

 

Public sphere 

The notion of the public sphere has been hotly contested since Jürgen Habermas 

first introduced it in 1962.77 It was originally used to explore the dynamic relationships 

between the public (individuals and groups) and the state.  Essentially, Habermas believed 

that participants in the public sphere could shape public opinion and influence political 

practice. 78  He described a sphere of people gathering to engage in discourse about the state 

in order to engage state authorities “in a debate over the general rules of governing relations 

                                                           
77 Habermas originally conceived of the concept in his text, The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere. 
78 Kellner, Douglas.  “Habermas, the Public Sphere, and Democracy: A Critical Intervention” 
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in the basically privatized but publicly relevant sphere of commodity exchange and social 

labor” (1989: 160).  Habermas used as an example of the early public sphere in Europe social 

gatherings wherein bourgeois male citizens formed opinions about the state in coffeehouses, 

harnessing print media as a tool to hold the state accountable. 79  The uses of the term have 

expanded since his initial inception to accommodate changing (and increasingly mediated) 

life in post-modern society. 

Habermas‟ theory continued with the tenet that the growth of centralized 

communications, especially as they developed in the United States, rendered the public 

sphere useless and passive, unable to act in meaningful ways against commercial powers. 80  

He suggested that mass media corporations remained unaccountable, ultimately controlling 

the public sphere and turning its participants into mindless consumers.81 

My research, however, suggests that consumers derive meaning from certain mass-

mediated forms that become “vehicles for cultural significance and the creation of group 

identities” (Appadurai and Breckenridge 1988:5).  Studying mass-mediated public culture and 

its relation to the construction of the public sphere elucidates the changing dynamics of 

consumer agency, especially in Iquitos where society “bring[s] to these forms its own special 

history and traditions, its own cultural stamp, its own quirks and idiosyncrasies” (1988:5).  

                                                           
79 Contrastingly, the private sphere is exclusive and elite and creates a distinct discourse that rarely engages the 
state, instead moving around and beyond state apparatuses.   
80 Similarly, Theodor Adorno largely dismissed the mass media as a progressive force.  He commented that 
“the culture industry misuses its concern for the masses in order to duplicate, reinforce and strengthen their 
mentality, which it presumes is given and unchangeable” (Adorno 1975: 12).  In his disdain for the mass culture 
industry, Adorno continued, stating, “the masses are not the measure but the ideology of the culture industry, 
even though the culture industry itself could scarcely exist without adapting to the masses” (Adorno 1975: 12).  
81 Media studies scholar Andrew Barlow has recorded an example of a breakdown in Habermas‟ theory of the 
inactive public sphere.  In his study of the blogosphere as public sphere, Barlow submits that internet blogs 
bring discussion and debate back under popular control; anyone with access to internet can blog and publicize 
his or her own criticisms for (literally) the world to read (Barlow 2007). 
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The city‟s physical isolation prevents more interaction with the state.  This proves to be an 

advantage in the creation and maintenance of unique cultural forms.  Iquiteños read meaning 

into particular media – such as local radio broadcasts – creatively reappropriating them for 

their own purposes.  Broadcasts link to globalized processes, yet simultaneously emphasize 

local sensibilities. 

 

Radio 

I wake up to the familiar shhh shhh of a broom’s bristles on the plank floors of the house on stilts 

that I share with a family of five, a cook, a maid, a cat, six dogs, and occasionally a parrot, monkey, or 

kittens.   It’s around 5:30 in the morning, and motorcycles are buzzing by, the early light filtering through 

the thatched roof and reflecting through the cracks in the floors from the river underneath.  I hold my breath, 

awaiting the inevitable and click the radio pops on.  Cumbia blares loudly out of one unit, competing 

vigorously with a salsa station emanating from the floating house beneath our own.  The rapid-pace announcer 

details an upcoming show featuring “el orgullo amazónico Grupo Explosión” (the pride of the 

Amazon, Explosión), where on Friday night revelers could win a scooter.  The announcement is quickly 

followed by a rapid riff on a synthesizer.  A voice sounds above the musical texture, nearly yelling 

“Explosión-ión-ión-ión” and then fading out after an echo effect thickens it.  A song begins, and I hear 

someone in the house whistle to the familiar tune.   

 

Radio plays a significant role in Amazonia, as it does in many areas of the world.  

Radio is communicator, entertainer, employer, and political weapon.  The medium‟s 

versatility make it a powerful force, influencing music groups‟ approach to marketing, 
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advertising, and distribution.  Harnessing radio‟s power is integral to the construction of 

local culture.  Radio constitutes a medium consumed in public and private, but the ways that 

Iquiteños shape it make it cosmopolitan, giving it additional influence.  It provides constant 

contact with national and international culture. 

 The power of radio in Iquitos begins in the home.  Jo Tacchi notes that radio is 

technically material culture, but that radio sound can be used as a filler of space and of time 

(Tacchi 2000).  It can act as a referent of memories and feelings, of other places, times and 

states of being.  “It can serve to ground someone in the present.  It can help to establish and 

maintain identities, and it is often used as a marker of time.  It moves through time; it is a 

time-based medium…it serves a social role” (Tacchi 2002: 243).  Radio actively keeps its 

listeners company, informing them and shaping their environment. 

Radio helps create a feeling of vibrancy within a household or business in Iquitos, 

since the population generally considers a silent life an empty one.  I asked Florinda, the live-

in help for my host family, why she turns on the radio first thing in the morning.  She 

responded that it makes the house feel more like a home and it keeps her company (p.c. 

2006).  Tacchi recognizes the dynamic relationship between radio and its listeners, stating, 

“radio sound in the home adds to the textured environment within which everyday lives are 

lived, and social selves are created, recreated, and modified” (2002: 255).  

Joshua Tucker described in his study of radio in Ayacucho and Lima the extent to 

which collective radio listening naturalized cosmopolitanism, underscoring “practices of 

everyday life…which inform individual experiences” (Tucker 2006: 342).  Instead of looking 

at radio as part of media discourse, Tucker explored the access that listeners had to media 
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according to their social positions in Ayacucho and Lima.  He posited that “if positionalities 

are increasingly understood through the circulation of public culture, it is in appropriating its 

texts that membership and affiliation are expressed by subjects themselves.” (2006: 344).  

This statement reveals an emphasis on the consumer who creates meanings from public 

culture, thereby giving him or her more agency.  Tucker continues by focusing on 

consumption as “a ground upon which citizens erect common codes about what is and what 

should be meaningful” (2006: 344).  These models provide fodder to identify the ways 

iquiteños draw particular meanings from listening to tecno-cumbia with the imagined community 

of other radio listeners.   

Because radios are found in nearly every home and business, most loretanos know the 

call numbers, taglines, DJs, and music on at every station.82  There are over twenty radio 

stations that broadcast from Iquitos, nearly all of whom intersperse local pop music 

(including Explosión and Kaliente) with national acts – Grupo 5, Los Internacional 

Privados, and Armonía 10 – and international musicians including Brazilian lambada groups 

and Cuban salsa bands.83  Many stations spin local covers of popular songs in addition to the 

original tunes by Explosión and others.  Several stations have dedicated folkloric hours in 

which they play Amazonian traditional musics.  Nearly every station has a dedicated local 

news and communication segment (normally early in the morning) in which patrons may 

send messages to friends and families in rural areas or other cities such as Tarapoto, 

Tamisyacu, Pucallpa and Requena.  This facilitates contact between the residents or visitors 

in the city and areas where there are no telecommunications.   

                                                           
82 The upper Amazon is very flat, which allows airwaves to transmit very far. 
83 Radio stations include 
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Although the recordings used on the radio have changed from records to tapes and 

compact discs, the roles of DJs have changed little over the years; they still create their own 

playlists while providing entertaining commentary.  On most stations in Peru, DJs “mark” 

their broadcast by superimposing a signature sound effect (a bullhorn, for instance, or the 

sound of dripping water) toward the beginning and end of every song to remind listeners of 

who is spinning.  DJs also receive payola; organizations and band managers alike often “pay 

for play,” in effect bribing DJs, station managers or owners to feature particular songs that 

boost listenership and popularity.   

Some stations focus more on local themes and musics than others.  Radio Loreto 

and La Voz de la Selva are two that tend to center their news broadcasts around loretano 

themes, hosting local politicians, teachers, and other professionals on talk shows about issues 

facing the region.  La Voz de la Selva often plays historical recordings of events and 

celebrations such as folkloric festivals, political rallies, or visiting celebrities recorded 30, 40 

and even 50 years ago in attempts to expose listeners to local history.  Radio Loreto in 

particular has an “air your complaint” (dale luz a tu quejito) hour during which listeners may 

come down to the station to accuse individuals or local institutions of wrongdoing.  For 

example, teachers who were recently laid-off accused their union of poorly representing 

them.  The host gives both parties an opportunity to defend themselves and listeners call in 

to offer observations.   

All stations, however, play a mix of different styles of pop music. Radio Astoria, 

known for its eclectic music mix, is one of the most popular (and most powerful) radio 

stations.  DJs there spin mostly tecno-cumbia, but add Latin pop, salsa, reggaeton, lambada, and 
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rock.  In one sitting, as an example, I heard an Explosión tune followed by something by 

salsa superstar Marc Anthony and then a Cyndi Lauper tune from the 1980s.   

Regardless of its musical eclecticism, Astoria manages to sell itself as a quintessential 

iquiteña station to its listeners.  For every non-tecno-cumbia tune they play, at least seven local 

tecno-cumbia songs appear.  I listened to Astoria regularly while living in Iquitos and in a small 

village 95 miles west of the city.  My friends and colleagues in both locations attested to their 

affinity for Radio Astoria.  “I just love all the tecno-cumbia they play, especially for us [all the 

way out] here,” gushed Delina Romayna, a young mother of two in the village (p.c. August 

2004).  Her transistor radio kept her company, she claimed, when her partner Jorge travelled 

to the city for weeks at a time to sell thatch.  The Romayna family moved to Iquitos in 2007 

in hopes of sending their children to better schools.  Delina continued to listen to Astoria 

even though she had access to more stations.  “Now I know what they‟re talking about when 

they mention a show or concert.  Now I can go to those places and dance to that music live” 

(p.c. June 2007, her emphasis). 

Radio sponsors concerts and other events that foster an especially Amazonian 

community through their promotion of iquiteña pop culture.  Radios advertise shows hosted 

by tecno-cumbia groups such as Explosión and Kaliente.  Although both groups charge 

entrance fees to their live shows, they also offer free performances at least once every other 

month, usually before they leave to tour the region or the nation.  These free events attract 

thousands of young people who normally wouldn‟t have the financial means to attend a 

concert; they listen to the radio to find out when their favorite band performs.  And the 

city‟s many radio stations, some with significant sponsorship and some that broadcast out of 
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churches or homes on low frequencies, appear invested in a dialogue with local popular, 

religious, folkloric or political culture: they often promote events or ceremonies including 

patron saint festivals and folkloric competitions, investing in traditional events that are 

meaningful to iquiteños. 

Musicians and audience need one another, creating a symbiotic relationship.  Radio 

helps establish much of this symbiosis:  broadcasts advertise popular songs and upcoming 

performances that listeners consume with vigor.  Fifteen-year old Silvia corroborates this, 

noting, “I know about [Explosión] shows from [radio station] Astoria.  They always tell me 

when the next free show is, and if I get all my [homework] finished, I can go.”  Audiences 

attend shows in part because they regularly listen to radio at home or in their neighborhoods, 

with friends and family or in the commercial sphere including at stores, markets and bars. 

Radio fosters predictable moments by playing the same songs over and over with regular, 

enthusiastic narrative interjections by the DJ.  Silvia adds, “I like that it‟s the same music 

from [the radio] at home and at the Complejo.”  After asking her if she gets tired of the 

same program, she responds, “I know all the words of every song, salsa, merengue, or chicha.  

Every song.  I like that.”  Listeners like Silvia are attracted to the format and, after constant 

listening, are confident that they can actively participate in live shows that mimic the radio 

format, complete with an announcer that rattles off advertisements and sponsors and then 

helps the ensemble segue into the next tune.   

As discussed in Chapter 4, volume signifies modernity and is associated with 

cosmopolitanism.  Radios compete with other radios; an individual broadcasts his or her 

wealth, literally, through the size and power of stereo speakers.  Even the most humble 
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dwelling may project a particular sense of modernity in this manner including the small, 

rundown floating house tied to the elevated stilted one where I lived. Residents there sell 

tragos (mixed drinks) made primarily with aguardiente (moonshine).  Despite its proximity to a 

sewage discharge point, many patrons frequent the establishment, partly for the liquor and 

partly for the sound system that beckons clientele from the street above. 

 

Politics, commerce and the airwaves 

Because radio is far-reaching and affordable, it serves as a medium for political ads, 

jingles, and similar messages.  In the United States, electoral campaigns depend largely on 

television to explain candidates‟ platforms or to criticize opponents.  In Peru, by contrast, 

radio constitutes the most common medium for campaigning.  Politicians rely on it, 

frequently investing in partial ownership of stations for additional leverage.   

Radio and commerce in Iquitos go hand in hand, with broadcasts sponsored by 

industries, stores and concert promoters.  Businesses also attract customers directly with 

radio, as mentioned.  Although the relationship between the airwaves and commercial 

endeavors is hardly unique to the Amazon, its high-tech nature is especially appealing in the 

context of the developing world.  DJs advertise raffles that draw a larger public to music 

events, as one example.  When I spoke with fans of Explosión shortly before an anniversary 

concert weekend, they responded with enthusiasm about the possibility of winning a 

motorcycle there.  “I heard on the radio that they‟re raffling off ten motos (motorcycles)!” 

exclaimed Yesenia, a recent high school graduate who had been saving for her own scooter.  

Radio contributes to a consumerist mentality with sonically flashy advertisements. 
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Radio serves as an important means of sponsoring and popularizing music as well.  

As described in Chapter 4, the legend of the moment pandilla grabbed the Amazonian 

imaginary is rooted in radio and the group‟s CEO always allots a substantial portion of his 

marketing budget to pay for play.  Fans remember the first concert event involving 

electrified pandilla in detail, as is the case with Veronica Meder.  She recalls, “One minute we 

were dancing to some cover song and the next we were pandillando - it didn‟t stop!  Then it 

was all over the place for months, on the radio everywhere” (p.c. 2007).  Other fans 

corroborated her recollections, including then-university student Isabel Olórtegui.  “It 

changed so fast from just covers to the pandilla; suddenly it was everywhere, on every radio 

station, like an explosion of pandilla all over Iquitos” (p.c. 2008).  While the pandilla’s instant 

success resulted from a larger confluence of events, radio was undeniably the medium 

through which the genre was popularized. 

Radio in Iquitos completely saturates domestic and commercial spaces, shrinking 

distances between groups of listeners and between listeners and producers.  Listening to 

radio is part of being cosmopolitan, of the world, in urban Amazonia.  Shared identity stems in 

large part from mutual consumption of public culture, leadings listeners from isolated 

environments to convene in huge public spaces and interact together.  Of course, popular 

music concerts depend upon radio promotion and sponsorship, as mentioned.  Concerts and 

radio thus intertwine in multiple ways: their link articulates the many facets of local public 

cultures.  An ethnographic description of public performance in Iquitos follows, where the 

influences of globalization and locality intersect.  
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The chichódromo: Predictable space 

Musicians and audience alike perform Amazonian identity at shows.  Tecno-cumbia 

concerts in Iquitos are polysemic, involving aspects of play, ritual and festival:  attendees 

participate for entertainment, but also to re-create particular settings mimicking carnival or 

other events.  (Stoeltje 1992).  Thomas Turino observes, “Music, dance, festivals and other 

public expressive cultural practices are a primary way that people articulate the collective 

identities that are fundamental to forming and sustaining social groups” (Turino 2008: 2).  

The site of the Complejo provides a space for public expressive practices that enable iquiteños 

to identify and engage senses of community that sustain them in the face of rapid social 

change. 

 A chichódromo (chichadome) is a venue dedicated to chicha and tecno-cumbia 

performances.  It originated in Lima in the 1990s when (primarily Andean) migrants 

gathered in large numbers (sometimes upwards of 15,000) to dance and socialize.  While 

large concert venues exist the world over, chichódromos in Peru provide urban, commercial 

spaces for Andeans of all ages – though generally of lower socioeconomic origins – to 

cement their identities through gathering to dance and socialize, celebrating highland culture 

(Bullén 1993, Romero 2001, Turino 2002, Tucker 2006).   

In Lima, the popularity of chichódromo events have waned in recent years as popular 

musics from abroad begin to supplant chicha, and as collective listening spaces have shrunk 

with greater accessibility to personal music devices (MP3 players, etc.), computers and 

alternate media.  In the Amazon, however, amphitheaters such as the Complejo continue to 

boast filled-to-capacity shows of almost exclusively tecno-cumbia music.  Performers rarely 
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play Andean music styles, which are unpopular with the local population.  They choose 

instead to center on Amazonian and other “tropical” genres including salsa, merengue and 

vallenato.  Their repertoire speaks to audiences‟ desire for regional and international genres 

that link Iquitos more closely to Colombia (vallenato, cumbia) and to other “tropical” areas 

including Puerto Rico, Panama, and Cuba.  

The multiple locations of large concert venues indicate a citywide draw to such 

performances.84  Each site has been placed strategically.  The Complejo C.N.I. (Colegio 

Nacional de Iquitos) is the most centrally located, situated on a major thoroughfare and 

easily accessible from all five city municipalities (Maynas, Iquitos, San Juan, Punchana, and 

Belén).  The COA, or Club Oriente Amazónico, sits closer to the airport on the fringe of 

San Juan, an impoverished, densely populated municipality.85  The huge COA occupies an 

old airplane hangar.  It is rented primarily by Explosión; the group has recently talked of 

turning it into a family-friendly amusement park (see Chapter 4).  El Monte, also in San Juan, 

is in fact a large amusement park already, complete with water slides, restaurants, pools, and 

a small petting zoo; the amusement park set-up encourages fans of all ages to attend.  El 

Monte also hosts end-of-year school dances (akin to prom in the United States) whose 

organizers often contract tecno-cumbia groups to provide entertainment.  The Agricobank is 

the smallest venue, nestled between two heavily-trafficked ports on the edge of the 

downtown area.  Because it is a fraction of the size of its competitors, it doesn‟t draw the 

largest crowds, but it still has a loyal following, especially for its house band, Kaliente.  

                                                           
84 Although Iquitos is smaller than other Peruvian cities with chichódromos, it has proportionately more 
performance spaces than other cities such as Trujillo, Ica, or Chiclayo, for instance.   
85 San Juan is subject to the most growth in recent years because of its location on the edge of undeveloped 
jungle; other municipalities are bordered by rivers, making outward expansion impossible. 
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Finally, the Navy marina in Punchana houses a large amphitheater that tecno-cumbia groups 

occasionally rent in order to attract military fans. 

 

Ethnography of the Complejo 

 In this section, I showcase events leading up to a public performance of Explosión, a 

band that relies heavily on radio airplay and pirated recordings of their performances its 

popularity.  I describe the venue, its fans, and their reactions to performances of the tecno-

cumbiaized pandilla as it dominates the pop music stage in Iquitos.  The ethnographic 

description reveals the dynamism of the space and more importantly, illustrates the degree to 

which iquiteños invest in their regional culture, recreating folkloric events in contemporary 

commercial contexts.  

 

I waited patiently in the long line for the Explosión Ninth Anniversary (January 13, 2007) show, 

hugging the white-washed walls decorated with advertisements promoting Wong Motos and La Isla 

Cevichería.  As I made my way closer to the ticket booth of the Complejo C.N.I., I saw that each customer 

clutched what appeared to be a CD.  Jostling for room at the head of the line where ambulant vendors 

aggressively sold their products to concert-goers, I exchanged my five soles at the counter for a ticket and my 

Figure 22:  Wall outside of the Complejo Figure 23:  Stage and part of the dance floor inside the 
complex 
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own disc.  I was pleased to see that I held an original Explosión release entitled Lo último y lo mejor de 

Explosión 2008 (The latest and best of Explosión).  The band stood proudly in front of a jungle 

backdrop, and the track listing contained the best original and cover tunes popularized by Explosión over the 

past few months.   

I shuffled with the crowd to the entrance where a burly guard took my ticket and ushered me in.  I 

made my way to the fringes of the amphitheater and found my friends who were mostly university-aged 

students.  They preferred the paved area furthest away from the speakers and the stage because it is slightly 

quieter, allowing for conversation and more dancing room.  We chatted about the disc, arguing over which 

song was best and lamenting those that didn’t make it onto the album.  I kept an eye out for other friends, of 

whom several navigated the throngs to our spot near the grassy motorcycle parking.   

As noted above, an evening at the Complejo begins with hundreds of people 

congregating outside the venue‟s walls where vendors sell food, sodas, gum and other 

snacks.  A broad, cemented space partially covered by a large, flat tin roof greets patrons 

upon entering.  To the right lies the motorcycle parking, divided from the area for dancing 

and congregating by pavement and portable card tables with towering crates of beer and 

soda.  The elevated stage, protected, flanked by walls of enormous speakers, sits against a far 

wall between the Complejo‟s offices and restrooms.  A permanent bar area lies between 

bleacher areas and the stage.   

The site has constant foot traffic beginning when the doors open at around ten-thirty 

in the evening to close at approximately three o‟clock in the morning.  Teenagers and 

families with children usually arrive first, likely due to curfews imposed by watchful parents.  

Older teenagers, university students, and professionals trickle in later, often arriving closer to 
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midnight.  The crowd is thickest at around one o‟clock in the morning when throngs pack 

the space.  Younger people tend to gather in the area directly in front of the stage and near 

the speakers where dancing is tight and the volumes are highest.  Young and older men 

congregate in front of stage left where three bailarinas dance.  The transition between what 

seems like a regular tecno-cumbia concert to a replica of carnival celebrations is seamless, 

fusing popular and local music performances together and infusing the entire show with 

senses of Amazonian and national identity: 

 

Explosión finished one song and the announcer, Papo Torres, took the mic made several 

announcements, beginning with mention of the sponsors of the evening, a local radio station and Honda 

Motorcycles, then rattled off personal salutations from small scraps of paper.  “Happy birthday to Yesenia 

from her boyfriend Carlos!”  Behind Papo’s rapid-paced broadcasts, the drummer casually began playing a 

cumbia-style groove and the singers once again took their places.  Ofelia, one of Explosión’s six singers, blew 

kisses into the crowd as she approached the center mic to begin belting an original tune, “Siento pena.”  

The crowd screamed in approval and began dancing immediately.  Three of the six young female dancers 

energetically gyrated to the right of Ofelia, and the other five singers chimed in at the chorus.  In between, they 

chatted with each other and waved to friends in the teeming mass in front of them.  

The song faded out and the drummer kept the cumbia beat so as to maintain high energy.  He 

gradually morphed the beat into a dancy, march-like rhythm, and the crowd – recognizing what was to come 

– burst into frenetic movement unmatched before the last song.  David, the stocky, middle-aged singer took the 

main mic and started yelling vocables, trying to work the spectators up into a maximum frenzy.  The 

pandilla began and the audience began to hop around in pairs and then in long conga-like lines, each small 
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cluster revolving around an invisible pole, representing the húmisha, singing each and every word of the lyrics 

in unison with the singer. 

 

The Complejo is the most popular site in the city for thousands of iquiteños from 

different social classes and ages who socialize with one another while dancing, drinking, 

people-watching, or listening to the music that they have heard countless times on the radio 

or CD player.  The audiences reflect the diversity of Iquitos: young constituents of the 

working class compose the vast majority of the population, but members of the small middle 

and upper class also attend shows.  Most people dance to whatever styles that Explosión, 

plays including salsa, merengue, reggaeton, rock, vallenato, and pandilla. Nearly all participants 

drink beer in between songs, passing beer and one plastic cup to share among groups of 

friends, replicating rural Amazonian practices.  Many listen to the music, singing along or 

watch the dancers and musicians on stage or their fellow revelers as they dance to the music.   

 

Mario placed a beer bottle in the center of our group, and each of us took turns mock chopping at 

the “húmisha” beer bottle as we linked arms and hopped back and forth as if it were carnival.  Strangers 

joined our celebration, and I was soon dancing with young men and women that I didn’t know.  Some of my 

friends found their ways into other groups, and we laughed and danced along.  Wendy accidentally knocked 

our “húmisha” over in her enthusiasm and the rest of the group scrambled, pretending to gather the invisible 

gifts tied to the imaginary palm post.  Someone bought a bottle of water and flung its contents around, 

soaking the laughing crowd.  We whooped and hollered, singing along with the lyrics filled with colloquialisms 
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such as “buchisapa” (an individual with a beer belly) and “huambrilla” (small child).  Someone threw 

powdered corn starch in the air and it dusted our hair and faces, sticking to the sweat. 

Explosión seamlessly strung three pandillas together, giving its audience no respite.  Nearly twenty 

minutes later, after the musicians had worked the 1,700-person crowd into a frenzy, they segued into a 

popular salsa tune and we reunited with our own group.  Some of us began to dance, but most of us, 

exhausted, caught our breath with a beer, waiting for the next song. 

 

Shows such as this one provide a site for locals (and a few outsiders) to perform 

Amazonianness through reenacting popular carnival rituals together in a public space, and to 

reinforce regional identity through reinterpretation of customs.  Explosión performs an 

electrified, tecno-cumbia-infused soundtrack.  The whole event resonates with locals in 

particular ways, especially tecno-cumbiaized pandilla. 

Explosión‟s chichódromo functions as an important site of cultural transmission for 

several reasons.  The venue represents a public space in which local residents gather en 

masse and celebrate a local sense of self through the recreation of locally important events.  

This local sense of self is manifested not only through imagining a beer bottle as an húmisha, 

(carnival palm pole) or through the communal sharing of beer but through mutually 

celebrating regional music.  Moreover, patrons appreciate the bailarinas, with their costumes 

that often draw from indigenous inspiration.  

Beer sales constitute the majority of income for a tecno-cumbia venue.  Promoters 

regularly offer artists a portion of the cover charge or promise a flat fee, understanding that 

they will earn their profit through beer sales.  Venues sell food and beverage at an inflated 
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price, as is common at live performance venues anywhere.  In the case of Explosión, the 

group‟s CEO all but owns the Complejo and profits from beer sales directly.  As the Lima-

based television program Día D discovered in its report on Explosión‟s recent success, the 

group initially sold little beer at shows.86  Yet now Flores‟ enterprise sells upwards of 500 

cases of beer (twelve beers per case) each night.  At S/.40 per case, this means he earns 

upwards of USD$6,500 in one evening just from alcohol sales.  Beer sales contribute to the 

fans‟ experience as well because they appreciate the sense of community that sharing it 

fosters. 

Amazonian identity is thus fostered within a consumerist context.  Financial gain 

motivates Flores to create the perfect environment for celebration in which loyal fans 

pandillar with gusto.  They contribute to the Amazonianness of the event, returning home 

coated with evidence (baby powder and starch) of their festivities.  Capitalist endeavors 

become infused with Amazonian meaning; sharing beer mimics sharing masaato in a small 

village, emphasizing community sensibilities (see Chapter 3).  Complejo events featuring 

modern, electrified music manifest a localized form of cosmopolitanism.  As Turino 

observes in his description of music dance and identity formation, “Through moving and 

sounding together in synchrony, people can experience a feeling of oneness with others” 

(Turino 2008:3), even if they pay an entrance fee.  

A disconnect exists between Amazonian regional identity and the identities that 

outsiders expect to find in the Amazon.  The majority of residents in urban Amazonia are 

mestizo.  However, as discussed in Chapter 2, notions of jungle savagery persist throughout 

                                                           
86“Explosión de Iquitos.” Writ. Manuel Arredondo. Día D. ATV. Feb. 2008. Web.  
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Peru, and those from other regions often know little of the thriving urban centers in the 

Amazon.  They expect instead to encounter only feathered Indians with blow darts and grass 

skirts.  Mediating such external perceptions, musicians often represent indigenous 

Amazonians through stereotypical representations on stage and/or playfully contest such 

perceptions.  Men often wear shirts with parrot or palm tree patterns that index tropical 

culture; women often attach feathers to their shorts, transforming nightclub attire of 

platform boots and hot pants into neo-indigenous costuming.   

Such mediated forms of culture, reflecting distinct points of view, are common 

among minority groups and have been the subject of study of several scholars.  George 

Lipsitz explores the perception of the marginalized Mardi Gras Indians and the ways in 

which they perpetuate (and expand) tradition in acts of community-building and fulfilling 

nostalgic roles (1990).  Similarly, Bryan McCann‟s research reveals the ways in which poor 

Afro-Brazilians invest time, energy and money into the creation of carnival costumes that 

they use to represent themselves as carriers of tradition (2004). 

Amazonian performers also emphasize their frequently non-existent indigenous 

roots in order to invoke an idealized local past that allegedly informs regional music styles.  

When playing pandillas, they often mockingly strike rain sticks on the ground, for instance, or 

imitate the shuffling dance steps common among Bora Indians, encouraging audience 

members to do the same.  The bailarinas similarly imitate indigenous peoples through 

exaggerated movements that combine sensual bodily undulations and the light hopping 

motion that accompanies pandillas.   
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 Listeners, in turn, produce meaning from performances of this sort of refashioned 

Amazon.  “I have so much pride in my region, in my culture when [Explosión] plays [our] 

music,” bubbled Caridwen, a young university student, when I asked her if she enjoys 

performances of pandillas (p.c. July 2007).  “It‟s kind of like a cool version of the Bora 

village,” she continued, referring to a small touristic Bora community fifteen minutes down 

the Nanay River.  When I pressed Caridwen to elaborate on “cool version,” she replied that 

Explosión uses the teclados (keyboards) to make their music much more fun, and “you can 

even hear it on the radio.”  Regularly performed indigeneity, whether accompanied by 

keyboards or rain sticks, affirms regional cultural awareness. 

Listeners continue to attend Explosión shows at least in part because they 

understand, appreciate and expect delivery of said imaginary.  I regularly attended their 

shows, sometimes three times in one weekend (Friday and Saturday nights at the Complejo 

and Sunday evenings at the COA), and asked other patrons about why they attended.  Most 

responded that they like seeing a live performance of what they hear on the radio.  “It never 

gets old (nunca se cansa),” “it‟s always fun (siempre se divierte),” and “I know all the tunes (conozco 

todos los temas).”   

Every attendee knows every song because they actively (and passively) consume 

them on the radio.  Radio creates “intimacy from a distance,” facilitating the acquisition of 

profound knowledge about local heritage.  In a sense, it contributes to communitas, an 

egalitarian unstructured community during performance events (Turner 1986).  While 

egalitarianism is nearly impossible to achieve, radio places its listeners on an equal plane of 

participation through which they build community. 
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Audiences at the Complejo often claim ownership of Explosión and its repertoire; 

the attraction to predictable tecno-cumbia performances lies in the ability to participate more 

fully as evidenced by patrons who return week after week to the familiar (and exciting) 

venue.  Ownership is predicated on a certain degree of repetitive musical (and social) 

patterns.  The experience is more positive and audience-centric than opponents of mass-

mediated musical forms might admit: residents have an opportunity to express themselves in 

coming together regularly. 

Although the elevated stage separates performers from fans, there still exists intimacy 

between the two.  Thomas Turino has identified participatory performance as a key field of 

musical activity wherein “there are no artist-audience distinctions, only participants and 

potential participants performing different roles, and the primary goal is to involve the 

maximum number of people in some performance role” (2008: 26).  Although Turino does 

not use participatory performance to address staged commercial entertainment, his concept 

is useful when discussing the Complejo where thousands of participants dance and sing 

together while reenacting carnival.  Explosión provides a musical experience in which a 

central goal is to involve as many people as possible.   

“I never miss a show,” Heiner, a young mototaxista and graphic design student at the 

private art institute in Iquitos (Escuela de Bellas Artes de Iquitos) told me (p.c. June 13, 

2007).  He suggested that attending an Explosión concert was a way for him to wind down 

after a long week at school and work.  I asked him why he didn‟t frequent the Agricobank 

where competing tecno-cumbia band Kaliente played regularly and for free.  Heiner answered 

Explosión played a larger variety of music but still stuck to its roots (p.c. June 13, 2007).  
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This combination of repertoire emphasizing local and international influences seems to have 

been part of Flores‟ plan from the start.  While he has marketed Explosión as a tecno-cumbia 

band, he makes sure that the group is also well-versed in salsa, merengue and reggaetón, in 

addition pandillas.  Flores articulated this quite clearly. “What Explosión does is have a varied 

repertoire – exactly what appears in a club you‟ll hear in Explosión” (p.c. June 22, 2007). 

Mario Meder, with whose family I lived for a number of months, is also an 

Explosión loyalist.  He determined that Kaliente didn‟t play enough “popular songs,” and 

that their original material wasn‟t very good. When I asked Mario what he meant by popular 

songs, he replied, “You know, popular songs from the radio, good dancing songs” (p.c. 

2006).  This surprised me as I assumed that original songs would be a marker of talent.  

Among tecno-cumbia listeners, however, bands that play exact copies of musical material 

written by others often attract them to a performance.  Even Explosión‟s own renditions of 

pandillas, must be executed the same way each time.  Essentially, a group must reproduce the 

sound of its own recorded hits exactly, regardless of the author.  This helps determine their 

success. 

This mimesis of recorded sound is indicative of broader esthetics and values, and 

extends to every sonic detail.  For instance, when rendering a pop song by Mexican star Olga 

Tañón, Explosión mimics the exact vocables and verbal comments that appear in her 

recordings, deviating from the pattern only briefly with exclamations that mark shows as 

Explosión‟s (e.g. “¡Explosión!”).  Lead singer Ofelia Chávez shares that “We have to do it 

perfectly, otherwise it will fall flat.  No one will sing [along] if it‟s not the way it sounded on 

the radio.”  A band in Iquitos gains more legitimacy with exact replicas because fans feel 
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more connected if the music they listen to and participate in reflects international styles.  

Lead singer Eduardo del Aguilar notes:  “If we don‟t play salsa, merengue, and reggaeton, we 

don‟t have a show.  Everyone loves pandilla, but they need it together with other sabores 

(flavors) and the public wants to hear it the way they know it.”  Ironically, in order to mimic 

every musical nuance that appear on CDs, groups such as Explosión must purchase pirated 

compilation discs and learn to mimic their own recordings. 

Once again, these anecdotes emphasize the relationship between radio and public 

performance.  Radio connects performers to listeners who become intimately acquainted 

with popular repertoire.  Musicians replicate radio broadcasts during live shows, tying 

themselves closer to their audiences who appreciate and, to a certain extent, need the 

predictability of identical performances.  Playing identical renditions appears to shrink the 

distance between listeners and producers in the mind of the public. 

 

Dancing Amazonianness:  Bailarinas 

Regional tecno-cumbia groups claim bailarinas as unique markers of Amazonian 

performance and typically pride themselves on the quality of their dancers.  Dancers perform 

Amazonianness in overt ways for locals and tourists, as mentioned, such as through 

distinctive choreography and costuming.  Ethnomusicologist Raúl Romero notes that 

dancers characterize most tecno-cumbia ensembles, within the Amazon and beyond (Romero 

1998). The public culture of the Complejo might be characterized as enforcing and resisting 

stereotypes about jungle women in equal measure.   
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Although meant to be sensual and unique, the bailarinas‟ choreography is not 

particularly complicated.  Three of Explosión‟s bailarinas dance at a time, and in a fashion 

similar to folkloric dance, they move together side by side and forward and backward, 

leading with the same foot.  The young women frequently include side-to-side movements 

that imitate the choreography of rhythm and blues back-up singers.  In conjunction with 

their front and back movements, the dancers swivel their hips suggestively, undulating their 

arms in time with the music.  They occasionally switch places with one another by joining 

their hands together and lightly pulling each other to opposite sides.  The most elaborate 

movements take place when they turn their backsides to the audience and wriggle sexually, 

lowering their bodies to the ground in time with the music.  Such dancing is rarely in perfect 

unison, and while each dancer clearly knows all the moves by heart, there appears to be no 

effort to synchronize the choreography.  It demonstrates an amalgam of movements from 

various styles including regional folklore and international pop, demonstrating once again 

with the interpenetration of local and global influences. 

While dancing on stage, the young women who perform with Explosión often 

appear detached or distracted.  Alice had been dancing with the band for seven years; she 

began when she was fourteen years old.  When I asked her what she thought about when on 

stage, she replied, “Nothing.  After doing this for so long, it‟s just a job.  I don‟t even notice 

the men anymore, the boys who take our pictures” (p.c. June 2007).  She told me that she 

loved her job, but ultimately wanted to go to college and find something more fulfilling.  “I 

have fun dancing, but I need to do something more, I need to study and realize my 

ambitions.”  I probed her about being so young and dancing so provocatively.  She 
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responded that, “It‟s who we are; we‟re charapas and we‟re caliente.  This is the jungle, this is 

Iquitos and we know who we are and where we‟re from.”  Her succinct answer revealed the 

ways that the dancers perceive themselves and their positionality within their world of tecno-

cumbia.  Alice clearly called attention to certain preconceived notions of Amazonianness, 

manipulating essentialisms to the benefit of her own career and that of the band she 

performed with.   

Domestic tourists hold a unique place in the public culture of the Complejo.  Their 

backgrounds vary, though most are businessmen from around the country.  As outsiders, 

their consumption of public culture yields distinct responses and reveals distinct 

interpretations of jungle life.87  Their distinct responses and interpretations are framed by 

national perceptions of Amazonia, understanding tecno-cumbia as a trend that originated in the 

wild and sensual Loreto. 

At a Complejo concert featuring Cuban salsa group Dan Den and Explosión, I met 

Miguel, a sales representative for a national olive oil company.  Originally from Lima, he 

visited Iquitos several times a year to maintain relationships with retailers.  He had heard of 

Explosión and evenings at the Complejo but, despite three prior trips to Iquitos, had not had 

the opportunity until this evening to visit the “legendary site” (p.c. 12 January 2007).  I asked 

him why people in Lima considered it legendary.  Miguel responded that he had heard about 

the dancers and that the musicians played all kinds of music.  Since his family originally 

hailed from the coast (near Chiclayo and Trujillo), Miguel appreciated the salsa and merengue 

                                                           
87 A number of national corporations have satellite offices or production lines in Iquitos including Inca Cola (a 
popular soda headquartered in Lima, 60% of which is owned by Coca Cola) and Pilsen Callao (a beer company 
based in Callao, near Lima) (http://www.pilsencallao.com.pe/).  The international auto maker Honda recently 
(summer 2008) built a motorcycle assembly plant in Iquitos with the hopes of employing locals and lowering 
the costs of exportation to Brazil and for Amazonians. 
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that the group played (see Chapter 4), and he expressed his excitement about Explosión‟s 

dancers.   

When I probed Miguel more about what he had heard about the dancers, he 

responded that they were said to be very charapa.  As described earlier, the term charapa 

(literally, a freshwater turtle) denotes people from the jungle region; Miguel‟s comment 

specifically referred to the famed sensuality of Amazonian women.  This sensuality has been 

showcased through tecno-cumbia lyrics, which constitute the main source of Amazonian 

imagery for much of Peru.  As a result, the bailarinas’ reputations preceded them, suggesting 

the importance of their role.  Miguel continued his elegy, describing their skilled movements 

and beautiful bodies. 

Representatives of a local feminist organization (Colectivo Radial de Feministas del Perú – 

Iquitos, Central Collective of Feminists in Peru – Iquitos) questioned the use of dancers at an 

Explosión press junket, pleading with Flores to lessen their overt sexual presentation  

(January 2008).  I asked one of the women why she was concerned and she replied, “I‟m 

uncomfortable with the fact that jungle women have to be sexy, sensual.  That‟s the 

stereotype, as if we are just sexy bodies and not people, women.”  Her discomfort indicates 

the complex perceptions of sexuality and Amazonianness that exist locally and nationally. 

I asked several men (some acquaintances, some strangers) their opinions of the 

bailarinas; the responses rarely varied.  “They are a fundamental part of the show” 

commented Raymundo, a student in the international business program at the public 

university in Iquitos (p.c. March 2007).  “Absolutely gorgeous” answered Rafael, a visiting 

petroleum executive from Lima (p.c. March 2007).  “I could dance like them,” added 
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Verónica, my “host” sister, who knew every choreographed move by heart.  Veronica 

appreciated their sensuality, and appeared unconcerned with the critiques leveled by 

feminists.  “There‟s no problem with it.  Why can‟t we just be feminine?  Be sexy?” she 

responded (p.c. April 2010).   

The tension between these two perspectives – the freedom to be sensual and the 

expectation of sensuality in Amazonian women – reveal deeper issues with womanhood in 

Iquitos.  In the entertainment realm, women either dance or sing (or both), but they never 

play an instrument and rarely hold band management positions.  Some women from the 

region find it empowering to command the attention of so many men from Iquitos and 

elsewhere.  Others believe that the sense of empowerment is false and prohibits Amazonian 

women from breaking into other areas.  The two perspectives occasionally converge in the 

form of successful women from the business world or from local universities who dance 

provocatively while at the Complejo.  Their shifting and negotiated senses of femininity 

speak to the complexity of this issue.. 

A popular national cable program filmed in Lima exemplifies external perceptions of 

Amazonian bailarinas.  Entitled Lima Limón, the show functions similarly to Saturday Night 

Live; it has ironic, hyperbolic skits starring core personnel with occasional guests.  During 

one skit about a homely doctor who must resist the temptations of bedding patients, a 

famous charapa dancer stopped to visit him.  She spoke with a thick, Amazonian accent and 

used local idioms that the doctor didn‟t understand.  More importantly, she demonstrated 

her dancing skills and the doctor mused that what he had heard about iquiteña dancers was 

true: they were sexy and beautiful.  She broke briefly out of character to advertise an 
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upcoming show that would feature herself and her colleagues in something akin to a wet t-

shirt contest back in Iquitos.  After the skit concluded, a “reporter” came on to support 

claims that tropical women were sexy and promiscuous. 

The dancer did little to refute the limeños’ assertions about her sensuality, and actually 

seemed to embrace such claims.  She also strategically lent her region glamour and mystery 

by stating that viewers would have to come to Iquitos to really do what she does best.  She 

expressed her love for the Amazon, mentioning repeatedly the lushness of the jungle, the 

clarity of the rivers and the exciting dancing and nightlife.   

Shared roots link Amazonians across the nation; public culture outside of Iquitos 

binds Loretanos not only to each other, but to their homeland.  Never is this more evident 

than at an Amazonian tecno-cumbia show in Lima where concert officials estimate that two-

thirds of audiences hail from Loreto (p.c. 2008).  Such performances elicit hyperbolic 

reactions of nostalgia from a public that misses the jungle.  Successively, fans motivate 

musicians at concerts who in turn generate more enthusiastic responses, validating regional 

pride in the context of migration and displacement.  

 Much of the audience for Explosión outside of Loreto province experiences their 

music through the mass media rather than live.  Many of the upwardly-mobile migrants in 

Lima with whom I spoke, for instance, expressed enthusiasm for the Panamericana radio 

station in Lima that broadcasts a charapa hour every Saturday, which allows them to tune in 

to their region‟s music.  Most purchased pirated compilations of Amazonian music in Lima 

or regularly begged relatives to bring them CD collections during visits.  My host in Lima 

was a family originally from Pucallpa (a three day boat ride from Iquitos), and every time I 
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visited the capital everyone asked me to bring Explosión discs with me, expressing 

homesickness for urban Amazonia.  Noticeably, the CDs and other pirated musical products 

around the nation aid in migrants‟ desire to continue identifying as Amazonian. 

 

Piracy as an Amazonian capitalist venture 

On Próspero street, I browse a stall that sells the most recent pirated collections, thumbing for a song 

that I recently heard on the radio.  The young sales woman pops a disc into a huge stereo and I quickly 

recognize the tune; both of us hum along.  She indicates that the track listing on the back of the jewel case is 

inaccurate, but that I’m sure to enjoy the other tunes on the compilation.  A bikini-clad brunette offers a 

sultry smile from on the CD cover, drawing attention to Temas Tropicales 2010. 

 

In Iquitos, as we have seen, commercial spheres penetrate and combine with public 

spaces.  Tiny bodegas and portable stalls pepper the city, commandeering street corners and 

the front rooms of residences.  Often, a vendor requires little more than a blue tarp laid on 

the sidewalk to display wares.  Others stroll through public plazas and streets, selling 

everything from ice cream to nail files.  Pirated merchandise in Iquitos has come to represent 

cosmopolitanism in the same ways as legitimate goods, and is perhaps the most central 

vehicle for the development of public culture in the city.   

Piracy represents the economic effects of globalization on the ground in Iquitos 

unique ways.  Although it is a system underpinned by capitalism, it presents an alternate 

capitalist network; it is an internal domain that both supports and undermines the legitimate 
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capitalist superstructure.  In the following section, I explore as the intersections of piracy 

with public spaces, and the ways in which it transforms the public sphere. 

Piracy is hardly unique to Peru.  The phenomena of copying CDs or DVDs (or other 

products) in bulk and selling them for reduced rates appears around the world, with recent 

examples in China featuring prominently in mainstream news sources.88  Pirated 

merchandise constitutes a tremendous portion of underground income in developing 

nations, and states often unofficially sanction the practice.  The affordable access to anything 

from Playstation games to telenovela (TV soap opera) episodes, Adobe Photoshop, or the 

latest Grupo 5 album provides new avenues for the circulation of culture.  Peru, in fact, 

generates a significant portion of the pirated goods marketed throughout South America; 

entire malls are devoted exclusively to this business.   

Piracy and market capitalism are intimately linked.  As social scientist Brian Larkin 

notes, “if infrastructures represent attempts to order, regulate, and rationalize society, then 

breakdowns in their operation, or the rise of provisional and informal infrastructures, 

highlight the failure of that ordering and the recoding that takes its place” (2004: 291).  In 

other words, an organized system such as piracy requires an infrastructure in order to 

function under the larger umbrella of capitalism, and implies the incapacity of capitalist 

markets to supply affordable goods.  Piracy is a form of mass culture in which the product is 

manufactured on a large scale within the confines of a relatively basic infrastructure.  It still 

depends on individual agents, but can accommodate the needs of an entire city.  Piracy 

represents a slippage in the capitalist system, and thus highlights its vulnerability.  Capitalism 

                                                           
88 Pang 2004; Mertha 2005; New York Times, July 23, 2004. “Music Piracy Estimate Rises.” 
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is designed to facilitate the exchange of (presumably legitimate) goods and services for 

capital.  Black market goods, however, divert capital from lawful business transactions into 

an untaxed and unregulated sub-economy.  In so doing, they subvert the conventional 

structure, creating an irregular economy that functions independently, although still based on 

supply and demand.  Because of its illicit nature, however, piracy has no official support 

system in place in the event that it should be threatened or its vendors shut down. 

Despite the ubiquity of piracy in Peru, official critics often condemn it, decrying its 

negative impact on intellectual property and artistic creativity.  Their positions often derive 

from a distinctly “first-world” viewpoint derived from nations such as the United States 

where established industries such as music depend on earning maximum profits and royalties 

(Ochoa 2001, Larkin 2006).  Paradoxically in Peru, most artists count on piracy as a means 

of quickly and affordably bringing their music to fans.  Unlike in the United States where 

bands such as Metallica actively protest against piracy and file sharing,89 bands in Iquitos 

refrain from doing so, perhaps because they realize they have little chance of influencing the 

decisions on the part of the consumer or the producer of pirated goods.   

Piracy provides income to countless people on different levels interdependently of 

one another (Ochoa 2001).  Tasks involved in the sale of pirated music include the 

importation of desired blank discs, production or copying, distribution, packaging, and re-

distributing recordings or DVDs to warehouses or small businesses.  This process imitates 

legitimate production of goods almost exactly.  

                                                           
89 Jones, Christopher. “Metallica Rips Napster.” Wired 13 Apr. 2000. 14 June 2009. 
<http://www.wired.com/politics/law/news/2000/04/35670> 
Rimmer, Matthew.  “Napster:  Infinite Digital Jukebox or Pirate Bazaar?”  in  Media International Australia 
Incorporating Culture and Policy, Vol. 98: February 2001 
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 Polvos Azules is a sprawling, four story informal mall in Peru‟s capital wherein 

hundreds of stalls nestle closely together, loosely organized according to product.  Lima‟s 

premiere black market center, Polvos offers everything imaginable, including luggage, tennis 

shoes, figurines, movies, and CDs.  The music stalls feature many different genres, from pop 

to jazz to salsa, and each seller considers themselves extremely knowledgeable about 

currently available discs.  Each one knows his or her inventory intimately and will quickly 

borrow what they don‟t have from a neighbor.  Polvos is a well organized sales apparatus 

that opens daily, boasting exceptionally low prices.  The market illustrates the extent of 

piracy in Peru, and of its brazen nature.   

Iquitos boasts significantly more modest pirate ventures as well.  Some vendors do 

not congregate within a formalized space; rather, they appropriate street corners and nooks 

in the Belén market, as mentioned, and other sites of official commerce.  Their integration 

into spaces frequented by thousands of people results in a commercial sphere where 

legitimate and illegitimate goods sit side-by-side in public, shared areas. 

As mentioned, musical groups and their administrators depend on piracy for 

distribution and popularity.  Vendors of pirated CDs choose the songs to put on 

compilation discs of their own creation according to what songs receive the most airplay on 

the radio.  Managers in turn routinely comb through stalls and stands, making note of the 

dance hits listed on such compilation discs.  In general, the more that a particular ensemble‟s 

tunes appear on Best of Tropical Music discs, the more popular they are with consumers.  By 

noting which bands appear on compilations, managers can assess their band‟s popularity vis-

à-vis the competition.  Most tracks sold on pirated compilations in Iquitos are either made 
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from tracks recorded during live performances or from the recordings that an ensemble 

releases on disc. 

It is difficult to accurately assess the pirate industry, since little information exists on 

the numbers of its employees, the extent of its sales, or the profits it generates.  In Iquitos, 

many companies that offer pirated goods are masked as videographers, responsible for the 

live footage that appears on CDs.  Niky Productions, Mary Music Productions, and Video 

Productions appear to be the three main companies that dominate the pirate market in 

Iquitos as “labels.”  However, there are dozens of production companies that specialize in 

making music videos for different bands in the city, and the extent of their involvement in 

piracy-related activities is unclear.  Street vendors frequently sell discs from all three of the 

major “videographers” in addition to lesser-known pirates in order to provide diverse 

merchandise; each company makes different decisions about how many songs from a 

particular ensemble to put on a disc.  Some tend toward all-Amazonian CDs, whereas others 

mix coastal and highland groups in with local talent. 

  

Brunettes, sensuality, and pirated compilations 

Pirated tecno-cumbia compilations usually feature a topless or bikini-clad woman who 

looks European and is clearly not from the Amazon.  On the album TROPICALES 

PIRATAS (Pirate Tropical Tunes), for instance, a curvy brunette kneels in front of a 

background of sand, palm trees, and ocean, clearly indexing tropical, Amazonian culture. She 

looks longingly from out of heavily made-up eyes, with a hint of strappy gold heels peeking 

from underneath her long legs.  Album jackets by such as Grupo 5 and Los Caribeños 
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frequently include even more explicit images.  While the model‟s breasts on the front jacket 

are all but hidden, the back jacket reveals all.   

The pictorial re-imagination of what an iquiteña should look like appears incongruous 

here, especially when contrasted with the previously discussed charapa dancers dressed in 

Amazonian costumes.  This discrepancy points to the globalizing nature of pirated goods; 

despite the regional sounds featured on CDs, external perceptions of female beauty derived 

from European paradigms have been adopted, perhaps in order to sell to a more diverse and 

international audience.  Additionally, images of sensuous European and American women 

are easily available, whereas there exist few photo archives of iquiteña women. 

The manually inserted track listings on the same pirated CD are also striking.  2013 

Records Music (a pirate company) designed and printed the original CD jacket with a 

particular list of songs, but later a different pirate entrepreneur glued a black-and-white, 

xeroxed listing of a different set of tracks over the top as they actually appear on the CD.  

Figure 24:  Photocopied songlist pasted on top of original songlist on 
Tropicales Piratas. 
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The local seller thus seems to be appropriating both particular sound tracks and also graphic 

art from another pirate as part of their sales efforts.  A local pirate company that makes 

videos for tecno-cumbia bands, Producciones Niky, printed their name at the bottom of the 

glued-on insert, distinguishing the product from that of other pirates in Pucallpa or Lima.  

As this CD illustrates, pirates frequently pirate one another, stealing all or part of the playlists 

of songs in compilations, as well as robbing imagery and graphics.  Also of note is that many 

pirated compilations advertise a publication date far in the future on their merchandise.  This 

CD, for instance, originally incorporated the phrase VERANO 2013 (SUMMER 2013) as a 

banner, but Producciones Niky amended it to Toneras de fin de Año 2010 (Songs from the end of 

the year 2010).  The pirates probably chose this advertising slogan to impress upon the buyer 

how incredibly modern the music was/is.  I purchased this CD in 2008. 

 

Conclusion 

My Iquitos family and I spent the morning of my birthday in 2006 cleaning and 

decorating the house while listening to the radio, switching between an all-salsa station and a 

tecno-cumbia channel that blared Explosión‟s hits.  Before the guests arrived, we strategically 

placed speakers at alternate corners of the main room to provide surround sound for the 

party.  My goddaughter and I rifled through our stacks of pirated discs, choosing the best 

compilations for the stereo so that we would have continual dance hits available for friends 

and family.  The guests knew each song by heart, and the party went well into the evening 

hours, the house shaking with the weight of fifty or so people dancing.   
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 The following Friday I went with a group of friends to the Complejo to see 

Explosión.  They had been on tour in prior weeks, so they waived the usual cover charge in 

order to show their appreciation for fans‟ patience and loyalty.  The Complejo was thus 

crowded with revelers spilling out from the concrete amphitheater into the grassy area for 

motorcycle parking (a bouncer estimated that nearly 4,000 people were in attendance).  The 

enthusiastic crowd yelled lyrics in unison with Explosión‟s own singers, nearly drowning out 

the speakers.  Having hosted a party accompanied by the sound of pirated discs and radio, it 

was comforting to attend a live performance of the same repertoire with thousands of fellow 

fans; my friends felt the same as Wendy yelled to me, “It‟s great to know all the words, 

right?”  

The consumption and reception of radio, public performance, and pirated media 

help create and sustain an imagined, Amazonian, community (Anderson 2006).  Each of 

these forms of publicly circulated culture is commercially driven.  Merchants of public 

culture shape music making in Iquitos by managing the commercial sphere at the Complejo, 

selling CDs, and directing radio broadcasts.  Consumers respond to these actions, generating 

regional cosmopolitanism identities and producing meaning from these varied forms of 

music as they circulate in their lives. 

One issue explored in this chapter is the cultural work that radio accomplishes in 

Iquitos.  Radios connect residents in shared sonic experiences and frequently help gather 

them together at public performances.  The local soundscape creates a uniquely Amazonian 

urban environment; radio acts as the ultimate signifier, the uniting element of a cosmopolitan 

musical experience.  As Derek Vaillant observes, “The airwaves became a neighborhood as 
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well as a metropolitan stage” (Vaillant 2002:26).  Radio effectively forges Amazonian 

identity, bringing performance to its listeners.   

Frequent public performances at the Complejo provide sites for Amazonianness, 

where fluid identities emerge.  Locals reenact carnival dance traditions allegedly rooted in 

indigenous culture, and stage dancers adopt native as well as international references.  At the 

same time, participants respond to national and international song styles and celebrate the 

tecno-cumiaization of local folklore.  Iquiteños‟ produce and re-produce meaning at every live 

performance through predictable musical and social patterns which allow listeners to 

participate. 

Piracy provides consumers with inexpensive Amazonian, Peruvian, and international 

cultural products, shrinking distances between the local and foreign.  Pirated CDs promote 

sounds and music genres that shape popular music esthetics at the Complejo.  More 

importantly, piracy has become increasingly important as a marker of global trends, enabling 

Iquitos‟s population to have access to a wide variety of sounds and products.  It is a cultural 

producer that exists on an enormous scale, simultaneously enabling the creative 

interpretation of regional and global sounds while shaping and supporting local economies. 

Despite the fact that the public sphere is colonized by enterprises dedicated to 

financial gain, consumers are still able to navigate them; in many respects they are able to use 

publicly circulated goods to their own advantage, choosing the extent to which they 

purchase, listen or attend shows.  And as audience members, they frequently display 

considerable agency.  Their invocation of the húmisha beer bottle at the Complejo, for 

example, demonstrates local investment in both traditional and mass-mediated culture and 
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their ability to further “localize”commercial music events.  Public culture thus offers iquiteños 

the opportunity to be simultaneously local and global actors, and to negotiate local meanings 

within their changing environment.  
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CHAPTER VI: 

 

CONCLUSION:  ANALYTICAL OUTCOMES AND FUTURE PROJECTS 

 

Introduction 

 Musmuki, a trendy, upscale bar in Iquitos, plays almost exclusively alternative foreign 

music, from Blind Melon to Manu Chau to Pearl Jam.  The clientele consists primarily of 

university and art academy students who tend to sport funky glasses, 1980s bands t-shirts, 

Converse sneakers, and generally exude an “indie” esthetic.  While few speak English, they 

regularly make requests for English-language tunes, bobbing their heads in time with the 

music and attempting to sing along.  Spanish rock also appears on the playlist, such as the 

emotional songs of Héroes del Silencio or Los Planetas.  Young tourists sometimes find 

their way to the bar, lured by the familiar music and hip atmosphere. 

As a punk rock and indie music fan, I enjoyed visiting Musmuki occasionally.  It was 

comforting to hear music I would have expected on college radio in Austin, and in a space 

that felt nearly as familiar.  I even brought in some of my own music to share with the 

venue‟s owners, and we eagerly exchanged flash drives full of different sounds, comparing 

style preferences.  I also found moments to chat with some of the patrons, asking them what 

they liked about the place.  Most answered that they enjoyed the relaxed ambience that 

included subtle lighting and unique decorations.  Nearly all approved of the music selection.  

When prompted further about what exactly they liked about the music, some shrugged their 
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shoulders, saying, “It‟s just different, especially from what you hear on the radio.”  Others 

were more specific.  Bass player and metal fan Roy was very clear: “It‟s not chicha, cumbia.”   

Roy‟s comments indicate the realities of Iquitos‟ soundscape; tecno-cumbia dominates 

radio airplay, as discussed in Chapters 4 and 5, and certainly every large venue promotes live 

performances of it.  Pirated discs rarely contain anything other than popular regional and 

tropical sounds, only occasionally offering different music such as classic rock or rap.  

Iquitos has been blanketed with tecno-cumbia to the extent that alternatives are pushed to the 

margins, available only on the internet, or in small spaces such as Musmuki.  Most musicians 

and business people in the city invest in the sound of tecno-cumbia, leaving little room for 

other expression. 

Roy‟s comments point to the politics of the iquiteño soundscape, and the extent to 

which local musicians and audiences promote regional genres as a means of raising their 

region‟s cultural profile.  Explosión‟s pursuit of national recognition, for example, involves a 

strategy of promoting certain types of dance repertoire to the exclusion of all other styles.  

Flores deployed his resources so as to paint the city as an exclusively tecno-cumbia and pandilla-

filled space; his band took the credit for renewed regional zeal.  Explosión and others 

capitalize on reifying Amazonian culture, both folkloric and popular.  The stakes are high for 

all players involved in representing the Amazon, but their efforts also involve a silencing of 

other modes of musical expression and experience.  Roy and others at Musmuki represent 

part of an attempt to counteract the dominant musical discourse of Iquitos.   

Of course, Roy and his friends are predominantly from the city‟s small middle class, 

making up a minute segment of iquiteña society.  Relatively privileged, most of them attend 
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institutions of higher learning and are relatively well traveled.  I noted in Chapter 4 that tecno-

cumbia had become popular among Peruvians of all ages and social classes, but I also 

indicated in Chapter 5 that most attendees of Explosión shows were young and part of the 

working class.  Roy‟s distaste for the principal musical genres of his hometown, therefore, 

must be contextualized vis-à-vis his background, education, and general access to other 

musical styles. 

 Do middle-class youths feel less Amazonian because they dislike a purportedly 

Amazonian genre and participate in alternative music cultures?  Iquitos is, after all, a 

cosmopolitan city in which global products and services circulate in domestic and public 

spheres.  Because of their taste for international styles, Musmuki‟s patrons are subscribing to 

different (and even arguably more progressive) forms of globalization, bringing diversity to 

their city and challenging the status quo.  In some senses, they are performing 

Amazonianness by frequenting a bar whose main base ingredient in its drinks (aguardiente) is a 

locally-produced product that occupies a prominent place in the regional imagination.90  I 

would suggest that the clientele‟s Amazonian sentiments may also be read in their listening 

habits, in which local articulations of popular culture are absent: by not listening to or 

enjoying tecno-cumbia, they choose to construct and alternative Amazonian identity.   

Tecno-cumbia‟s continued popularization in Iquitos results in the silencing of several 

genres that have the capacity to represent different segments of Amazonian society.  The 

dominance of commercial tecno-cumbia performances mean less space for traditional 

                                                           
90 There are many variants of aguardiente, most of which include some kind of raiz (root) that possesses 
medicinal qualities.  Aguardiente is found in several local legends and myths.  Musmuki is especially unique 
because the venue offers traditional mixed drinks (piña coladas, daiquiris, screwdrivers) using aguardiente as the 
primary ingredient instead of tequila or vodka. 
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indigenous music, which now tends to appear only within scripted contexts of parades or 

tourist events.  Local pop sounds silence folkloric music as well, relegating traditional mestizo 

sounds, such as the pandillas once widely enjoyed by fans of Los Solteritos to a select few 

venues.   But resentment of silence produced by the popularity of Explosión surfaces most 

palpably among alternative music listeners, and especially among the noticeable metal 

contingent in the city, who deride such tecno-cumbia ensembles as commercialized schlock.91 

 Other local groups perform transregional popular styles as well.  Trans-C is a local 

rock group known for its aggressive style and good covers of popular Peruvian bands such 

as Mar de Copas, 6 Voltios, and Líbido as well as foreign groups such as Maná, Nickleback 

and Third Eye Blind.  Such groups play at smaller venues, especially in bars with small 

stages.  Trans-C famously played a punk rock version of “Mi manguaré” (“My Manguaré”) at a 

large San Juan party in 2006, reinterpreting the Amazonian composition and framing 

Amazonianness ironically.  The group‟s transnational stylization of a regional piece indicates 

a resistance to the dominant tecno-cumbia genre but an embrace of local culture. 

 This dissertation has not examined alternative public spheres in Iquitos such as 

these.  The individuals described above, however, are involved in projects similar to those of 

Los Solteritos and Explosión in that they implicitly critique and comment upon what actually 

constitutes Amazonianness.  Iquitos‟ urban growth galvanizes newfound regional pride that 

manifests in different arenas; young intellectuals of Musmuki and metal fans alike are finding 

their place in a constantly reinvented cityscape.  These changing class dynamics in Iquitos 

                                                           
91 I spoke with a number of metal fans at a show held at an abandoned historic building in May 2007.  Several 
described tecno-cumbia as “incomprehensible commercial shit” (p.c. 16 March 2007). 
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could reveal alternate articulations of regional identity as manifest in alternate public spheres 

(Fraser 1983).   

Instead, I have addressed the way that genres specifically marked as Amazonian 

shape Iquitos‟s public culture, and shown how their circulation helps locals and visitors alike 

to understand the changing face of the globalizing city.  I have explored how the people who 

create and circulate these genres engage local identity politics in new and creative ways.  As 

such, this study shows how a geographically-isolated urban hub historically marginal to the 

nation-state and deeply structured by colonial dispossession, has entered national discourse 

as an important cultural center. 

As described in Chapter 2, Iquitos‟s history of missionization, colonization, and 

ethnic conflict has left the city with cultural expressions that alternately elevate and disparage 

marginalized indigenous culture in the city.  Building on this base, several stylistic fusions 

have arisen in different contexts over the twentieth century, from religious ceremony to 

popular celebration.  The most famous is the folkloric pandilla, whose progenitors were 

inspired by the national popularity of folkloric performances toward an investment in 

traditional music and a newfound curiosity about local cultural identities.  Los Solteritos 

claimed merely to have formalized the pandilla genre, and proudly insisted upon its roots in 

native communities, while performing in mostly mestizo settings. Years later artists riding a 

renewed wave of regional pride chose instead of highlight Iquitos‟s increasingly globalized 

nature, resulting in an electrified version of traditional music, as Explosión tecno-cumbiaized 

their predecessors‟ genre.   
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Raúl Flores‟ keen business sense propelled Explosión to national notoriety due to his 

manipulation of different forms of public culture, including live performance, radio 

broadcasts, and the circulation of pirated goods.  Each of these media shrink distances 

between the local and the global; creative people and consumers produce different meanings 

from them, thereby shaping their own versions of Amazonian identity.  As such, this study 

revealed the creative dynamics and the sense of agency exerted by users of even the most 

commercial of public cultural manifestations, demonstrated how they are bound up with the 

creation and maintenance of uniquely local forms. 

 

Future areas of study 

Folkloric sounds have been adopted by urbanites from different social classes and in 

distinct contexts entirely aside from the case studies examined previously.  As briefly 

mentioned in Chapter 3, folklore studies have been institutionalized at the local music 

conservatory and knowledge of folklore has become a stepping stone for future musicians in 

the area.  Many traditional music groups have formed at the conservatory that later perform 

on their own at festivals, in parades and at restaurants.  Roy (the bassist mentioned earlier) 

studied his instrument there and performed with a number of ensembles that regularly 

feature pandillas and related repertoire.  As mentioned in Chapter 3, new interpretations of 

traditional pieces have surfaced among younger musicians in fusion groups; performers 

combine global and traditionally local sounds, experimenting with notions of 

Amazonianness in unique ways.  
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The conservatory itself is highly regarded because of some of its more successful 

alumni, including two singers and a keyboardist from Explosión, studied music there and 

claim to have taken folklore courses.  Lead singer David Núñoz regularly bragged to me 

about his degree from the conservatory, describing how it prepared him for a career in 

popular music.  Understanding how the conservatory approaches folkloric pedagogy could 

further illuminate the position of Amazonian and indigenous arts in contemporary society 

(O‟Brien 2010, Kingsbury 1988, Nettl 1995, Small 1998, Hill 2005). 

Folkloric ensembles continue to proliferate in Iquitos, playing traditional, 

contemporary, and newly composed repertoire.  Many of them reinterpret songs first 

disseminated by Los Solteritos‟, formulating their own versions of regional music and in the 

process demonstrating the dynamism of local Amazonian culture.  Some change the songs‟ 

instrumentation, adding mandolin or even synthesizers.  Others change the lyrics, adding a 

contemporary twist on old themes.  Los Solteritos occasionally covered pan-Andean songs 

or lightly reinterpreted popular songs, but their instrumentation rarely varied.  Further study 

of modern folkloric groups and their musical interpretations could reveal more nuanced 

understandings of traditional repertoire and its role in the regional imaginary. 

The cultural work that Los Solteritos and Explosión have accomplished in and 

around Iquitos aids in understanding identity politics that underscore mestizo involvement 

but continual marginalizes indigenous participation through overt caracatures of native 

cultures through musical and costume tokenism.  Future projects could include research 

among indigenous immigrants in Iquitos regarding their perceptions of popular musics and 

the representations of native cultures therein. 
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 In Chapter 4, I discussed the emergence of tecno-cumbiaized pandilla as performed by 

the local band Explosión.  The group‟s reinterpretation of pandilla resulted in the 

popularization of a folkloric genre that galvanized fans‟ regional loyalties and brought a 

unique sound to the nation.  Explosión‟s overtly Amazonian-themed concerts proved to be 

both financially profitable and culturally influential; fans actively consumed their music at 

live events and in recorded form, and performed Amazonianness through the reenactment 

of carnival rituals.  The marketing strategies employed by management proved its business 

savvy, targeting fans‟ senses of nostalgia and regionalism. 

 Explosión is not the only tecno-cumbia ensemble in Iquitos.  While the group 

dominated the popular music scene for nearly eleven years, several competing bands have 

emerged recently years; the group Ilusión is drawing attention, for instance, performing their 

own pandillas for fans of all ages.  Ilusión includes faster tempi performed with new and 

noticeably more synthetic sounds.  More importantly, the timbres of the band‟s singers are 

distinctly more “pop” than that of their predecessors‟.   Explosión‟s bassist, keyboardist, 

timbale player and conguero (conga player) now perform with the new ensemble in addition to 

Explosión. 

Technology has played a role in moving Ilusión to the forefront of the popular music 

scene.  Many other established tecno-cumbia groups began performing in the late 1990s, before 

social networking sites and YouTube emerged as important promotional tools.  Ilusión now 

surpasses Explosión in YouTube viewings and on local radio stations, likely because the 

group‟s manager understands the importance of harnessing the power of the internet.  

Forms of public culture in Iquitos are changing to accommodate new technologies, and 
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internet sites and podcasts are increasingly available to different segments of urban 

Amazonia, supplanting pirated DVDs, mp3s and traditional radio.92   

Explosión‟s manager Raúl Flores has gone on the offensive, attempting to reshape 

the presentation of his band in order to regain ground against competitors.  As mentioned in 

Chapter 4, Flores understood the importance of featuring young, attractive dancers and 

singers.  Recently, he forced two of his singers, including 50 year-old Eduardo de Aguila, to 

“retire,” and hired younger performers in their place (the newest lead singer is a 22-year-old 

woman whose clothing tends toward a moderate punk esthetic and adds nuanced growls to 

her vocals).  Flores commissioned new songs at great expense from Estanis Mogollón, 

renowned songwriter from Chiclayo (a coastal town north of Lima) and heavily promoted 

the new tunes.  He has offered patrons more incentives to attend Explosión‟s live concerts 

in the form of free key chains, hats, and t-shirts.   

Flores is as sensitive to changing times as the members of Los Solteritos were before 

him, but new generations of fans seem more attracted to younger ensembles and performers. 

Explosión dominated the Iquitos scene for years, but they do not have the bold, brassy 

sound of many coastal groups now heard on the radio such as Grupo 5, a pop band with 

wind instruments and a tighter sound (Chapter 4).  Other local groups also exude a 

youthfulness that Explosión no longer can; Kaliente, Dinamita, and Ilusión all boast lead 

singers and musicians under the age of twenty-five. 

Awareness of Amazonian pop music in other regions of the country continues to 

grow due to promotion and to the expanding population of Amazonian migrants elsewhere 

                                                           
92 The new data provided here results from internet research and email correspondence with members of 
Explosión and with friends and colleagues in Iquitos.  I have not returned to the city since January 2008. 
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in Peru.  As such, the nation‟s dynamism resulting from national migration and the more 

efficient circulation of media has changed the reception of Amazonian music elsewhere.  

Future projects that investigate pockets of Amazonian migrants in other regions could reveal 

more details regarding the broader awareness of Amazonian music, as well as their impact 

and significance to other populations. 

The transnational elements of iquiteña music culture point toward unique regional 

dynamics that are partially responsible for shaping the city‟s cosmopolitan sounds.  Not only 

do loretanos continue to move to other parts of the country, but immigrants from neighboring 

nations increasingly settle in Iquitos.  Audience members still feel the impact of the short-

lived toada trend, as discotecas promote noches de nostalgia (nights of nostalgia) during which DJs 

spin Brazilian music from the late 1990s and choreographers lead patrons in elaborate line 

dances.  Music, dance and costume borrowing from Brazilia and Colombia regularly 

manifest themselves in performances throughout the city. 

I believe it would be productive to further deconstruct these regional and 

transnational forms of public culture, especially considering the ways that the sources of 

Amazonian pride and identity move amorphously across borders.  Iquitos is just 206 miles 

from Santa Rosa, a frontier town that shares its borders with Tabatinga, Brazil and Leticia, 

Columbia.  The Brazilian toada and the vallenato from Colombia have close links to the 

musical culture in Iquitos and have a presence in radio, public performance, and pirated 

compilations.  Considering the transformation of the toada into the tecno-cumbia in the late 

1990s, it would be fruitful to trace those influences across the borders, especially in the 

context of localized cosmopolitanism. 
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As Iquitos continues to develop, its public culture will likely adapt to an increasingly 

cosmopolitan environment, and one in which the public sphere diversifies in class, 

education, ethnicity, sex, and age.  This does not mean that egalitarianism will increase; 

centuries of mercantilism, mineral extraction, and post/colonial industrial and agricultural 

exploitation of the working class have created deeply entrenched divisions.  Rather, greater 

accessibility to various media could provide creative outlets for consumption and creation.  

Youth in Iquitos become more and more technology-savvy, and currents of technology flow 

ever faster in the city; I suspect that public culture will center more around virtual cultures in 

the years to come, such as social networking sites including Hi5, Facebook, or YouTube.  I 

am interested in the speed at which virtual cultures become more central in iquiteños’ lives, 

and how they might alter the reception or current articulations of public culture on the 

ground. 

 I am also intrigued by increasingly transnational flows of information, especially 

related to discourse about what is iquiteño or Amazonian.  I hope to study in greater detail 

how local and transnational forms overlap and feed into one another, creating multiple layers 

of signification.  Emergent musics in the Amazon could reveal a great deal about strategies 

used to participate  in modernity, and to overcome the geographic isolation of Iquitos.  I am 

curious as to how the city‟s culture is becoming more virtual despite (or because of) 

technological ties.   
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Contributions 

As an understudied and geographically isolated region of Peru, the Loreto province 

provides a unique place in which to explore the emergence of cultural expression.  This 

study has demonstrated the dynamic contours of Amazonian musical culture, illuminating 

internal tensions and relationships as the locals come to terms with globalizing trends.  

Similar movements have played out in other regions of the country and internationally, but 

urban Amazonia‟s marginalized location and late entrance into modernity (García Canclini 

1995) provide rich content for study and analysis. 

 Ethnic tensions informed by centuries of brutal colonization have played out 

musically as urban loretanos alternately elevate and disparage indigenous cultures and 

practices.  These relationships manifest themselves in the musical performances of fusion 

genres (Chapter 3), dances mimicking natives in urban spaces (Chapter 4), and through 

instrumentation and performance esthetics of urban folkloric music.  The ways in which 

ethnicities are defined and perceived will undoubtedly continue to change.  I am curious as 

to whether an awareness or appreciation of indigenousness heritage may increase in the 

popular imagination over the coming years. 

The localization of globalized sounds that occurs in tecno-cumbia performance reveals 

the degree to which popular music groups project Amazonianness, a sensibility rooted both 

in tradition and cosmopolitanism.  Explosión incorporates synthesized sounds meant to 

replicate indigenous instrumentation while drawing audience members to recreate carnival 

rituals within mass dances at huge amphitheaters.  The distribution of their urban 
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Amazonian sound demonstrates their savvy navigation of the mediated symbols of 

modernity.  

 This study has focused on regional identity as constructed from within the dominant 

framework of public culture that is inextricably linked to commercial spheres, permeating 

daily life.  While I was surprised by the extent to which cosmopolitan identity formations 

were byproducts of capitalist endeavors such as radio broadcasts and public performances, I 

was also fascinated by the way that listeners and consumers actively produced their own 

meaning from participation in and interaction with these forms of public culture.  Active 

consumption of mass-mediated heritage has resulted in a stronger sense of Amazonianness.  
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